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ABSTRACT
Family Rites of Passage:
A Study of Ritual and the School Entry Transition
in Five Healthy Families
May 1979
Edward L. Yeats, B.A., New York University
M.S., University of Massachusetts, Ph.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Dee G. Appley
The purpose of this dissertation was to investigate, in an hypo-
thesis generating, exploratory study, the place of ritual in the
healthy family's accomplishment of its development. A family develop-
mental transition-the school entry of the youngest child-was chosen.
In consultation with the school system in a small New England convnunity,
five "healthy" families were selected and invited to participate. The
families came from varied socio-economic and cultural backgrounds, but
all were intact, first marriage families with no known mental health
problems, no special needs, a good relationship with the school, and a
youngest child who had made a healthy transition into first grade.
The methodology employed with each family involved a two-day
period of participant observation by the investigator and a series of
semi
-structured, tape recorded interviews with the parents, each of the
children and the family as a whole. The data are presented in the form
of detailed case studies.
Analysis of the data from these five families suggests that family
ritual, as distinguished from family routine, is characterized by two
VI i
factors: temporal s^^I^
p,,il^
rituals are broken down into two broad categories: FamiJx Mndina
Rituals and FamOx Life-C^ RituaU. Within each of these categories,
several types of family rituals are defined.
A functional analysis of family rituals, based on ritual theory in
anthropology and sociology as well as the systems theory concepts of
homeostasis (Jackson, 1964) and homeorhesis (Waddington, 1957), is then
elaborated. Ritual in the family is proposed to have four major func-
tions: enrichment of the family life, maintenance of family structure,
socialization, and the facilitation of developmental change. Both
binding and life-cycle rituals serve enrichment and socialization func-
tions. Family-binding rituals serve to reinstate or reaffirm the struc-
tural boundaries between family subsystems and between the family and
the outside world. In this way family binding rituals are homeostatic
and serve maintenance functions. Family life-cycle rituals are seen as
symbolic enactments of change in family structure or confirmations of
_d.evelopment, operating in the modes of permission
, affirmation , and
iducation. Family life-cycle rituals are thus shown to function to
validate developmental change within the family, making it shared real-
ity and providing a context for the expression of affect that accom-
panies sucn change. In this way family life-cycle rituals are homeo-
'"'^gtic in their function, facilitating the family's transition to an
equilibrium at a higher level of differentiation.
These conceptual ideas are discussed in the light of current
theory and research on family development. Factors in the family and
in the school which may facilitate healthy school entry are considered.
viii
The potential use of family ritual analysis as a diagnostic assessment
tool and the prescription of rituals in family therapy in the clinical
setting are discussed. Ideas for further research on the theoretical
hypotheses generated by this study are explored.
ix
"Ceremonies are the bond that holds the multitudestogether, and if the bond be removed, those
multitudes would fall into confusion."
—Hsun Tzu, Chinese Philosopher
3rd Century B.C.
(quoted in Radcliffe-Brown, 1952)
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INTRODUCTION
For some years now, tfnere has been a trend in clinical practice
away from an individual or child focus and towards a perspective which
emphasizes the whole family system. With this change in the level of
intervention, much conceptual work has also begun in which the focus
has been on the family as a whole. Recent work on defining phases of
family development (Duvall, 1971; Rodgers, 1964, 1965; Solomon, 1973)
is complementary to the immensely valuable work on individual child de-
velopment (e.g., Erikson, 1950, 1959) which has guided us in individual
psychotherapy. Uith the focus on whole families, parents are no longer
seen simply as players in the child's libidinal drama, and it has be-
come clear that the process of individuation continues throughout the
life-cycle for both parents and children.
Whether in the life-cycle of the individual or the life-cycle of
the family as a whole, it is possible to identify a series of fairly
predictable 'crises' with definable themes. In each of these crises,
the identity of the individual or the family as a whole goes through a
transition (e.g., married couple to family with an infant/spouse to
parent; family with young children to family with kids in school/special
family member to anonymous class member). This seems to be a quite
stressful disintegration-reintegration process.
In earlier times and in more tightly-knit tribal cultures these
transitions were affirmed and punctuated by the larger social system
through van-o.s n'tuals wh1c„ are known to anthropologists as ntes of
(see van Gennep. 1908). To be described In detail later
these rituals served the purpose of clean, ^ar^'ng the „.an1ng and so-
c.al Implications of developmental changes fro. birth to death. Along
with powerful social aff1r™t1on of growth (and maintenance of power .e-
latlonships between age and sex groups), these rituals provided a struc-
ture within which the expression of affect which accompanies family
Change could be accomplished.
In present day American culture it has, in large part, fallen to
the family to affirm the development of its members. For many, the re-
ligious ceremonies and other social rites (e.g., graduations) which
served as rites of passage in the past have become empty and anonymous,
perhaps in correspondence with the progressive disintegration of ethnic
community groups (Rapoport, 1963; Grotjahn, I960). While this may be
part of a cultural trend towards mobi 1 ity and individualism, it may also
be placing a great burden on the nuclear family to affirm and facilitate
the developmental progress of its members. Perhaps from the creativity
of families facing these issues and from experiments in alternative
modes of community living, new rituals will emerge to fulfill the need
for confirmation and clarity of identity:
The critical problems of becoming male and female, of rela-tions within the family and of passing into old age are di-
rectly related to the devices which the society offers theindividual to help him achieve the new adjustment. Somehow
we seem to have forgotten this-or perhaps the ritual has be-
come so completely individualistic that it is now found for
many only in the privacy of the psychoanalyst's couch.
.
One dimension of mental illness may arise because an increas-
ing number of individuals are forced to accomplish their tran-
XV
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The purpose of this dissertation is to investigate, in an explora-
tory way, the place of ritual in fa.ily life, m the following chapters
I will present a conceptual framework for the study of the family as a
developing system, which I will then apply to the concept of family
ritual, using data from participant observation and semi
-structured
interviews with five modern American families. I will propose a system
of definitions and classifications of rituals in family life. This work
will be grounded in theories of ritual in tribal culture which have
emerged in anthropology and the study of primitive religion. An analy-
sis of the functions of various types of ritual in these families and
implications for further research and therapeutic intervention will be
considered.
The families chosen for this study are 'healthy' (i.e., non-
clinical) families whose youngest child had entered first grade shortly
before the time of this research. Along with the study of ritual in
these families will be an investigation of the phase of 'school entry
of the youngest child' in family development.
As part of the ground work that must be laid for an analysis of
family rituals. I will turn now to a discussion of the Rites of Passage
in tribal cultures.
CHAPTER
I
RITES OF PASSAGE
There are, of course, nany types of ntual 1n tr1ba, life A fuU
discussion Of tr15a, rituals an. their functions win 5e presented 1„ a
later chapter.
,„ this brief Introductory chapter, the focus 1s on
those rituals which are specifically related to developmental change In
the tribal setting: the rites of passage.
With the emerging Interest and understanding of the Importance of
develop^nta, transitions within the fa.lly co.es a curiosity about how
such transitions are accomplished In a ^healthy syste.. Several writ-
ers have either theorized or presented data which suggest that ™st
problems 1n life, especially those which bring family members Into
clinical settings, focus around a family developmental crisis (Minuchln.
1974; Haley, 1975; Hodley et ai. , 1974; Solomon. 1973) . Ue are thus
very Interested in discovering what It 1s In the healthy accomplishment
of development which permits the crisis to be resolved In a way which
does not incapacitate family members. A look, first, at how develop-
mental transitions are accomplished In tribal cultures may be helpful.
It is traditional in psychology to draw, when possible, on what we
know of human history in an effort to gather implications for ™dern
life. There are numerous examples, most caning out of the psychoanaly-
tic literature, of studies of so-called 'primitive' peoples which shed
light on the problems of modern life. Some of these are Freud's (1946)
study Of the
.ythologica, histo^ of the oedlpus complex, Jung's
.e-
searches Into various mythological symbols and thei. universality (see
'^59). Rei..s (1964) .or. on the psychoanalytic interpretation of reli-
gious ritual. Bettelheim.s (1954) study of the initiation rites of tri
bal cultures, and Erikson's (1964) wor. with the concept of psychohis-
tory. Much of this literature („ith the notable exception of Eri.son)
's focused on learning about the nature of individual neurosis from the
study Of pri.itive' peoples. The emphasis is on the tribal person as
Childlike, and his/her irrational beliefs and magical practices provid-
ing data about the neurotic mind.
In the description of tribal rites of passage which follows, the
emphasis is placed on the functional and facilitative aspects of ritual
in 'primitive' cultures. While some tribal rites seem brutal and even
sadistic. I have been impressed with the psychological wisdom reflected
in some of the rites of passage through which the tribe as a system fa-
cilitates and affirms the developmental progress of its members (both
parents and children).
Among the great works produced in the sciences in the early part
of this century is a small book by a French anthropologist. Arnold van
Gennep, called Jhe Mtes of Passage (1908)
. This monograph details
the rites of many tribal peoples with regard to developmental transi-
tions
.
Van Gennep begins his exploration of rites of passage with a de-
scription of the rites accompanying actual passage from one territory to
another, and this becomes the analogue for transitions from one social
world or status to another. Three types of rites of passage ar^ per-
fon^i 1n tribal cultures, according to van Gennep. and these three
types Of ritual correspond to the three phases of a territorial passage.
These are defined by van Gennep:
-,es^of incorp^nSnto the niwlST^olS^l]^'-^
The three types of rites will be referred to in this paper as rites of
separation, transition and incorporation, respectively.
"any examples are given of rites of each type. Rites of separa-
tion, which take place on or before departure, include sacrifices,
cleansing (purification), leaving particular items behind, etc. IJith
these acts the traveler embarks and makes clear his separation from the
previous place.
Rites performed during the transitional stage are, in fact, fre-
quently accompanied by an actual passing through a door or gate, under
an arch, or between two branches or the parts of an object which has
been halved. The transitional stage is one in which the traveler is be-
tween two worlds, and in 'semi
-civilized' cultures this means literally
in neutral territory between tribal boundaries (ordinarily deserts,
marshes, or virgin forests where everyone has full rights to travel and
hunt)
.
Rites of incorporation
, which mark the traveler's union with a new
place, include the offering of gifts and sacrifices to the appropriate
deities, libations, a shared meal or pipe, blood exchanges, etc.
Van Gennep uses this three-part structure as a framework for a dis-
4cuss,cn Of the rites of passage which
.ark developmental transitions in
socal status within the tribal group. By this analogy, he compares
separation fro. the previous social role, the period of transition be-
tween identities, and incorporation into a new set of duties and rela-
tionships within the tribe with the three phases of passage between ter-
n'tories described above.
Rituals of the three types (separation, transition, incorporation)
exist for developmental transitions at all phases of the life cycle from
rites Of separation and incorporation at birth (e.g., umbilical cord
cutting rituals and naming) through childhood rites, initiation, marri-
age, funerals, etc. Not all transitions are accompanied by all three
types of ritual. Some transitions are long in taking place, so there
are different rites at different phases. A good example of this is the
transition period between childhood and adolescence among the Bantu
which is determined by physical signs-the loss of the first teeth and
the growing of the second:
. .
.Thus among the southern Bantu, for instance, the periodfrom the first to the second teething includes: (1) ritespreceding the appearance of the first tooth; (2) a transition-
al period between the first and the second set of teeth; (3)
au the beginning of this transition the burning of the mat
mother and child have used as a bed.
.
., (4) the period ofinstruction, in which the boy is taught that he must no longer
sit with the women and is prevented from learning their secretlanguage; he lives only with the boys who are of his age or
older and even has to leave the hut when his father enters
During the interval between the cutting of the first and sec-
ond sets of teeth, the child is not informed about sexual
phenomena; when the second teeth begin to appear, he is sys-
tematically taught about them. Various magical operations are
terminated at this time and only then is it permissible for
him to work in the fields (p. 61).
men-
Here, in an example which concerns a child at the age of children
-
this study, an three phases are present, although only two of the
three types of rites (separation and incorporation) are mentioned The
burning of the sleeping
.at hy tne
.other must he seen as a rite of sep-
aration, isolation among other boys of the sane approximate age along
wUh the prohibition of sexual learning give the appearance of a tran-
sn,onal period, although no specific transitional ceremonies are
tloned. Finally, the teaching of sexual knowledge and permission to
work in the fields at the appearance of the second teeth are rites of
incorporation.
An example of a rite of transition comes from the Chinese of Min-
how, where there is a yearly rite to celebrate the passing of children
from one age to the next. This rite, like numerous rites of transition
reported by van Gennep, actually involves passing through a portal
built specially for the occasion. At the age of 16, the child is sup-
posed to come under the care of all of the gods, whereas s/he was pre-
viously looked after exclusively by the 'mother' deity. At this time
the final passage through the door takes place in a ceremony called
'thanking the mother,' which marks the end of childhood. Here it would
seem that a rite which was previously one of transition becomes a rite
of separation.
Van Gennep's monograph is full of examples of rituals which corres-
pond with various other developmental transitions. In all of these,
although they- is considerable variation in content, the process is the
same one of separation from the previous role and set of relationships,
transitional period of isolation, and final incorporation into a new
6social Identity. Van Gennep^s th.ee-phase
..ea.down see.s to have see
pro.,se Of application to node™ development. Taking, for example. Kes-
tenberg.s (1970) general description of the complicated process of tran-
sition in the family:
In transition from one phase to the next thP
inq'that'D."rPntr!?'^°7'""3
^''^'^^^ and'dema'nd-
SEPARATION of his nP^?T ^° ^^^'^ ^^e needsr ms ext developmental phase, the child
seems to reject the parents. As a resu t oarents feel hurt and inadequate. They ?oo become"
Mm:!-?!--::-^_!^!.^^!li!^^:.^° ^ay! r^jec?
TRANSITION i de"nti[?'as^SarPn?^ ".'^^ '
new, e'go'-s'^nt'o'nic"'
nhn P^i^ents, they must give ud theJohnny they know to become acquainted' with thenew Johnny.
: -7—But once again the strange child
INCORPORATTnN Inl^^ It
^^T^ngeness and becomes familiarIO again the discontinuity of the relationship
s bridged over and the period of alienation
IS passed (p. 292).
Clearly an established rite which prescribes rituals to punctuate
this process and define it as part of the tribal reality can be seen as
a functional, stress and anxiety reducing adaptation. Both parents and
child are guided through the transition by the larger tribal system, as
witnessed, for example, by the practices of the Masai in Kenya among
whom:
.a boy cannot undergo circumcision or a girl clitoral ex-
cision, unless the father has performed a ceremony called
passing over the fence' which signifies his acceptance of the
status of an 'old man' (Van Gennep, p. 85).
'1 a tribal culture, where the family is a part of a larger, cohesi
™de.. n.c,ea. fa.1l,, to accomplish thei. own develop»nt as well as
affirm the development of their offspring.
several writers (Radcliffe-Brown, 1922; Chappie S Coon. 1942; Kim-
ball. 1960) in anthropology have described rites of passage as homeo-
statlc phenomena which are employed to restore equilibrium in a system
(tribe) disturbed by the changes in social interaction which accompany
the growth and development of its members. Here it might be valuable to
suggest that, although clearly contributing to the maintenance of the
tribe's structure and integrity, rites of passage may function not sim-
ply to return the system to a homeostatic setting but to establish a new
equilibrium which incorporates the change. This kind of regulatory-
growth process has been termed homeorhesis by Haddington (1957) and
will be discussed in more detail below in the section on family system
development.
CHAPTER II
A SVSTBIS THEORY OF FAMILY DEVELOPHENT
in
-^e. to 5eg1„ to answer the question:
..How does the U.Uy
facilitate the growth of Its
.enhersr it see.s useful to stan wUh abrief exploration of the concept of development as 1t has emerged In
life-science.
Developmentj OrthoaenetU and E£laer^
Development, literally
.unfolding' (Webster. 1973). has been de-
scribed in two complementary ways by biological as well as psychological
theorists. These are orthoaenetic (see Werner, 1957) and epi genetic
(Haddington. 1957; Erikson. I959).
The orthogenetic principle, elaborated eloquently by Werner (1957)
a developmental psychologist, from work with the development of visual
'
percepts, breaks develop^nt Into three phases. In the first phase the
form is an undifferentiated global whole. Next, the parts are differ-
entiated and elaborated. Then, the parts are Integrated with the global
form into a complete whole Thi^ Iq ;» 'nv,«^«o •K riui . ims IS a process' way of seeing develop-
ment in a general sense.
The concept of epigenesis deals more specifically with the actual
sequence of events In the developn^ntal process. The concept was bor-
rowed by biologists from geology In which It refers to fon^ations and
chemical changes which occur after original rock formations are estab-
lished (van Nostrand. 1968). During the first half of the 20th century
When it was becoming clear that the theory of
-preformation' was inade-
quate to explain embryonic development, organismic biologists used the
term epigenesis to describe ''the emergence of new phenomena and proper-
ties not contained in miniature or preformed" in the process of develop-
ment from a single cell to a complex organism (Harris, 1957). Epigene-
tic descriptions of development include the defining of stages which
emerge as signposts in the process of transformation. Stages are never
hard and fast, but rather fade together and build upon each other.
Waddington (1957), Sinnott (1950), Selye (1956) and Holmes (1948) are
among the biologists who have worked with these ideas.
Psychologists have in turn borrowed from biology the concept of
epigenesis to describe the process of human development. Perhaps most
noteworthy is the work of Erikson (1950, 1959, 1968), who has used an
isomorphic analogy to embryonic development in his description of the
stages of human growth. He defines the epigenetic principle thus:
Whenever we try to understand growth it is well to rememberthe e£2^enetic £r^^^ which is derived from the growth oforganisms in. utero
.
Somewhat generalized, this principle
nufnf t^-c
^"^^hing that grows has a ground plan and that
out o this ground plan the parts arise, each part having itstime of special ascendancy, until all parts have arisen toform a functioning whole (1959, p. 1).
Needless to say, Erikson 's work with this perspective has been im-
mensely helpful in the understanding of human development and its
themes. Now, as the attention of psychology begins to focus on the
family as a system, several writers have tried their hand at an appli-
cation of this kind of epigenetic stage theory to map family development
(Duvall, 1971; Rodgers, 1965; Solomon, 1973; Haley, 1975; Shapiro,
10
1977). These writer, have succeeded at least in describing a sequence
Of Phases Of family life, based largely on the ages of the children
some Of the details of the extremely multivaried and complex interac
tions which form the crises of family life have begun to be explored (by
Haley and Shapiro especially). Writers focusing on adult development
(Gould, 1972, 1977; Kestenberg, 1970; Anthony & Benedek, 1970) have also
helped in the understanding of development in families. Thus it is be-
ginning to come into focus that development is indeed a family process
(to borrow Shapiro's language), that the family is not simply a backdrop
for the child's dramatic transforation, but that each phase is a time
of crisis, change and growth for all family members. It is clearly an
extremely difficult picture to draw (a three-dimensional moving pic-
ture). The use of concepts from systems theory and embryology can and
have been helpful in conceptualizing this complex process of develop-
mental transition.
Ihe Use of Biological Analogy : Homeostasis
As we often gain insight from the study of human history, so psy-
chologists are often interested in what there is to learn from the study
of analogous organic processes in biology. Although analogy is only
suggestive, biology may indeed provide isomorphic insight into psycho-
logical processes (Cannon, 1945; Von Bertal lanffy
, 1956, 1968; Yeats,
1977).
Psychologists, especially family theorists, have already borrowed
Cannon's (1939) concept of homeostasis and used it well to describe some
processes in the maintenance of the family system (Jackson, 1965; Watz-
11
lawick, Beavin & Jackson, 1967; Ferriera, 1963). By their definition,
the family is a rule-governed system which is maintained through nega-
tive feedback in response to deviations from the norms and rules of the
system. As Jackson (1965) describes it:
Thus, if the norm in the family is that there be no disaaree-
ment,_when trouble begins to brew, we might observe general
uneasiness, a sudden tangentialization or change of toSic oreven symptomatic behavior on the part of an identified pal
nf,^h. ? ''^^ ^""^ u'^' ^^^^ ^'^^^y' °^ even become physically111 when family members begin to argue. The family is dis-tracted and brought into coalition (frequently against thepatient) and the norm holds until the next time (p. 13).
One way of looking at this mechanism, which has helped in under-
standing of the functioning of individual homeostasis, that is, ego de-
fense mechanisms (Freud, 1936; Sullivan, 1953; Yeats, 1977), is to see
that the key to the process is anxiety. Anxiety has been defined as a
signal to the individual ego of the threat of disintegration (May,
1950). On the family level, if we see the family's rules and myths as
being its ego-structure, deviation from the rules which provide the
structure of reality must be perceived and responded to as a threat to
the integrity of the system. Especially in a 'rigid' system, which must
maintain equilibrium within a narrow homeostatic range, deviation can be
threatening. Even the signs of 'positive' growth may be responded to
with negative feedback, as noted, for example, by Watzlawick, Beavin and
Jackson (1967).
Homeostasis and Growth
It is clear that homeostasis is a conservative process. Its func-
tion is to preserve a state of balance or dynamic equi 1 ibri uw, and this
is accomplished through correcting deviations with negative feedback
Further, It appears that a syste. threatened with disintegration fre-
quently responds with nore rigid attempts at regulation-leading to
greater constriction of the range of tolerance for deviation and thus
greater Instability. Examples of this Include an authoritarian govern-
»nt threatened with Insurrection, a variety of personality styles
which become rigid under <;trPQc , -ig stress, or a family wUh rigid rules which must
cope with major change.
Growth, in contrast to homeostasis, is characterized especially
by deviations fron, the status quo. This implies a change In the state
of the organism and It follows that there can be a conflict between
regulatory (stasis) and develop^ntal (change/growth) processes. This
is illustrated In the Laing and Esterson (1964) example of the Fields,
used by Uatzlawick, Oeavin and Jackson (1967) to demonstrate feedback
and homeostasis (p. 139). Here, a family which depends on rigid rules
to maintain its structure responds to 'natural' developmental changes in
a child as deviations to be corrected.
Individual defense mechanisms, which are also homeostatic (to pre-
vent individual anxiety), can readily be seen as evolving in such a
family context. Here change in one member threatens the unstable inte-
grity of the larger family system. Corrections on a larger system level
give rise to corresponding corrections within the individual, and growth
is forsaken for what is unconsciously experienced by all as the survival
of the family.
It would seem that organic systems will forego developmental growth
for what is viewed on some level by the organism as survival. This is
13
seen in the examples above as the predominance of psychological homeo-
stasis (defenses) over growth. Another example of this is the physical
regression in lower animals described by Holmes (1948) in which physio-
logical development can literally reverse itself (with the notable ex-
ception of the organs of reproduction) in times of great adversity.
The case can be made, however, that one of the characteristics of
growth processes is eguifinality (Russell. 1945; van Bertalanffy, 1956;
Gray & Rizzo, 1969; Yeats, 1977), and that growth processes do not cease
when inhibited by regulatory mechanisms. Rather, an unsteady equilibri-
um is maintained in which, at least on the psychological level, the
force for growth seeks expression along other paths (dreams, neurotic
symptoms, dysfunction in one family member, etc.). Seen this way, both
homeostatic defenses and the problems which reflect the collision be-
tween homeostasis and growth are based in the adaptive potentials of the
system (individual or family).
Homeostasis can be pictured as a circle while development is better
pictured as a spiral. The 'setting' is constant in homeostasis, so the
causal chain is aimed or directed toward the same value. In develop-
ment, the setting is a progressively changing value. Several writers
have offered concepts to deal with this more complicated 'regulated
growth' process. Watzlawick, Beavin and Jackson (1967) suggest the
step-function
, analogous to shifting gears in an automobile transmission
as a way to conceive of changing setting values. Menninger (1963) has
coined the term heterostasis
.
the progressive moving away from the
status-quo, to describe this aspect of growth. Both of these highlight
the need for a more complex concept which can describe regulated growth.
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Waddington-s work with processes in embryonic development (1957)
seems particularly relevant here. He has worked quite specifically on
understanding the biology of epigenetic development which is character-
ized by constantly changing and yet controlled and coordinated growth
processes. Waddington found in this work that during the process of em-
bryonic development different parts of the embryo tended, within certain
limits of interference, to return to their developmental
'trajectory' in
spite of interruptions or disturbances. He defined this tendency to re-
turn to path homeorhesis (rhesis = flow) and coined the term creode
(Greek for 'fated path') to describe the particular trajectory of a de-
veloping organ system. It seems most appropriate, then, to use the
term homeorhesis, which combines both the notion of changing setting
values as well as self-correcting maintenance of the steady state, to
describe the process of regulated change observed in development.
Differentiation and Integration
Haddington's work demonstrates that in development each organ sys-
tem is a center of biological organization with its own equi final tra-
jectory as well as a part in the coordinated development of the whole
embryo. Selye (1956), in part of his famous work on stress and disease,
states that, during the process of differentiation each potential organ
system is a teleologic center which has its own creodic path or telic
aim. A higher telos or centralized control is exercised over the myriad
of developing teleologic centers to coordinate the process of develop-
ment. This integrative process Selye terms telic centralization (Selye,
1956). Correspondingly, the process of differentiation, in which lower
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teleologic centers act, as 1t were, ^for their own good,' before cen-
tralization, is called telicdecentraliza^ Bakan (1968) has further
elaborated these concepts and applied them to psychological defense and
disease.
The orthogenetic principle, proposed in developmental psychology by
Werner (1957) see.ns quite applicable to this overall description of the
processes of embryonic development. That is, that in all developmental
processes change progresses from a state of globality (proliferation of
undifferentiated cells), through the differentiation of parts (telic de-
centralization) to a complete, integrated whole (telic centralization).
This is not to say that somehow once there is centralization development
ceases. Rather, progressive differentiation and integration are ongoing
throughout life.
We may hypothesize that these complicated, abstract ccncepts used
to describe development in the embryo parallel processes observed in the
development of families. Certainly in families (as well as individuals)
the analogy to biological development fits in the sense that an ongoing
process of differentiation and reintegration at higher levels of de-
velopment can and has been described (Bowen, 1972; Borzormenyi
-Nagy
,
1965; Haley, 1975; Shapiro, 1977). For purposes of the analogy, each
family mem.ber might be seen as analogous to a developing organ-system,
who will unfold on his/her own epigenetic journey (creode) while still
being part of the centrally coordinated and interdependent development
of the family as a whole. Even in the crisis of adolescence, the dif-
ferentiating member is not necessarily leaving the system, but moving to
a different structural position. This way of viewing differentiation as
a regulated change process seems to do better justice to reality than
Bowen's (1972) uni
-dimensional scale of differentiation.
Developmental Impasse: M§nslve a^ CreaM^^
When an individual or a family comes into a mental health clinic,
one of the first assessment questions the clinician might well bear in
mind is: "What is the developmental impasse behind this difficulty?"
Often the question is a characterological one, in which the client is
seen as continuing to struggle with themes (trust, control, jealousy,
etc.) from early childhood, usually being replayed within the framework
of a current developmental crisis. In families, the problems presented
are thought usually to reflect the stress of a current developmental
crisis, as demonstrated by Hodley et al. (1974). Some of the themes
salient for families at different phases of development have been mapped
by Solomon (1973) and Haley (1975). It seems clear that there is a con-
tinuum of difficulty among families in coping with the excitement and
the upheaval of these changes. No family is without some points of dif-
ficulty, so the thoughts to follow have relevance to understanding
'healthy' as well as troubled families.
Earlier it was stated that anxiety has been defined as a homeosta-
tic signal of threat to the integrity of the system. If, as I suggest
here, anxiety is thought of as a signal of telic decentralization, and
if telic decentralization characterizes the differentiation aspect of
developmental process, we can expect (and confirm from experience) that
growth is accompanied by anxiety. Now, if homeostatic defenses come
into play in response to all anxiety (including growth anxiety) this
surely sheds sc™e light on the psychoanalytic notion of resistance.
Thus it see.s that there can be an antagonist between homeostasis
and developr^ntal change. Stated another way, there is a tendency for
safety to take precedence over growth (Hol.es, 1948; Maslow, 1968).
Yet. it is also evident that there is a certain persistent, equiflnal
tendency toward growth. When develop^ntal and hemostatic forces col-
lide, this tendency is expressed in symbolic form in symptomatic behav-
ior and dreams
.
In other words, developmental growth is, by its nature, threatening
in that it involves the dissolution of the unity of the system (identity
of the individual(s); rules and myths of the family), if the identity
or structure is already tenuous, and being rigidly maintained, develop-
mental change may be experienced as profoundly threatening. Thus, the
ability to tolerate a moderate degree of disintegration and the anxiety
associated with it is necessary for the developmental process to con-
tinue.
Several writers have discussed, in terms of individual dynamics,
the idea that the psychological symptom is best seen as an adaptive at-
tempt at resolving an unfinished emotional situation (Perls, 1947;
Angyal, 1965; Yeats, 1975). The symptom can be seen as the symbolic ex-
pression of the unfinished developmental task-an expression of develop-
mental forces in collision with homeostatic defenses which prevent the
anxiety associated with growth. This is seen in the neurotic orchestra-
tion of repetitive relationships as well as in various hysterical and
compulsive symptoms. In the family context, the identified patient may
be seen as 'saying analogically what cannot be said digitally' (IJatz-
lawick, Beavin S Jackson, 1967). Seen this way, the synpto. or sympto-
matic member is the key to the healthy resolution of the developmental
impasse rather than the problem to be eradicated.
While homeostatic mechanisms are essential to the maintenance of
the family as a system, it seems that in this situation homeostatic pro-
cesses lead to greater distress. What is needed is recalibration-the
step function or homeorhetic change of setting described earlier. In
the following section I will try to show that there are family life-
cycle rituals which, like tribal rites of passage, may provide the
structure for homeorhetic recal ibration
, and which may be seen as one
way the family can respond creatively to developmental impasse.
CHAPTER III
PRELIMINARY THOUGHTS ON FAMILY RITUAL
,
A detailed analysis of the types and functions of rituals in the
modern family, based on tne data fro. the five families in this study,
is the major contribution of this dissertation. A discussion of the
'
method and reviews of the literature on school entry and the family and
the types and functions of tribal ritual must, of course, precede the
data-based analysis. The following 'preliminary thoughts' are presented
as an orientation and introduction to the concept of family ritual as it
will be elaborated later, as well as a review of what literature already
exists on the topic.
AiiaJo£U and_ D^gi^ of Communication
Watzlawick, Beavin and Jackson (1967) describe in some detail these
two levels of communication, corresponding to the relationship and con-
tent parts of a message, respectively. They describe the digital mode
as based upon the use of arbitrary symbols as names for things, as com-
pared with the analogic, in which the symbols are like the things they
represent. Thus a word is a digital representation of a thing while a
picture would be an analogic representation. In digital communication,
complex logical operations are possible as compared with the analogic,
which includes 'virtually all non-verbal communication,' and in which
there are no symbols for logical operations. In the analogic mode there
is no way to say 'not', 'if-then', or 'either-or', for example, there-
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fore leaving ™ch room for Interpretation of behavior. Examples of the
ambiguity of analogic communication would include the multiple meanings
that a smile, laugh, tears, or silence may convey depending upon the
context of the behavior.
Further, within human communication, Watzlawick, Beavin and Jackson
(1967) connect the analogic mode with the Freudian notion of primary
nroces^ thinking, in which "the laws of logic-above all the law of con-
tradiction-do not hold for processes of the id" (Freud, 1933, p. 104).
This, the most basic mode of thought, is the mode of symptoms and
dreams, as well as symbolic invocations of relationship. The logical,
digital mode corresponds to Freud's notion of secondary process, which
is associated with the reality principle of the ego.
Ritual is defined in this context as an integration or meeting of
these two modes. For example, Watzlawick, Beavin and Jackson discuss a
ritual which formed between a man and a porpoise:
We have observed a very interesting communication pattern for
the establishment of trust relationships between humans and
bottle-nosed porpoises. While this may be a ritual developed
privately' by only two of the animals, it still provides an
excellent example for the analogic communication of 'not.'
The animals had obviously concluded that the hand is one of
the most important and vulnerable parts of the human body.
Each would seek to establish contact with a stranger by taking
the human's hand into his mouth and gently squeezing it be-
tween his jaws, which have sharp teeth and are powerful enough
tobite the hand off cleanly. If the human would submit to
this, the dolphin seemed to accept it as a message of complete
trust. His next move was to reciprocate by placing the forward
ventral portion of his body (liis_ most vulnerable part, roughly
equivalent in location to the human throat) upon the human's
hand, leg or foot, thereby signaling his trust in the friendly
intentions of the human. This procedure is, however, obvious-
ly fraught with possible misinterpretation at every step.
. . .
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lized^mannar that hangs between analogue anSli^bol Tmyf
Thus ritual, like myth and art. may be seen as arising out of the
interface between primary and secondary processes-between consciousness
and the unconscious.
Two ]y£es_ of FamiJ^
I propose that at least two types of ritual occur in families.
These are 1) regular ritualistic practices which are family-binding
,
such as eating meals together, holiday celebrations, regular activities
between members; and 2) growth -affirming me^c^^ rituals., such as
birthday celebrations, ritualized changes in family binding rituals,
ceremonies to commemorate changes in member status, etc.
Family Binding Rituals
This first category, far more frequent, apparently, than life-cycle
rituals, corresponds to the homeostatic aspect of family functioning.
These regular, ritualized practices repeat to all family members the
reality of the family in which they live and the proper place they hold
in the structure of the family (cf. the custom of serving of food at
dinner to the oldest child first noted by Dreyer and Dreyer, 1973). The
omission of these rituals can cause considerable distress, especially
when children are young (Bossard & Boll, 1950). These practices tend to
take on a rigid, almost sacred quality of rightness, and seem to in-
crease in frequency with family size and socio-economic status (Bossard
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S Boll, 1950). Fa.ily-b1nd1n9 rituals
.ay arise as a solution to a
proble. in the fa.ily and .ay thus be seen as functioning homeostatic-
ally. Bossard and Boll (1950) provide an example of this:
excUed ?hP ^Mi". ^'k r^'l^^^ be denied, but itcit t e children before bedtime and created a familv rri
'h'l^;
^^^^'^ and wanted to ear ^ e:s"-
bed-' 'r?th:r ''tV''. ''''' want go to'
peace oi/n?n t ?°H^''i ^^'^^ keep familyOne nigh I decided to read to the children if thev
ead^a storv TffV'- '''' ''''' ^^^^ ^^^^^ wo d
on unt 1 the L? Lr'^^ fl '° .^'^ ^^^'^^^^^ ^^at time
?^Am^ \ u ^^^^,^3by went to school, there was no questionabout what happened in our house at bedtime. The children hadtheir romp with David; they were eager to go upsLir anerward; David heard his news broadcast in peace and uet before
I got downstairs again; and the every-evening quarrel wasironed out to everyone's satisfaction. But from a simple ex-per merit in reading one night, we ended up with a ritual, afull-fledged ritual with a time and a place, a determined typeof reading material, and with many little observances and
rules and regulations that we collected as time went on (p.
It is easy to see how a family with developmental difficulties
might try to hold on to ritualized practices (dressing and grooming
children, regular family outings, holiday celebrations, etc.) when they
are actually a hindrance to the developmental progress of family mem-
bers. Just like the tendency to orderliness in individual personality,
which can be dysfunctional in the form of compulsive rituals, family-
binding rituals, while based in the need for order in the developing
family, may come to serve the family's need to avoid the anxiety associ-
ated with developmental change.
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-Cycle Rituals
These practices, which I suggest as analogous in function to the
rites of passage in tribal culture, may be defined as acts which punc-
tuate and affirm developmental change in the family. They may be seen
as corresponding to the homeorhetic asp of family functioning, in
that the rite redefines the status of family members, changing the norms
and rules of the family according to the developmental progress of its
members. Life-cycle rituals may correspond to ceremonies in the larger
society which confer new status on family members as, for example, in
one family in which each child was given a suitcase as a gift upon
graduation from high school. They are, however, family rituals, as com-
pared with the social 'rites of passage' described by Breitner (1977) as
experiences in adolescence which anticipate the child's leaving home
(i.e., getting a driver's license, having a steady girl or boy friend,
and getting a job). Family rituals which affirm the meaning of these
social events (e.g., conferring of new family chauffeur responsibilities
or a family celebration to congratulate the new job holder) might be
seen as corresponding family life-cycle rituals.
Life-cycle rituals may also serve to affirm the physical develop-
ment of the children. A family might, for example, have a special door-
way on which a mark is made to measure each child's height on the day of
his/her birthday each year. Other examples of life-cycle rituals in-
clude visits from the tooth fairy; ceremonial changes in bed-time and
allowance; the conferring of privileges such as using a knife at the
dinner table, dating, wearing make-up or earrings, access to the family
car, etc., when these changes are marked by the family as 'special' (see
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criteria, p. 50).
Life-cycle rituals may make very clear the growth of children in
relation to parents as an example from Bossard and Boll (1950) illus-
trates :
When I was a kid, I used to borrow my father's ties once in .
: ; 'af?e s'c oor:^d'"'" ''T''' Burnow^Jhlt"
'
thZ hi hLc ? ^""^u^^ °" I have more new ties
evervSne ?a.;h V ^'l' ' V^^^' ^'""'^^ that makeyo l ug . Every time I get a new tie I takp mv niHoct
most shot one, off my tie rack and put in on DaS's JJe ?
'
ways notices my new one-so he looks for the one I 'left for
hro;^fLr'-;^''J-"^°''u'"9' P'^t^ °" and comes down tobreakfast with his chest all swelled out: "See my 'new' tie?"and all the family roars (p. 147).
^
Clearly, life-cycle rituals in the modern American family are not
nearly as structured, elaborate, or prescribed as the three-part rites
of passage described by van Gennep. They do exist, however, and seem
to serve the purpose of facilitating the establishment of new sets of
rules for changing family roles. They can be seen as providing a pro-
gressively more differentiated structure or organization (homeorhetic
equilibrium) as a resolution of the disruption of identities and inter-
personal expectations which accompanies developmental change. Seen this
way, their presence is likely to reflect a creative response, to the
stress of development. Symbolic (analogic) expression is given to the
changes occuring in family life, but in a consensual ly validated form
as compared with the more autistic analogic symbolism of symptomatic
behavior.
When developmental change is affirmed with a life-cycle ritual,
the reality and meaning of the change is permitted into the conscious-
ness of all members, not Isolated and responded to with negative feed-
back. Homeostatic flexibility (i.e., tolerance for anxiety) is neces-
sary, then, for the formation of Hfe-cycle rituals, and their presence
can be seen as reflective of family health.
Thus, two basic types of family rituals are suggested along with
some preliminary thoughts about the meaning of rituals In the family.
Examples of rituals of both types, a system of classifications within
each type and an analysis of their functions in family development com-
prise the primary focus of this study of five families. Each of the
families selected has a youngest child who was starting first grade at
the time of this research. Therefore, a looi< at the literature on
school entry seems the next appropriate step.
Ci^APTER IV
A FAMILY TRANSITION: THE YOUNGEST ENTERS FIRST GRADE
,
The decision to study a particular transition in family development
instead of attempting a broader exploration of ritual in the family
life-cycle was based in the belief that a present, active family tran-
sition is more likely to yield valid and exciting data than an histori-
cal study or a more superficial cross-sectional examination of families
at different phases of development. Clearly, the most powerful approach
would be a longitudinal one in which a number of families were followed
through the life-cycle. Practical considerations obviously preclude
this as a viable approach, at least at the current time. I see this
study as an exploratory, hypothesis-generating undertaking, concerned
with defining what family rituals are and speculating about their func-
tions in family life. Before an hypothesis testing study is appropri-
ate, observation and exploration are necessary to provide basic defini-
tions and suggest possible 'causal' relationships.
There are several reasons for the choice of 'the youngest entering
school' as the particular family transition on which to focus. By 'en-
tering school' in our present-day culture (which can include day care
and nursery school and kindergarten), I am referring to beginning full-
time school attendance, which for most children starts with first grade.
This particular transition, and the particular point within it, is
chosen because, unlike earlier phases of differentiation and individua-
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tion, this change in the child's social life involves a very practical
change in the day-to-day life of her/his parents. As the child enters
full-day school and the new autonomy of social life, parents, especially
the mother in the more traditional family, experience a corresponding
change from more nearly constant care-giving to the phase which has been
termed "part-time parenthood" (Anthony & Benedek, 1970; Klein & Ross,
1958). For the child, this move into social life comes at the age (6-7)
which is said by psychoanalytic writers to be the time of the resolution
of the oedipal phase and the point of transition into latency (Erikson,
1950; Kestenberg, 1970).
This point in the child's life is one in which s/he accomplishes
the first actualized separation from the family. For the parents, es-
pecially the mother, the youngest starting full-day school also makes
salient the issue of separation in terms of the gradual growing away of
children, especially as this transition foreshadows the children's ac-
tual leave-taking from home.
Choosing the point at which the youngest enters school as the focus
of this study underlines the conceptual framework which views the family
as a whole and its development as analogous in some ways to the develop-
ment of any organism. The last child's entry into school pinpoints the
family as a whole at a point of transition in the developmental schemas
of at least two theorists. For Duval 1 (1971) the family moves from
'family with pre-schoolers' to 'family with school children,' and she
details new family developmental tasks corresponding to the new phase:
1. Providing for children's activity and parents' privacy.
2. Keeping financially solvent.
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3. Cooperating to get things done
: ??ec??!e?y'utniz?ni; V'^''''^ P^^^^^rs.
7. Tying in with life outside the family^
^•
philosophies of life (Duvall,
Solomon
-s (1973) analysis reflects more of the ideas of modern
family systems thinking. His schema would place the family at the point
of transition between the phase of 'chi Idbearing • and 'individuation.'
The important tasks of sex-role socialization, parents continuing to
confront their own parents in themselves and choose their own identities
and ways of being parents, preparing for the 'empty nest,' etc. are
among the themes which should be included to fill out Duvall 's portrayal
of this phase of family development.
Most studies involving families at this point in development have
focused on the symptomatic child, most frequently with the label of
'school phobia- (cf., Waldfogel et al- . 1957; Messer, 1964). The dyna-
mics of 'school phobia' are described as harking back to Freud's classic
case of Little Hans (1956). There has been a progressive advance in
conceptualization, however, which is evident in the gradual move from a
focus on the pathological child, through a brief period when the mother
was treated as the problem, followed by the realization that there was
a 'separation problem' between mother and child which was 'interaction-
al,' to a more recent understanding of the importance of the triangle of
the parents' relationship in interaction with the needs of the child.
In this connection it is noteworthy that Little Hans' parents were di-
vorced a few years after his phobias received Freud's attention (Anthony
& Benedek, 1970)
.
Messer (1964) is quite deliberate in presenting
'school phobia' as
a family problem, and, as such, treats the family as a whole. He points
to a mutual ambivalence and collusion between mother and child to avoid
separation. The presence of the father in therapy is most important,
according to Messer, since the 'school phobia' is resolved as the par-
ents begin to resolve conflicts in the marital relationship.
One article which centers on this phase of family life for 'normal'
families is a report of a six-session support group for parents of chil-
dren beginning kindergarten (Klein & Ross, 1958). They provide a nice
description of the way parents worked through a sense of loss of the
child, briefly mistrusting the teacher and criticizing her/him, gradual-
ly beginning to feel a sense of excitement and pride about changes in
their child's behavior. The only ritual associated with these events,
from the account of the authors, was the initial visit to school with
the child to meet the teacher, unless the parents' attendance at the
support group is to be viewed as a social rite of passage of a sort for
them.
Whether there are clinical problems in a family or not, it would
seem that this transition in the family's development is an important
one, in some ways foreshadowing the 'empty nest' to come some years
later. Parents are likely to confront parts of themselves and their re-
lationship that have been dormant for a number of years as the demands
of pre-schoolers for their time and energy are reduced. Mothers, at
least in 'traditional' households, face a change in identity and perhaps
a re-entry into the social world somewhat analogous to the entry of the
3Q
child.
When, a.ong the Bantu, the
.other secretly takes Into the bush and
burns the ™t she has slept on „1th her child, and the six-year-old is
drastically separated from the wo^n and children and. after tutelage,
pemitted to work in the fields, the change and new role expectations
for parent and child are „Brked
.ost concretely. One wonders what de-
vices, if any, does the family in this culture have to punctuate and
mark in a concrete, symbolic way the changes which accompany this de-
velopmental transition? Perhaps with observation of and cooperation
from several such families we can begin to answer this question.
CHAPTER V
THE METHOD
,
The purpose of this study is to collect data on the types of fa.ily
rituals, especially those which may be related to the school entry of
the youngest child. Since family rituals in this heterogeneous culture
are likely to be idiosyncratic, the purpose of this study is to discover
and define what form, if any, they take-that is, to prepare the ground
for a more detailed, operational study of these phenomena. Accordingly,
the approach of this research is that of evolving a structure from
rather than imeosin^ a structure on the data. A combination of methods,
including naturalistic participant observation and semi
-structured in-
terviews were employed. These methods, as applied to the five (5) fami-
lies who participated in this project, will be described and a discus-
sion of the process of sample selection and 'system entry" will follow.
Participant Observation
This method has resulted in numerous valuable contributions in sev-
eral areas of social science, including such works as Pathways to flad-
ness_ (Henry, 1965), Five Families (Lewis. 1956), and Asylums (Goffman,
1961). It has long been an extremely useful tool in sociology and an-
thropology, the value of which has been slower to become recognized in
psychology (Willems & Raush, 1963). In this study, participant-observa-
tion has a dual purpose: 1) to provide an extended opportunity to es-
tablish a trusting rapport with the family; and 2) to provide observa-
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tional data about the fa.iiys way of life. Thus, the participant ob-
servation was meant to establish a relationship with family members
Which would facilitate openness and comfort in the interviews conducted
later as well as provide a data base for interview questions.
In each of the five (5) families involved in the study there were
two days of participant observation-one weekend day and one week day.
The weekend day was agreed on in the initial meeting as the more "fami-
ly-oriented" day of the weekend {Sunday in all but one case). On the
chosen day I would arrive at the time in the morning when the first per-
son woke up and remain with the family through the day and evening until
after the children had gone to sleep that night. Similarly, on the
agreed-upon week day (which in most cases was a Monday), I would arrive
as the family woke up and remain until everyone was off to school, work,
etc. I would return that afternoon shortly before the first child came
home from school and remain through the evening until after the children
had gone to bed.
During the participant observation, I would occasionally jot down
notes on the activities, rituals, relationships in the family. I would
be practically helpful wherever possible (shelling beans, helping with
the dishes, bringing in wood, etc.) and generally tried to be a relaxed
participant in the family. I felt free to play with the children or
converse with the parents as it seemed appropriate, and I participated
in any outings or other activities in which the family engaged in (e.g.,
ice fishing, winter carnival activities, community meal). I conceived
my role as that of a quiet uncle (after the fashion of Jules Henry
(1965)) and I described my intended role in those terms to the families.
-Pan,cuU..
,
tHea to inte.ene 1„ the t.pica, routine o. t.e
-
lUtle as possible, maintaining what I assessed to be the parents'
™,es and I1„lts with the children and requesting,
,ro. the start, that
no special plans be ™de,
.eals served, or behavior be exhibited on ac-
count Of
.y presence. In general 1t seeded that, after a few hours of
they would on a typical day.
Interviews
The second phase of the data collection Involved Interviews with
the various family enters. These were tape recorded. The first such
interview, which actually took place late In the afternoon of the week-
day observation, was of the youngest and the
.other. In this Interview
the first day of school and Issues of separation for the mother and
child were explored. Attention was also paid to any life-cycle rituals
surrounding school entry. Next, each of the brothers and sisters of the
youngest were Interviewed usually in age-descending order. These inter-
views covered such topics as the siblings' views on the youngest start-
ing first grade, recollections of starting school themselves, how one
can tell one is growing up 1n the family, what problems there are in the
family, their parents' relationship, and, if old enough to understand
the concept, a discussion of the rituals in the family.
Next, I interviewed the youngest with crayons and paper after the
method of Robert Coles (1967). As the child drew pictures, I would ask
about his/her thoughts about school, recollections of the first day of
school, thoughts about the family members and her/himself.
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An hour and a half interview with the parents as a couple covered
their meeting and early life together, aspects of their relationship,
their philosophy of child rearing, and a detailed discussion of the
rituals and celebrations in the family and their origins.
Finally an interview was held with the whole family present, in
which many of the same questions were asked of the family as a whole and
an attempt was made to explore the attitudes of family members to the
rituals in the family. This was also an opportunity for me to share, in
appropriate ways, my impressions of the family and thank the family for
their cooperation in participating.
The number of hours of interviews for each family varied from 8 to
10, depending upon the number of children in the family.
CHAPTER VI
THE TASK OF SYSTEM EflTRY
A study such as this requires relatively intimate involvement with
a small number of families. Problems of access to information about
families, selection of families that fit the criteria for participation
gaming initial entre into the family and the actual
-Joining^ involved
in doing the data collection all have to be carefully negotiated. Sys-
tem entry, then, refers to the somewhat delicate process of entering a
community, a school system, a school, a family's life space, and, if the
process is successful, being allowed 'into' the family. The process has
some similarities to Minuchin's (1974) concept of joining in family
therapy, in that the investigator engages in a constant assessment of
and accomodation to the structural rules of the system (community,
school system, family). One fundamental difference, however, is that,
unlike the psychologist's role in family therapy or school consultation,
as a researcher s/he is not being approached for help but requesting it.
Perhaps the most analogous role is that of the anthropologist studying
a foreign culture, who must accomodate to the system, join and study it
(disengage) at the same time, but intervention or change is not part of
the contract.
During this whole careful process of entry one must also be con-
stantly (but hopefully not paralyzingly) aware of the "Heizenberg" ef-
fects of each action taken. How the recruiting of families for a re-
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search project 1s accomplished „1„ 5e reflected 1„ the types of f™i.
lies Which Ultimately participate and the quality of the research rela-
tionship Which develops with each family. Certainly one would expect
there to be differences (although It 1s pure speculation on what d1^n-
s.ons) between families who respond to a newspaper ad. for example, and
families referred through a local church organization. Further, the re-
ferral or first contact person(s) and whom they represent to the family
will doubtless affect how the Investigator Is viewed at first, whether
a family chooses to participate, and how they present themselves to the
researcher.
In this project the logical source of families whose last child was
a first grader was a school. Also, it was hoped that the endorsement of
a school system would encourage families to agree to participate. On
the other hand, while the school's endorsement might be a help, to the
degree that the school system may mean social authority and evaluation
to families, a connection with the school system could be seen as a
drawback. Indeed, for some parents the school might even be a symbol of
the very separation and individuation "crisis' I sought to investigate.
Elements in the structure of the study, then, including the promise that
details of the families' lives would be confidential to the school and
that I had no further dealings with the school after being given the
names of families to call, were designed, in part, to avoid my being
seen as a representative of the school.
So the task of entry, in this study, was a complicated one with a
number of factors of considerable importance, the most fundamental be-
ing, of course, entering the families. The first system entry, however.
would have to be of a school system.
School Sys tem Entry
A first atte.pt at school system entry through a personal contact
wUh a first-grade teacher in a s.all nearby co^nity was abortive
Although the teachers and principal in the school I approached were
qune willing, the project was vetoed by the superintendent of schools
My next atte.pt was in a larger co^unity. This ti.e I approached the
superintendent of schools first, ar.ed with the endorsement of a promin-
ent local pediatrician and so^ written material (see Appendix I) which
had been requested by the first school systen before the project was
rejected.
This second school system was a 'supervisory union' which included
schools from a New England town (population approximately 15,000) and
several small surrounding rural villages. There are. altogether, seven
elementary schools in the supervisory union. After looking at the writ-
ten materials I presented and a brief discussion, the superintendent ap-
proved the project, explaining that each principal would have the auto-
nomous right to decide whether or not to cooperate.
When contacted, each of the seven principals expressed willingness
to cooperate. Only five of the schools actually became involved in pro-
viding families (three from the larger town and two rural schools).
Three of these yielded families who agreed to participate (two in-town
schools, one rural school). The cooperation of both the principal and
first grade teacher(s) in each school was enlisted in the process of
family selection.
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family Selection
in each of the five schools which provided families for the study
a
-eting was held with the principal and first grade teacher(s) m
'
each school so.e ti.e was spent introducing
.yself and explaining the
study to the principal before I .et with the teacher(s). m three of
the schools, the principal was also present at the meting with the
teachers, in two he was not. In the school which provided the most
families (3) the meeting with the principal and the teacher was actually
held in the first-grade classroom of the small country school at the
start of the day, and each of the first-graders from that class whose
families I worked with remembered my visit to the class.
In the meeting with the principal, I explained in detail the study
and enumerated the criteria for family selection. Families selected
were to have the following characteristics:
1. Youngest child in first grade this year.
intact both parents present, first marriage)
3. Good relationship with the school
4. No special needs (e.g., speech or reading problems, behav-lor problems, physical handicaps, etc )
5. A healthy transition (by the school's assessment) intofirst grade.
Knowledge about other children from the family was also used by the
principal and first-grade teacher in consultation to select families
which fit these criteria. I emphasized that intellectual ability, so-
cio-economic status or family lifestyle were not intended to be the ba-
sis of selection.
The process of selection in each school involved the principal and
teacher(s) going through the list of families in the school and consult-
on
se-
-9 With each other about the sultaMHty and potential wini„g„ess of
each fa.il, to participate. It would see. that this
.ethod of selecti
provided a
.e^r.ably broad spect.u™ of fa.ilies-that the families
lected were not Just a reflection of so.e narrow definition of health
Socio-econo.ic status, sex-role combinations and life style varied con-
siderably. as will beco™ evident in the case studies.
I!!! First Contact—The Principal
ny original plan was to depend on the first grade teacher to make
an initial contact to the family, or. if it was impossible to get that
mck cooperation, I would make the first contact myself in the form of
a letter and a follow-up phone call. The first principal I ^t with,
however, came up with a much better idea which suited both his and my
needs perfectly, and this procedure was followed throughout the rest of
the study.
When he had completed the selection of potential families for the
study, the principal would call the prospective family(s), briefly in-
troduce the study, give his endorsement and ask the family's permission
for him to give me their name. He would stress that there was no obli-
gation, that I would be contacting them only to explain the project
further and discuss the possibility of their participating. Several of
the principals asked parents to discuss the idea with each other before
a decision was made whether to permit me to contact them.
This method of making contact with the families seemed an ideal so-
lution to several problems. First, it relieved the principal and the
school of any ethical problems of confidentiality since the initial call
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was, ,n fact, a request to pe™it the family's „a» to be given out
second, 1t provided for
.e a powerful endorsement and a personal Intro-
duction from an authority figure In the community, and this was a tre-
.endous help 1„ enlisting the families' cooperation. At the sa^ time
since It was stressed that the principal and the school would not have
access to confidential details of the family's private life, potential
complications resulting from the authority status of the principal or
being identified as a representative of the school system were, I be-
lieve, avoided. Since the co^unlty in which this study was done is
small enough that in most cases parents with several older children and
principals have known each other for some time, the personal endorsement
Of the principal is likely to have contributed to the success rate in
enlisting families' participation.
Initial Contact— Investigator
After making the Initial call to each family and securing their
permission to be contacted by me, the principal would provide me with
the name and basic information about the prospective family. This in-
formation included the family's address and phone number, names and ages
of the children and, when known, parents' occupations. In some cases
the principal also provided me with his impressions of how receptive the
family might be to the study and what concerns they might have.
In my first phone contact with each prospective family, I took some
care to underscore that there was no obligation to participate. I first
Introduced myself, mentioning that I understood the principal of the
elementary school had spoken with them about me and my research project.
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wi th
I Offered to explain the study briefly on the phone, responded to ,ues
tions and, if they still sounded interested, asked if i
.-^ht .eet
the. to discuss it further, again with no obligation.
.0 atte.pt was
-de to pressure any fa.ily to participate or to question a decision not
to participate. I did
.ake an effort to be sure that the fa.ily under-
stood what I was requesting before making a decision.
Of the families contacted by phone who met the criteria, 7 out
Of 13 declined the initial meeting. Among those who chose not to become
involved, stated reasons varied from 'we decided we are not interested',
to -we are too busy and it would take too much time', to 'we are a pri-
vate family and would be uncomfortable being observed.'
The Initial Meeting
It was felt that entry into a family should be a slow, carefully
maneuvered process, not in the sense of manipulation, but in the sense
of respect for the families' boundaries. At each step I made clear my
wish to hear about any misgivings family members might have. I tried to
encourage the expression of what might be unconfortable for them about
the project. In most cases the major concern was the participant obser-
vation or a sense that I would be evaluating their psychological adjust-
ment or health. Often, airing these concerns made family members more
comfortable. In fact, while some concerns were expressed by each family
I visited, only one declined to participate after actually meeting with
me
The initial meeting accomplished several tasks. First, it was an
opportunity to meet the parents. Aside from one family (Chase) with
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whon the mitla, meeting too. place at the father's professional office
th.s 1„1t1a, meeting too. pUce at the ho.e and thus provided an oppor-'
one fa.1ly (Hastings) two meetings were necessary) that we agreed
Officially to a research contract and signed a document (Appendix II)
Which stated our ™tual rights and obligations. Finally, after discus-
sion and a decision to participate, this t«e was used for gathering
basic family history Infomation using the Basic Information For. (Ap-
pendix II,) as a guide. I also as.ed each couple to describe typical
weekend and week days for the family. Before the meting ended a date
was set for the weekend day of participant observation.
In taking some history of the family, I gathered basic information
about the ages and sexes of family members, date of marriage, where they
had lived before, the status and residence of grandparents, the composi-
tion of each spouse's family of origin, occupation and work history,
etc. In this way I became familiar with the important relationships in
the extended family, got to know the parents and their relationship a
little bit and became familiar enough with the family and its habits to
be able, for the most part, to follow what was going on during the par-
ticipant observation.
In two families (Chase, Levy) this first meeting took place with
the parents alone, and I returned some afternoon after school to meet
the children before the first day of participant observation. In two
others, Roberts and Clark, I met the children during the first part of
the interview and then continued with the parents after they had gone to
bed. I met with the Hastings couple on two afternoons about a iveek
apart and was there when the Mds car. ho.e fro™ school both tines
,
™de a point of meeting each
.e.ber before heg1n„1„, the participant ob-
servation.
Note
:
CHAPTER VII
CLASSIFICATIONS OF RITUALS IN FAMILY LIFE
Rjtual, Rite
,
Custom
, and Ceremony in. Anthroeolo^
The term ritual in the anthropological literature is comparable
perhaps, to the term anxiety in the literature of psychology. It is a
fundamental concept, frequently referred to but without a consensually
agreed upon definition. In general, a ritual in anthropology is an act
which is prescribed, rigid, and repetitive (Gluckman, 1962; Radcliffe-
Brown, 1952; Homans
,
1941). At first the concept referred quite speci-
fically to religious practices. A ritual was seen as an act intended to
control (pacify or enhance) supernatural forces, which could be composed
of any combination of thirteen "minimal categories of religious behav-
ior":
Prayer: addressing the supernatural
Phf.cr^.i''^"^''"?'
''"^ing, and playing instruments.
Physical^exercise: the physical manipulation of psychological
Exhortation: addressing another human being.
Reciting the code: mythology, morality, belief systemSimulation: imitation of animals or things
Mana: touching things.
'
Taboo: not touching things.
Feasts: eating and drinking.
Sacrifice: immolation, offerings, and fees
Congregation: processions, meetings and convocations
Inspiration; and
Symbolism: manufacture and use of symbolic objects (from Wal-
lace, 1966).
Three other terms are used in conjunction with, and at times inter-
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changeably with, the term rit„»i i„ *u™ ntual ,n anthropological writings. These areme. custom and ceremony. Ritual, i„ a genera, sense,
.ay consist of
stereotyped, repetitive behavior. Customs are more appropriately de-
^-ed as social habits
-repetitive behavior which is neither highly sty-
and nor necessarily sacred or religious in nature. Thus it .ay be
customary, for example, for a given group to eat a particular food If
the way in which the particular food is prepared and served, and the
specfic occasion for its eating are prescribed, or the mythical reason
for eating the food is recited over the ^al
, the practice beco.es ritu-
al
.
Ceremony is typically prescribed. There are rituals which are not
ceremonies (e.g.. silent prayer), and there is so.e disagree^nt anong
anthropologists as to whether all ceremony may be considered ritual.
This argument centers on the question of whether secular ceremonies
(e.g.. installation ceremonies for officers of a secular organization)
can be classified as ritual. That is. must all ritual be religious in
nature and tied to a relationship with supernatural forces, or can so-
cial acts which are prescribed, rigid and repetitive be classified under
the rubric of ritual?
Along with the trend toward functional analysis of social phenomena
in anthropology has come a gradual deemphasis on religious or mystical
purpose as a criteria for viewing a social act as a ritual. Gluckman
(1962), Wilson (1957) and Evans-Pri tchard (1937) maintain that ritual in
anthropology must be seen as "referring to mystical notions"; other an-
thropologists including Goody (1961) and Wallace (1966) and sociologists
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Bossard and Boll (1950) d1sag.ee. The. hold, as Wallace states, that
"although Htual is the primary phenomenon of religion, the ritual pro-
cess Itself requires no supernatural belief" (p. 233).
A Similar gradual transition In meaning has taken place for the
concept of myth, which might now be defined as ^cultural belief system'
whereas earlier anthrpologists would surely have seen myth as strictly
'
systems Of religious beliefs. This seems a necessary process if social
science is to apply ideas about the function of such phenomena as ritual
and myth in maintaining and transforming social structure in more secu-
lar, modern social settings. Ferriera (1963) has fruitfully applied a
non-religious concept of myth to the analysis of maintenance functions
in the family. It is crucial to the application of the concept of ritu-
al to the study of the modern family, given its largely secular nature,
to base the definition of ritual on the pattern of behavior and its
function rather than on its religious or mystical nature.
Before a terminology and scheme of classifications for ritual which
can be fruitfully applied to the modern family is presented, it is ap-
propriate first to examine some anthropological classifications of ritu-
al, based largely on data from the study of primitive religion.
Classifications of Rrtuajs_ in_ Anthropology
Turner (1969) and Wallace (1966) have described the most funda-
mental categorization of rituals in anthropology as the dualistic typol-
ogy of calendrical and critical rites
. Calendrlcal rites "occur on a
regular schedule, and the occasion for their performance is always some
event in the natural cycle-day and night, the waxing and waning of the
moon, the seasons," etc. (Wallace, p. 70) Critir.i
.
.
^ ^' HUt cal ntes_, also called
l^^e-cns.s ntes o. non-calendHca, ntes, a.e those which the ntu-
™a..s a c.1s,-s in the ,1fe of the 1nd1v1d.., o. the g.up.
.Ues of
passage, as descn'ted ea.He., fan Into this category, as do
.agica,
ntes Of a co^unal son which are perfo^ed, for example, when the
Plague, etc. Thus critical rites
„«y involve an individual
, an age-
'
group, or the entire triPe. while calendrical Htes are typically co„-
™nal in nature. This tin.-based classification see.s
.ore useful than
the earlier categorization of rituals Into
.agical and religious types
(Mallnowskl. 1948; Durkhelm, 1915; Radcl iffe-Brown, 1952).
A more detailed categorization of rituals, based upon the function
of the ritual act rather than s1.ply the factor of temporal occurrence
is provided by Wallace (1966). He proposes five types of ritual: ritu-
als of technology, therapy, ideology, salvation and revUalization. He
sees ritual as the essential behavior of religion and thus proposes
these five categories as the categories of religious behavior.
MtuiU of technoloai, according to Wallace, are intentional reli-
gious acts aimed at the control of nature. These include rites of In-
tensification (Chappie and Coon. 1942) which are structurally simi-
lar to rites of passage but are meant to affect fertility, crop yield,
availability of game, etc. Magical rituals of divination (prophecy) and
of protection from and prevention of evil and misfortune (superstition)
are also Included among rituals of technology.
Rituals of therap;^ are those rituals which Involve treatment and
cure of Illness. A corresponding group of practices which Wallace calls
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to
anti-therapy includes various fo™s of witchcraft, and sorcery.
Rituals of ideology
'.ay be said to have as their ai. social con-
trol in the cybernetic sense.' That is, to instruct, direct and progra.
individuals as they enter upon new tasks or roles, and thus function
maintain social structure. These include rites of passage which ^rk
developmental transitions in individual life cycle, social rites of in-
tensification which are intended to maintain 'the general value-tonus'
of the co^unity, taboos and courtesies in social interaction, and ritu-
als of rebellion, in which members of the co-unity behave in ways oppo-
site to the rules and norms that are most rigidly enforced at other
times.
Ritual^ of salvation are those religious practices which are aimed
at achieving changes in identity (becoming a shaman, possession) or fa-
cilitating mystical experiences. Also included in this category are
rituals of expiation-confession, penance and good works.
Finally, rituals of revitalization are whole-tribe or cultural
events of spiritual transformation or cultural upheaval and healing in
which there is a reorganization and revitalization around a transformed
set of beliefs and ritual practices (e.g., messianic cultural movements).
This categorization subsumes all of the rituals which come under
the time-based classifications of calendrical and critical. Rituals of
technology, therapy and ideology appear to contain both types. Rituals
of salvation and rituals of revitalization seem to be critical rituals,
although rituals of revitalization are based in a third time frame, that
is, the 'life cycle' of a culture.
Variants of rituals of technology, rituals of ideology and rituals
Of salvation a.e present 1n the data on Htuals in the ,1ves of the five
Near,, an of the fa.il, Htuals to .e presented fan under the cate.or.
Of rituals of ideology.
Level Of Ritualization' 1" IriM EmI:^ Context
If the data of this study are a true reflection of the
.odern fa^l-
ly. n ,s Clear that „e will not likely find any elaborate three-stage
ntes of passage or similarly complex and highly stereotyped rituals
Ritual izatlons in the
.odern family, by comparison to tribal rites are
.ore min1-r1tuals-non-rel1g1ous, semi
-structured events which are ana-
logous to tribal rites in form and function, but not comparable in In-
tensity, religiouslty. rigidity or duration. This leads to the simple,
but important, acknowledgement that what we will call ritual in fanily
life would probably be judged inadequate to fit the classical anthropo-
logical definition of ritual.
Several differences between the modern family as a social unit and
the tribe seem to account for the profound difference in 'level of ritu-
alization.
'
A primary factor is simple group size, an aspect of which is the
absence in the family of groups of adults. Another factor is the rela-
tive segregation of roles in modern industrialized society. As Gluckman
(1962) has explained,
.
.if one followed the development of rituals
from the tribal stage to the modern industrialized stage, there is first
a decline and then a drop in the ritualization of social relations" (p.
25). He goes on to present the thesis that in a subsistence economy
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each social relation serves manifold purposes: "A „,an pU,s a host of
roles, as several Mnds of productive worker, as consumer, as teacher
and pupil, as worshipper, ln close association with the people who™ he
calls father and son and brother, wife and sister" (p. 27). since "m
small-scale society, every Issue ™ay be at once a domestic, an ecolo.lc
and a political crisis," rituals to govern change and maintain the so-
cial structure are mre necessary and prevalent than 1n
.odern culture.
Further^re. as compared with the kind of historical continuity
over generations that characterizes tribal culture, the family as a
living unit has a relatively brief period of Integration, the duration
of which is frequently shorter than the life-cycle of a single member.
It Is clear, then, that Wallace's classification scheme 1s based
on the study of tribal and other religious groups which differ In a
number of Important ways from the family. Thus, while his categories
provide a valuable base from which to apply the concept of ritual to the
modern family, a set of categories more specific to the family as a so-
cial system is necessary. This study Is, in part, an attempt to provide
such a system of classifications, grounded in data gathered in the field
through participant-observation and Interviews.
Criteria for Family Rituals
The reader may have already noticed a parallel between calendrlcal
and critical rituals In anthropology on the one hand and the two types
of family rituals (family-binding and life-cycle) described earlier on
the other. Binding rituals correspond more easily to the anthropolog-
ical definition of ritual as repetlvie, rigid and prescribed. Life-
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cycle ntuaU, whUe corresponding 1n function to one category of cri
tica, ntuals. the rUes of passage, are not so easily reconciled with
the strict anthropological definition of ritual presented earlier The
,
".ain reason for this is that these practices in the fa.ily
.ay not be
repeated, given the length of the fa.ily cycle as compared with the
tribe. Thus family 'markings of development' are also less likely to
becon. rigid and prescribed. Vet it see.s appropriate to report the. as
rituals nonetheless, since they are functionally analogous to rites of
passage.
Two characteristics distinguish family rituals from the events
which form the routine of family 1 i fe-
-temporal s^ecin^^ quality,
of speciajnes^. Temporal specificity may be based in calendrical time
(daily, weekly, seasonally, etc.) for family binding rituals, or in
life-cycle time for life-cycle rituals. Temporal specificity in life-
cycle time means that the ritual must be tied to either calendar-based
ITfe-cycle events (birthdays, graduations, etc.) or developmental events
that are not tied to any specific date but have a specific place in
life-cycle time (e.g., a family party and gifts on the occasion of
leaving home)
.
Quality of specialness_ is a criteria more dependent on the re-
searcher's judgment in defining what is and what is not a family ritual.
It is difficult to eliminate altogether the qualitative factor of judg-
ment in differentiating between family routine and family ritual.
Quality of specialness is that quality which makes an event in the al-
ready regular and repetitive family routine stand out as a ritual. As-
pects of this quality include ceremony, formality, greater structure,
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other Change of details, the subjective Importance of the event to fami-
ly members, and a negative response of family
.embers to omission. In a
sense, these are indices of emphasis, of the a^unt of emotional focus
and investment placed 1n the event, of its meaning and significance. An
example may help to clarify.
While most families have dinner on Sunday, Sunday dinner in some
families may be distinguished as a ritual. The event in either case is
temporally specific. A family may have a fairly structured dinner rou-
tine (not specific to Sunday) complete with seating arrangements and
serving order, cooking, tablesetting, serving and dishwashing chores.
All of these aspects of dinner are elements of routine. What qualities
of specialness would distinguish a family ritual in this context?
A special menu, perhaps, or lit candles, a special tablecloth or
dishes, more strict attendance rules, special dress expectations, the
saying of grace, meaningful changes in the preparation and serving rou-
tine (e.g., the older children cook and serve mother first as a reverse
of the ordinary), etc. might make Sunday dinner stand out as a ritual.
When asked by an outsider (researcher), family members might agree that
Sunday dinner was 'special', looked forward to, etc. There might be
comments and possibly complaints in the family should the event be skip-
ped or some of the elements omitted. Of course, not all of the aspects
of specialness (ceremony, formality, structure, change of detail, sub-
jective importance and response to omission) are necessary for a family
event to stand out as special, and there are varying degrees of 'spe-
cialness.' At the least, the subjective report of an event as special
(subjective importance) will be required as a necessary criterion for a
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routmized, temporally specific event to be considered a family ritual.
Classification?; of Family Ritual
The two primary classes of rituals in family life have already been
presented and described as family-binding rituals and life-cycle rituals,
Their correspondence to calendrical rituals and critical rituals respec-
tively in anthropology has been pointed out. Within each of these two
categories, several types of ritual practices can be defined on the ba-
sis of the data of this study. This typology is presented as a data-
grounded scheme of classification which is no more exhaustive than the
data on which it is based. That is to say, these categories are not
presented as exhaustive. There may be (and probably are) more types of
family rituals than have shown up in this study.
Family-binding Rituals
Along with family routine (which will be described for each family
in each case study) these practices are the behavior which maintains the
family as a social structure. Under the heading of binding rituals we
can distinguish among: couple rituals, soecial family activities,
celebrations, and two categories of problem-solving rituals: ritualized
routine and family institutions.
Couple rituals are regular events in the life of a couple which
seem to have a valuable function in the maintenance of the couple's re-
lationship as spouses and as a separate sub-system in the family. Sit-
ting down to coffee and a chat each day when the husband comes home from
work (Clark family) is an example of such a ritual. A couple ritual,
such as a regular and special shopping trip to the city with specific
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stops (Levy), can evolve into a family ritual as the children grow old
enough to come along. The distinguishing characteristic of couple ritu-
als is their focus on the couple as separate from the rest of the fami-
ly. Thus they are set apart in a separate category even though they may
be examples of celebration, special activities, or problem-solving.
Special famiJx ao^^ on a regular calendrical schedule
(i.e., daily, weekly, seasonally, etc.). These include Sunday dinner,
maple sugaring, special fishing trips, etc., as long as these activities
are adequately specific in their timing and 'special' enough to be con-
sidered ritual. Thus, the same activity may be a ritual in one family
but not in another. For example, one family in this study (Roberts)
goes on a yearly vacation in late summer, almost always to the same
place. This event, considered very special by family members, is con-
sidered a special family activity. Another family in the study (Chase)
takes several vacations a year, but at no consistent time of the year
or usual place. Thus, the second family's vacation is not reported as
a ri tual
.
Holiday celebrations are also calendrical rituals. Other celebra-
tions such as birthday and graduation parties will be reported under
ceremonial rites and cultural life-cycle rituals. Anniversaries are
reported under couple rituals. Holiday celebrations with more ceremony
or ritualized detail will be given greater attention, but all celebra-
tions that are consistent yearly events will be reported. Both reli-
gious holidays (Christmas, Chanukah, Easter, etc.) and secular holidays
(Thanksgiving, July 4th, New Year's Eve, etc.) are included in this
category.
ProMM^n^ two forms in these data. For each
family the pattern of bedtime rituals will be described. There is con-
siderable variation in the complexity and importance of these practices
,
across families. This category of problem solving rituals is called
rituali^ routi^. Under family i^smutions there are numerous possi-
bilities, but only three examples come from these data. One is a magic-
al rite performed to give good speed in track and ski races (Roberts).
This corresponds to Wallace's category of rituals of technology. A sec-
ond institution from the same family is the family song, which is re-
ported under institutions for the reader's interest. It is highly spe-
cial but not temporally specific, so not considered a ritual practice.
A third family institution is a system of fines, complete with a chart
of offenders, forfailureto perform chores (leaving the garage door
open), etc. which is called 'the penalty box' in one of the families
(Chase). Its use might be seen as corresponding to Wallace's category
of rituals of expiation under the broad heading of rituals of salvation.
Life Cycle Rituals
Three types of family life-cycle rituals can be defined on the ba-
sis of the data from the five families. These are ceremonial rites,
symbolic gifts, and cultural rituals.
Ceremonial rites in the family include birthday celebrations, and
ritually marked firsts. Each family's mode of birthday celebration will
be presented in this category, although in one family (Hastings), for
example, in which birthdays are celebrated consistently, but in no con-
sistent way, it would be more appropriate to term the practice a custom
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be
.a..ed „U. see
.,-„d of ce.e™n.. ce,e..t1on. An exa.p,e 1s thef-st fa.1l, M.e Hde (Levy) which too. place In co^e^o.atlon of the
on to become a part of the fa.11,
.o.tlne. The explicit state^nt to
the child that this was a celebration of he. learning to ride a t«o
Wheeler as well as announcements of this fact to neighbors helped In de-
temlnlng this event as a life-cycle ritual. An example more on the
borderline of Inclusion Is the first opening day of hunting season for
a young boy 1n another family (Roberts). This was mentioned as a spe-
cial, important event by family members, but did not see. to be accom-
panied by much ceremony or explicit state^nt of the event's importance
at the time. This example Is Included as a life-cycle ritual because
Of the attitude and subjective meaning of the event for family members.
Other firsts less ritualized than this are reported under developmental
change of routine.
SMplic 2lfti are presents which have attached to them some spe-
cial developmental meaning. Often such gifts are given on the occasion
of the birthday. Here a particular birthday may stand out as special in
relation to others because of a gift that is meaningful developmental ly.
A gift of a bracelet, handed down from grandmother to mother to child
and given on the tenth birthday is one example (Hastings). An example
of a symbolic gift that was not a birthday present is a gift of maps for
an oldest son to help him plan his first cross-country trip (Roberts).
This was a Christmas gift.
The primary cu ltural rituaj found in these families that can be
considered a life cycle Htua, is the Htua, of the tooth fairy The
particular way of practicing this ritual is reported for each family
Another type of cultural ritua, is the fa.ily marking or celebration of
a developmental event that takes place in the larger society. An exam-
ple Of this h-nd Of family commemoration is the family graduation party
Other possible variations of this kind of ritual would be ceremonies or
celebrations surrounding getting a driver's license or obtaining one's
first job, although these examples do not come from the data of the
Studv.
CHAPTER VIII
CASE STUDIES OF FIVE FAMILIES
sections. This organization Is presented 1n outline for. m Pl^^.e
,
The first section 1„ each is a description of the fa.n,, Us Mstor/
and us structure. This 1s
.eant to provide the reader with an Intro-
ductlon to the fa.1„ context 1„ which ritualistic and developmental
events take place, na.es, places and other Identifying details have
been changed to protect the Identities of the families who participated
The second section of each case study 1s a description of family
behaviors In two broad categories: binding and life-cycle. Ulthin each
Of these categories behavior that is part of the family routine will be
presented, followed by descriptions of the fanily's rituaU under the
Classifications defined earlier (see Classifications of Rituals in Fa.i-
ly Life).
The third section of each case study will be a consideration of the
family's response to the developmental transition which occurs when the
youngest child enters school. Other current developmental issues will
also be discussed and some thoughts about how the family copes with de-
velopmental change will be presented.
Case Study 1--The Roberts Family
Andrew "Andy" (Father) 42 Forester
Susan (Mother) 40 Coronary ICU Nurse
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Case Study Outline
Section I
Section II.
Faiiiily History and Structure
Binding and Life Cycle Behavior
A. Binding Behavior
1. Family Routine
2. Family Binding Rituals
a. Couple rituals
b. Regular family activities
c. Celebrations
d. Problem solving rituals
ritualized routine
family institutions
1
i i
Section III
B. Life Cycle Behavior
1. Developmental Change of Routine
2. Life Cycle Rituals
a. Ceremonial rites
b. Symbolic gifts
c. Cultural rituals
FlrsriraSe
"'"''"P"^^"*^! TransU1on-The Youngest Enters
Figure 1. Outline of case study format.
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Steven (Son) tp , ^
I a Lumber Mill Worker
"^^^
17 H.S. senior
Laura (Daughter)
, 3_ ^^^.^^
Linda (Daughter) ig ,_3_ j^^.^^
'''''''
7 First Grade
Family History and Structure:
The Roberts live in an old lie. England home on a country road in a
village a few miles from town. They have been living there for the last
four years. Before that they lived (for 16 years) in town. Andrew (42)
was born and grew up locally, where his parents, in their late 70's.
still reside. Sue (40) grew up in a city on the New England coast.'
Andy and Sue met on a blind date when in May of 1957 she was in
Nursing School and he was in the liavy. For about a year they corres-
ponded with each other, saw each other when they could, and he gave her
an engagement ring on Valentine's Day, 1958. They were married that
September 20th, twenty years ago.
Sue described her family of origin as a 'fun' family, in which
there was always some reason for everyone to get together and celebrate.
"We might have had forty people or more all come together at the drop of
a hat for someone's birthday, someone coming, someone going.
.
. Un-
til her mother died, when she was 12 years old, they had a big Sunday
dinner every week. Sue's father took ill and came to live with the
Roberts when the children were quite young. He died at age 63, after
living with them for only several months.
Both of Andy's parents are still living in the house he grew up in
in town. He had a younger sister „„o died as an infant, but no other
brothers or sisters. He described a quieter hone life with a s™„er
extended family than Sue had.
Both Sue and Andy were quickly and easily accepted by each other's
families when they announced their engagement. The only problem men-
tioned in the process of Joining the two families was that Andy's mother
wanted to be a mother to Sue in a way which made Sue uncomfortable.
Children came quickly for the Roberts. Steven, their oldest (now
18-1/2), was born about a year and a half after their wedding, m ret-
rospect both parents reported that they might have liked to have had a
bit more time without children. They felt quite ready at the time
though, and 20 years ago, as they report, there was more pressure to
have kids right away. Their second son, Mark (now 17), was born a year
and a half later. Then, just a year later, Sue gave birth to twins-
Laura and Linda (now 16). Their youngest,
.oug (now 7), was born nine
years after the girls. Thus, the family, at the time of this research,
is in the process of launching the oldest son, who graduated high school
a year ago, at the same time as they are sending the youngest off to
first grade.
Both Sue and Andy work, Sue as a coronary ICU nurse (since the
girls were four) and Andy as a forester, doing consulting on lumber and
wood lot management. Both derive considerable satisfaction from their
work, but expressed strongly the value that they prefer a country,
family-oriented lifestyle to a life based around occupational or finan-
cial ambitions. Their division of labor seems more based on preference
than sex roles. Andy does a considerable amount of the cooking and
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Child care (breakfast each day. reading to the children, etc.) while
also pursuing ™ore typical masculine activities such as huting, Hshlng
woodcutting, etc. Sue has worked for a n™.er of years at a Joh which
"
required her to rotate shifts (this was a ™a1n co.p,a1nt 1n the inter-
Views with the children), and has also begun taking evening courses
through the local university.
The Roberts are a very active, athletic fa.lly. Both girls are
-.bers Of the school's cross country sk1 tea., and every
.e.ber of the
fa.ily was out skiing at son,e point while I was present during the two
days Of observation. They have their own cross country ski trail cut
out in the woods near their ho.e. Ice fishing was one of the activities
I took part in on the Sunday I spent with the. (all but Sue and Doug
participated). They go on camping trips each summer. They are also
quite Involved In their co™ity. Andy (and the older sons) in the Fire
Department (a radio in the kitchen is tuned to the fire call station at
all times). Sue in the church (all but the oldest of the kids were in
the church Christmas play I attended the Sunday I spent with them).
As a couple. Sue and Andy complement each other. Sue is the more
talkative, openly emotional and outspoken person; while Andy Is the
quieter, more easy going of the two. In my interview with them, both
described a mutual pattern of support in their relationship which usual-
ly takes the form of keeping an eye on each other's mood. If she seems
down or tired, for example, he will get her to go out skiing or initiate
some other activity which gets her out of her bad mood.
The whole family seems characterized by a kind of caring attentive-
ness. There is considerable kidding, sometimes even bordering on ridi-
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cule. but never. 1t seen,s. experienced as really hurtful. There 1s a
lot of Physical affection-especially between the parents and between
Doug and both ™. and dad. Attention is paid to fa.ily ™e.bers' needs
as they arise, questions from the kids never seem to get lost in the
business of the moment. They may be put off for a bit, but they get a
response. I sensed an atmosphere of safety and nurturance. which seems
to be enhanced especially by Andy's unusually warm and nurturant parti-
cipation in the child care.
Sue and Andy expressed a philosophy of family togetherness and said
they saw themselves as relatively strict parents. Family rules reflect
this philosophy. For example, everyone is expected to help out with
chores, since, as Sue often says: "In a large family if everyone does
something there's more time for all of us to do something together." No
more than two nights out till 9:30 are allowed during the school week,
and one late night on the weekend. This becomes gradually more flexible
as the kids grow older, however. Steve, who is 18-1/2 now and graduated
high school last year has 'free run' according to Andy, as long as he
lets his parents know where he will be and when he will be home. Ac-
cording to the boys, their parents are a bit restrictive, but they re-
spect their parents' judgment: "We don't always like it, but we stick
by it" (Mark).
Steve (18-1/2), as mentioned before, graduated high school last
year. He is currently working in a lumber mill and saving for a planned
cross-country adventure this coming summer. He has his own car and
freely declines to participate in some family activities (e.g., the
Christmas play) while participating in others (e.g., ice fishing). He
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Plans to go to coHege after a bU of traveling, but has not decided on
any particular fluid.
Mark (17) has a year of high school to go. He Is an outstanding
track runner and cross-country skier on the school tean. He is said tc
look and act more like his
.other than any of his siblings (e g both
are gru.py In the
.orning). He also expects to go to college, but has
not settled on a specific goal.
Laura and Linda (16) are twins. Although they are not actually
identical twins, I was still having difficulty telling the. apart at the
end Of my work with the family. Both are avid cross-country skiers on
the school team. Both are also more involved than their brothers in
taking care of the youngest, Doug-playing with him and helping him with
school work, etc. In their interview they spoke of how they are each
other's closest friend and viewed leaving each other as the most diffi-
cult aspect they anticipate in growing up. They both appeared a bit shy
and awkward in their interview, but were very cooperative.
Doug (7) began first grade this fall. Sue referred to him as 'his
father's son.' His father affectionately calls him 'old man.' Doug
seemed fairly relaxed but reserved in relation to me. His parents made
the decision just before he was to begin kindergarten to hold him out of
school for a year, since he would have been just about the youngest in
his class. They expressed to me the belief that this had been a major
factor in how easily he had adjusted to school and how well he was do-
ing. Doug struck me as a rather determined, grown up, gentle young fel-
low. He gets a lot of attention since he is the youngest among so many
relatively old people. He also seemed to me to live up to his father's
nic.na.e of 'eld
.an'
,„ the reserved. Independent way he carHes hi™-
self.
In general, it was my impression that the two oldest boys are in
the process of .aking relationships outside the family, while the twins
are more engaged in their relationship with each other and with their
younger brother. There were several fights between the older brothers
and their sisters or Doug over the use of the bathroom in the ^rning,
whether a certain light should be on or off upstairs one evening, etc..
during my time with the family. Vet I also heard a few stories during
the interviews about them loyally defending each other in neighborhood
fights when they were younger. All of the children seemed very enthu-
siastic about their family and the fun they have together. This might
make growing up and leaving home harder, but. as the ritualistic prac-
tices in the family reflect, there is considerable support for develop-
mental movement.
In their interview with me, Andy and Sue stressed the importance of
teaching their kids independence. They talked about how they try to en-
courage each child to make decisions for him/herself. For example, one
day that I was with them, Doug felt sick and was encouraged to decide
for himself if he was well enough to go to school.
When asked about what it will be like as the four adolescent kids
in their family leave home, Andy and Sue both began to talk about the
adventures they had when they first left home-getting into hot water
and "cutting-up" in college—and seemed to feel that those experiences
were very valuable for them. They would not want to deprive their chil-
dren of making mistakes, they said, even though they might worry a bit.
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for his c.oss-count.y t.ip this s™.e.. Sue spc.e of so. envious fee,-
years of having kids around ^Hp qath "ti,c a, She said. Then comes our time to enjoy
each other."
The k1ds are also aware of and responsive to their parents' devel-
opment, although this 1s expressed In .ore joMng fashion. Every now
and again. Sue 1s approached by one of the boys with a question like,
"Back in the days when you were young, did they have things like tele-
phones and electricity?.
. Quite a point Is .ade each birthday about
how the parents are just about over the hill.
Binding and Life Cycle Behavior
Binding behavior
In general, this family provided nore examples of ritualistic prac-
tices than any other In the study. This Included both practices of the
•binding' type and the 'life-cycle' type. These ritualistic practices,
far from leading to an air of formality or rigidity, are part of a fami-
ly atmosphere which Is affectionate, mutually attentive, fun-loving and
fond of celebration.
Family routine
The routine which forms the day-to-day life of this family could be
seen as beginning each night when Andy mixes together his breakfast con-
coction of oatmeal and fruit in the crock-pot to cook through the night
and be ready for everyone to eat between six and seven the next morning
(vyeek days). Another habit of his is the keeping of a daily log in
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Which he records Important family events, the day's weather, how many
eggs the Chickens laid, etc. This log was started Just a year ago ''be-
cause it was something I always wanted to do." Typical chores are dis-
.tributed by and large among traditional sex-role lines among the older
kids (the girls do dishes; the boys do trash, wood, shoveling snow,
etc.). Sue takes care of dinner ^st of the tirne and the laundry. This
family practices the opposite of the special Sunday dinner found in some
families
-Sunday it is "every person for him/herself, a day for mom.
especially, to relax.
The Roberts do a lot of things together as a family. They are es-
pecially fond of outdoor activities, and each year go camping and on
picnics together. Ice fishing, working on the garden, and cross-country
skiing are also whole family (or large sub-parts) activities, which are
not particularly ritualized.
Family binding rituals
Cou£2e ntuali. This family did not report any couple rituals.
SHeciajfamnx activities. Seasonal activities which have somewhat
more of a ritualistic quality than gardening or camping include the
opening day of deer season, which is quite important for the older boys
and their father. Another is the yearly vacation, which takes place
each summer. They either go to Lake Champl ain or a camping ground on the
coast of Haine called Hermit's Island. This was brought up a number of
times in niy stay and my interviews with family members as a very special
event. The choice of where to go is made on the basis of everyone's
needs and no one has ever expressed a wish to stay home. Once, several
years ago, Mark got sick with pneumonia and they had to postpone the
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trip. This ca.e up as the family was discussing difficult t1.es in
their history. Hark said he felt really guilty that everyone had to
stay hon«. Another ti„«, when they had gone to Her.it Island, it rained
for three days and showed no signs of stopping, and they had to leave
and head for drier territory.
Another calendrical ritual in this family is April Fools Day.
There is always some kidding and joking going on in the family-a cer-
tain amount of trying to embarass each other. On April Fools Day, most
years and especially when the kids were younger and more gullible, Andy
would always try to trick or fool somebody. An oft-repeated instance
Of this was one year when, with everyone else catching on and going
along, he had Steve convinced that he had missed a whole day of school.
Holiday celebr^ This family has a fairly elaborate Christmas
celebration which, this year, included participation of all' the kids
(except Steve) in the Church Youth Group Play (which I attended on the
Sunday I spent with them). Each year they have a Christmas tree, which
is decorated with candy canes and numerous tree decorations, some of
which have been in the family (both sides) for several generations. On
the night before Christmas they go to church. When they come home they
have cookies, Andy reads 'The Night before Christmas' aloud, and they
put up their stockings. There is the traditional present opening in the
morning. This version of the traditional cultural Christmas ritual cor-
responds pretty closely with both parents' recollections of the ritual
as practiced in their families of origin. Other holidays, including
Thanksgiving and Easter, are celebrated as a family, complete with Eas-
ter egg hunts, special dinners, and sometimes a visit from Andy's par-
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ents (called Grammy and Grampy).
inoMe. scjvina Htuau
^
Like
.any families, the Roberts have
evolved ntuals surrounding bedt1.e. When the k1ds were younger and
.there were four to get to bed all at once, a ga.e (which had its origins
in Sue's family) was part of a ritual which
.ade bedtime fun. This
Htual was first described In the interview with the girls. When it was
time for bed, Andy would announce that it was 'time to climb the wooden
h1ll' at which point he would go to the top of the stairs and all would
pretend that there was a big rope he was using to pull each kid up the
wooden hill' one by one. Thus, a potentially annoying or difficult
rule was made into a fun game. These days, with only one young child
in the family, the wooden hill is seldom used, but there is a rather
full bedtime ritual for Doug which involves both parents. Usually Sue
goes up with Doug and tucks him in with a good-night kiss, at which
point Andy takes over, sometimes reading a story and often lying down
next to Doug until he begins to drift off to sleep and tells his father
he can go. This practice Is becoming less important as Doug grows, so
that recently he will go to sleep with a shortened version. For exam-
ple, on the first evening I visited the Roberts, Doug just came down-
stairs and gave each of his parents a good-night kiss before going to
sleep.
While Doug was in kindergarten. Sue or one of the older kids used
to walk him down to the school bus each morning. This got started when
Doug began coming home to go to the bathroom after leaving for school.
This was timed just right so that he would miss the bus and have to be
driven to school. When Sue asked him about this she discovered that he
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was afraid of 'big trucks' on the road and it was decided that so^one
would walk with him each day.
A particularly interesting practice employed by the Roberts is
called High Speed Banana Bread. It seems that one night before a ski
race in which the girls participated, Andy baked sohb banana bread and
put it in with their lunch. They won that day and before most races
now, Andy will bake 'high speed banana bread' and put it in the lunch of
a family member who has a race or a track meet (Mark) that day. This
might be seen as a magical rite corresponding to Wallace's (1966) cate-
gory of rituals of industry, mentioned earlier.
Another practice in the Roberts family that deserves mention, but
may not necessarily be considered ritualistic is the singing of family
songs. These songs seem to have served as a socialization tool when
the children were younger, which is why I include them under the problem
solving heading. They originated in Sue's childhood, are encouraged in
the family by Andy, and were first mentioned in the interviews by the
girls. One such song was sung by all to anyone who was a 'goop', and
was meant to encourage bathing. The words go as follows:
Garbage (name)
, garbage
,
Lives on top of garbage hill,"
'
Never washes, never will,
Boop, bing, Garbage
When I inquired about family members' attitudes towards these kinds
of binding practices in the family, they seemed universally appreciated.
As Laura said: "I think they're excellent. Life would be boring with-
out them."
Life cycU behavior
Developmental change of routine
There are nun^rous ways in which the routine of this family has
changed in relation to the developmental growth of its ^.bers „o ex-
haustive account of these will be attempted, but so» examples will be
mentioned.
This is a family in which a lot of importance is placed on events
in the children's lives Sue in th^ „, ^ , .. i , ,n the parents' interview, spoke of hav-
Elementary school papers, first locks of hair, etc.. were also kept, as
they were in her family of origin.
One example of family routine that changes with the growth of the
children is the bedtime routine. Bedtime itself, which, when the kids
were younger, was hierarchical by age, as it is in most families. Bed-
tir« got later as the kids grew older, and for the four adolescents in
this family, there seems to be no particular parental involvement in
What time they go to bed. This change took place gradually, so^time
around ten or eleven years old. There has been a gradual change in the
bedtime ritual for Doug as well. He requires less and less attention
around going to bed. and soon will put himself to bed entirely. No par-
ticular marking or ceremony accompanies these gradual changes in bedtime
routine.
A developmental change in a family-binding ritual in this family
ill come this summer when Steve, who will be on his cross-country trip,
111 not be with them for their yearly vacation. This may receive some
kind of special (perhaps ritualized) attention at the time. The fact
wi
wi
that he was not involved in the Youth Group Chnst.as p,ay this yea. as
were the .est o. the
.ids. is another
.ejection of his gradual with-
drawal from the traditional activities of the family.
Other Changes in routine that are noteworthy are the older boys
dropping out of the dish-washing rotation somewhere between ages ten and
twelve, and the girls beginning to iron their own clothes at about the
same age.
Life cycle rituals
Seremoniai rite^. Birthday celebrations are given a lot of atten-
tion in this family, and seem to have evolved a fairly consistent repe-
titive format. Even if one of the kids has a party for friends, there
Is still a special family party, as well, which includes the child's
favorite dish for dinner, and cake after dinner. Andy's mother and fa-
ther usually cone up from town for the cake after dinner. The boys re-
ported that a fuss was made at their thirteenth birthdays about now
turning into a teenager, but the girls did not remember their thirteenth
birthday as being particularly special. For their birthday, however,
there Is a special yearly ritual which they very much enjoy, and that is
being taken fishing by their father. Andy made a point in one of the
Interviews about how successful those fishing trips were, sometimes
really showing up the boys with the size of the catch. This is a bind-
ing ritual within the life-cycle ritual of the birthday.
The boys, especially, noted that on their parents' birthdays there
is a lot of kidding each year about becoming aged and over the hill.
Another ceremonial rite in this family, particularly relevant for
this study, is the ritual on the first day of school. This rite, done
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with the older kids until they were in third or fourth grade, takes
Place each year, but was described as particularly special on the first
day of first grade. Starting a week or so before the first day, there
are preparations-making sure books and pencils are in order, etc.
Then, on the first day, both parents have been home, whenever possible.
They were both home for Doug's first day of first grade this year. The
child or children are dressed up and Andy takes a picture of them stand-
ing in front of the house. I was shown several such first-day pictures
from family scrapbooks when 1 asked about the first day of school. When
I asked Doug in his interview what his attitude toward the ritual was,
he said he really liked it and that it made him feel almost as if his
parents were going to school with him. The parents both felt the ritual
to be especially moving this year, since it was their youngest going off
to first grade. They mentioned feeling sad and having their eyes become
a bit teary. It is also interesting to note that Doug decided to walk
alone from their house to the school bus stop, without having someone
walk with him as he had when he was in kindergarten. He has walked to
the bus by himself ever since.
Symbolic ^ifU. Although there are probably numerous examples of
symbolic gifts in this family, only two stood out and were mentioned in
my talks with the members of this family. First mentioned was the
Christmas gift of maps this year for Steve to be used on his trip cross-
country this summer. The first thing Steve said in response to my in-
terview question about whether his parents made it difficult for him to
become independent was, "Well, they gave me maps for Christmas." With
this gift, his parents are showing support for the trip as well as en-
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couragm, h1. to plan a route ahead of t1.. This e.empmies the com-
bination Of control and support for independence which see.s to charac-
terize these parents' approach to their children's development
,
Another symbolic gift, which ca« up in relation to a discussion of
Steve's Christmas present of maps, was the gift to Mark of camping gear
and maps of the Long Trail, which is one of his favorite trails to hi.e
This was brought up by Sue as an association to the idea of a gift to
encourage independence.
Cultural rituaU. The ritual of the tooth fairy, which involves
putting the lost baby teeth under one's pillow at night and finding so»
™ney in place of the tooth in the morning, is practiced in this family
as it is in each of the families I worked with, m discussing it with
the parents, the inflation rate was commented on in each family, a tooth
going for a quarter in most families these days, when it was more like a
nickle or a dime in the parents' families when they were six or seven
years old.
This family has participated in a number of church related rituals,
one of which, Baptism, is a religious rite of passage. This was done in
the Baptist church they belonged to in town before they moved further
out into the country. The ritual is called a 'believer's baptism' and
is done by free choice at age 14. It is a rather dramatic religious
event, involving complete immersion in water.
The Roberts' involvement in church-going and church community ac-
tivities is an important part of their life as a family, but it has de-
creased in importance as the kids have grown older. There was a time
(before they reached Baptism age) when the whole family attended church
regularly. In the Interview with the boys they commented that their
mother got satisfaction from people coming up to her and complimenting
her on having her whole family at church. When the four older kids
reached early adolescence, it became harder to get everyone to go The
boys recalled to me that the best tactic was stalling, since Sue es-
pecially did not like being late. There were even a few dramatic fights
about church-going. Eventually they were not expected to go if they
did not want to. At this point the kids are involved in youth group ac-
tivities, and attend church on Sundays occasionally. On the Sunday I
spent with the family, Sue went to church alone, but did not seem to en-
courage or expect other family members to come along.
Response to Developmental Transition-The Youngest Enters First Grade
This is a family in which a considerable amount of attention was
paid to the youngest's first grade entry. For several weeks in advance,
the event was a topic of conversation, and people (especially Doug's
sisters) spent a good deal of time talking with him about what school
would be like and helping him prepare. All of this culminated in the
early morning picture-taking ritual on the first day of school, which,
besides being perceived as very supportive by Doug, seemed to be a use-
ful emotional focus for both parents. The image of the two parents
standing in front of the house feeling appropriately sad as they watched
their youngest walk down the road off to school is a heartwarming one.
It reflects a kind of nostalgic quality that I experienced as present
in the life of this family. Some excerpts from the interview with Sue
and Doug seem apropos here:
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(talking about the ritual on the first day of school)
Ed: How did you feel?
Sue
sent the twin of? to s^hon? Tt^ ^J^^^^^^^^ when I
feeling when yoS see the I ' ^1"^ ^ ^^""^
It's kind of = ? 1 9° ^own the road.iz an awful feeling-you know-the tear^
Ed: You both had a few tears?
Sue: Oh, yes Sent the last one off to school It's different from kindergarten, first grade is Real vThere is a real difference between firs? 'grade and kin-
anJ'?h'a?";
/^^-^^g^^^de they're out the door an od th t s just the beginning of them leaving home
s "?ime\' at'"" TJ? ''^^ '^'^'^ thatrir t t th you let them really go it'sn s hard, at least I've found for those few minutesyou know that it's gonna happen, you know it's what's
expected to happen, but it's still hard when it happens.
Ed: (to Doug) Did you hear what your mother said? That she
feel?' A^nuifsa'fSo^r
'''''''
Doug: I felt scared, very scared. I didn't know what it wasgonna be like. I thought it was gonna be work. But it
wasn't--just math and stuff.
Ed: Did you think you would miss being a little kid?
Doug: No. I wanted to grow up. (laughs)
Sue: Most of them are like that. They can't stop and think
about those things. They just go on and do more
things.
.
. .
The only problem in Doug's adjustment to first grade was some anger
and disappointment when he did not learn to read the first week and had
to wait a bit for some of his books to come. Perhaps this is related to
all the attention paid to his starting fl.st g.ade hy the fa.ll. His
expectations
.ay have been rather high at the start. Whatever disap-
pointment he .ay have felt at first see.s to have had no rea, negative
effects on h1. or his attitude towards school, however. Except for
so.et1„.s When he says the work Is reaUy hard, his attitude toward
school is quite positive.
It is particularly interesting that this family is engaged in two
related developmental transitions at once-the youngest entering school
and the launching of the oldest child. This may have made the school
entry of the youngest all tne more poignant an event for the parents.
What was most impressive to me about this family was the degree to
which feelings about these transitions were present and available to
family members. This is not a highly emotional family. Indeed, they
have more of a stoic New England quality than may come through in this
description. But, when asked about their feelings about events in the
family, they were responsive, frank and nondefensi ve.
The ritual on the first day of school is an example of how ritual
may be an important part of the way this family copes with or works
through a developmental transition. Another example of this principle
in spontaneous action came in the family interview, when the discussion
came around to how the family was going to deal with Steve's leaving
home. At first there were quips from his various siblings about who
would get his room, that there would be more food, it will be good to
be rid of him, etc. Then people began to mention how someone else will
have to pick up on his chores, with Andy saying to Doug: "He won't be
around to make the holes in the ice when we go ice fishing." At that
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Po^nt the family seened a Mt sad. and Douo sa.d he didn't tMnMt
would he a ve.. happ. Chn'st^as without Steve ho.e. Ha., as.ed Steve
: to haveparty.
,
a suggestion which ™et with general agreement, as If it we.e
0. cou.se. the natural and app™pn-ate thing to do. When I pointed out'how this night
.e a way of ™a..1ng an Important event 1n the family with
a celebration, Sue related that this was their custo. and had heen In
her family of origin.
Case Study n.--The Chase Family
James (Father) oo p>3B General Surgeon
Deborah
-Debbie" (Mother) 38 Home Maker
Allison (Daughter)
„ sixth Grade
Lindsay "Lynn" (Daughter) g Third Grade
James Brewster "Bruce" (Son) 6 First Grade
Family History and Structure
The Chases live just outside of town In a large early-1900's home
which they have remodeled in a colorful, modern fashion. This has been
their hone for the last four years. Before that, the Chases lived In
the Northwest for two years. Scotland for a year, and several places
around Boston since they were married In 1964. James, the father, was
born and brought up In a town in central Massachusetts, where his par-
ents still spend their summers (they winter In Florida). Debbie, the
mother, comes from a city In upstate Hew York. Her father died four
years ago in his late seventies. Her mother still resides in upstate
New York, but, like James' parents, spends her winters In Florida.
Ja^es and Debbie net at a
.utual fHend's wedding ^ceptlon. when
as they tCd 1t, she ca.e up to hi. and put a strawberry In his cha.-
"
Pagne glass.
« that t1„« they were both living In Boston: she worMng
,in an office; he In his second year of Medical School. After about a
year and a half of dating and a brief period of living together, they
were married on December 12, 1964.
These two people come from rather different backgrounds. James'
family was described as very formal. His father, although he earned
great respect as a neurosurgeon, was seldom home during James' child-
hood, and when he was he maintained considerable distance. James de-
scribed, almost with disbelief, how he was not held, read to, played
with, etc. by his father. In an austere atmosphere, tempered only some-
what by his mother, strong expectations for achievement were help up to
each of the kids in James' family.
Debbie's family was described in less detail, but seemed to be in
marked contrast to James'. There was a sense of warmth, relative in-
formality, and less class-consciousness. Her father was described as a
"humanitarian businessman."
This difference in background was played out dramatically when
James and Debbie decided they wanted to get married. In the interview
with them, James described how his father told him that, since Debbie's
father was Jewish, he would be disinherited if he married her. This
shocked and deeply disappointed him, especially in the context of the
many ways he had lived up to his family's very high expectations (e.g.,
going to an Ivy League college and prestigious Medical School). He de-
cided, after hearing this threat from his father, to drive directly to
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and announce his intention to marry her. This marriage led to a hrea.
between James and his family that lasted five years.
From James description. Debbie's parents were guite receptive and
supportive in the situation. They invited James in as a member of the
family and helped pay his tuition for his last year of Hedical School
This series of events was crucial in forcing the Chases' attitudes
toward children and family life. James, especially, felt that his act
Of autonomy in marrying Debbie was very important in his development as
a person with integrity. He explained that his approach to being a fa-
ther is in many ways an attempt to provide for his children what his
father did not for him. Their choice of a relatively small New England
town, instead of a city, for Janes' surgery practice is a reflection of
stated values of the importance of spending time with the family.
The lifestyle of the family might be seen as typical for an upper-
middle-class professional household. Debbie is a full-time ho^maker,
quite involved in various projects of her own. including baking, sewing,
working with the Hospital Auxiliary, etc. James takes responsibility
for typical masculine chores around the house, such as cutting wood for
the fire-place, sharpening the knives, building and fixing things around
the house, etc. In general, Debbie is more involved with the day-to-day
disciplining of the children, while James moves in to rescue her when
the kids are out of hand and to mete out punishments.
Debbie maintains a home life that James moves rather freely in and
out of, as they agree is necessary for a surgeon on call, but which is
also compatible with his personal style. During the time I spent in the
hon^. when he was not on ca,,, ™ch of Ja^s' t1™.
his own activities s.ch
i„o- H-
"""^ ""^ Skiing alone read
'ng ^n h,s study, going to church alone etc Thi
^
.
^l is may seem at firstI'ke a recapitulation of his father'. , .
'° J^-es is very engagedwith his Wife and children, reflecting as It^'
^ generation of im-provement in the role of father.
James and Debbie described in fh=
-^""Pl-^ interview, a cycle in
-.ea.
^^^^.^ '-a, independence, pulls them apart
om each other. One of them (usual ly Oebbie) wi l
, .1 1 attention tothe distance before the gap gets too Wide. Often at these times they
win cancel something they have planned socially and make a point of
spending time alone together. This seemed, from their description li,e
a homeostatic cycle that works well in their relationship-bringin; them
closer to each other before their busy involvement in independent activ-
ities draws them too far apart. Couple rituals, to be described later
are part of this homeostatic process.
The Chases have three children. Allison (1„, their oldest daugh-
ter; Lindsay (8), their younger daughter who is called 'Lynn'; and Janes
Brewster (5), their son, who is called Bruce.'
Allison (,„ might be described as a very 'grown up' responsible
Oldest daughter. She was the most able to be helpful to me during the
observation and in the interviews. She will begin Junior High School
this coming fall. She has not reached the point where she has a rebel-
lious yearning for independence, yet she is grown-up enough to take con-
siderable responsibility in the family. This responsibility includes,
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for exa.p,e. being a paid babysitter for the other two children see
ni.^ts When her parents go out. a.Hng her
.other, bout with pneumonia
last spring, she took on what
.Ight be seen as
.parentlfled. responsl-
bilny for a short tn.-gett1ng the .Ids off to school. so.e cooking
laundry, etc. She Is also responsible for doing the dinner dishes a
chore She willingly surrendered to .e on one of the nights of observa-
tion. Her Interests Include gymnastics and horseback riding.
Lynn (8) experiences life as a bit
.ore of a struggle. Her parents
noted that as Allison begins to find Interests outside of the fa.ily.
Lynn has become more Involved in a competitive struggle with Bruce.
Which has led to quite a bit of scrapping and fighting. In fact, while
I was present on the Sunday of observation. I witnessed one such scrap
and its aftermath-James laying down the threat that if such fighting
did not stop they would not come along on the planned family trip to
Disney World. More responsibility was given to Lynn, as the older, to
control the urge to fight. A number of times Lynn (and her parents)
mentioned an achievement of which she is especially proud: winning a
bronze medal in a swim competition. Besides swimming and other sports
she told me of an Interest in nature-butterflies (also, an interest of
her father's) in particular.
Bruce, the first grader in this family, is a very enthusiastic fel-
low whose impulses are very much on the surface. He made numerous ref-
erences to his wish to marry his mother, sometimes in song. This has.
Incidentally, not gone unnoticed in the family. At one point during the
weekday evening I spent with them, when Lynn was reading a story about
a young beaver who wanted to grow up to be a tramp. Bruce was sitting on
his father's lap. Bouncing hi. on his knee, Ja.es said jokingly
yo.'d .ake a good tra.p. Vou'd kin daddy and
.a.ry «y and grow up
to be a tranp... Bruce was very affectionate and cooperative with ™e
but quite apt to get silly and noisy when he got bored with being Inter-
viewed or when a topic nnde hi™ anxious (e.g.. whether he
.Issed his
mother while he was at school).
The Chases are an active family, enjoying skiing, camping, and
swimming in their backyard pool. They might be seen as a family at the
stage of latency, with all three children in elementary school now. The
parents discussed some apprehension about Allison's beginning Junior
High School next year, and seemed to see this as a more complicated
transition for them than Bruce's first grade entry. They appear to be
a family in which each person has quite a bit of personal private space,
which is respected by everyone but Bruce (who will probably soon accept
that as well). There was less demonstrative physical affection between
family members than in some families, although they were by no means
stiff and formal. There was a sense, not of disengagement, but separate
independence among family members.
As will be evident in the description of family rituals to follow,
there is considerable attention to the children's development as re-
flected in responsibilities and privileges, but this is not expressed,
by and large in any kind of ceremony. Children did not report any sense
of their parents changing over the years, although Allison did mention
that her parents' 40th birthday (they are both now 38) would be import-
ant.
Binding and Life Cycle Behavior
Binding behavior
The sense of separateness and autonomy which characterizes rela-
tionships Within this family describes also the quality of this family's
relationship with the broader community in which they live. On the Sun-
day that I spent with the family, James went to church, saying as he
left that this attendance "should hold us till spring", which suggested
that his attendance at church had more to do with duty and obligation
than a sense of spiritual or community connectedness. Similarly, al-
though they are involved in the affairs of the town and have many social
contacts, ^ impression was that most such contacts have a rather formal
quality, as reflected, perhaps, in Debbie's referring to her husband as
Dr. Chase when telling their neighbors that he would give their kids a
ride to school. This relative formality is reflected, also, in how my
entry into the family was handled. My first meeting, with James and
Debbie, took place at James' medical office. When I arrived for my
first visit to the home, I was given a guided tour by Allison.
In general it would seem that much of what is accomplished with
rituals in some families is accomplished with routine among the Chases.
One problem with ritual in this family is that all special events are
subject to cancellation without notice if James gets called to the hos-
pital. Instances of interruptions of social gatherings, birthdays, an-
niversary dinners and even the Christmas celebration were mentioned in
the interviews.
Family routine
The central figure in the daily routine of the family is Debbie.
he ta.es pn^.,
.espons1M,U.
.0. the
..ea^.ast p.epa.„,
oxes an.
,ett1n,eve..oneo.. to school. So. cho.es
,p„ttin, , .e
^lag. taking o„t the t.ash,
.a.1„, the ,a„„) a.e
.otate. a.on, the
.ids
.Lynn 1s responsible fo. setting the tahle fo.
.eals, Allison fo. the
their beds before co.ing down to breakfast, a chore which Bruce „1,l
of Bruce's bed.
In the afternoon, Debbie Is usually home when the children come
that Debbie has baked that day, and they tell their mother about the
activities Of their day while she cleans out their lunch boxes. Then
they become involved in play.
When the children were younger, they ate dinner before their par-
ents, who waited till they were in bed to have their meal. Now, it is
more likely that the whole family will eat together (about four times a
week). Except for an occasional evening when they will eat out, Debbie
prepares dinner, sometimes with Allison's help.
Other activities that are part of the routine of the family, but
are not especially ritualized include skiing, camping, washing the car
together, swimming in their backyard pool, cookouts and vacations.
Family binding rituals.
Cou£le n_tuali. For James and Debbie the before-dinner cocktail is
a regular and special part of the day. While the kids may be present,
they do not participate in the drinking ritual. Especially during the
summer, two or three specific evenings a week are reserved as 'parents'
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Ja^s and Debbie s1t together in the Hving
.00. with a Manhattan and
discuss their day, read the mail, nake plans, etc.
Another couple ritual that Ja.es and Debbie have is going out to
dinner alone on their anniversary.
Sfieciai fam:^ activUiei. Sunday breakfast, although not a spe-
cial event each week, often has a special family quality, especially
when James makes the pancakes. After breakfast on Sunday, they often
hold a 'Sunday School at Home' in which either James, when he is home,
or Allison filling i„.
.^ad a chapter from a book of Bible stones.
While this went on the Sunday I was there, Debbie was in the kitchen
taking care of the breakfast clean-up. Allison did the reading because
James was in church.
A yearly ritual which was universally considered to stand out as
important among the many 'whole-family' activities is a trip to Boston
to see a Red Sox game. Along with a trip to Fenway Park they will us-
ually go to a museum or a show in the City the same day. What makes
this a ritual and not just a routine family activity is the attitude of
family members to the event. When I read down a list of family activi-
ties during the family interview and asked if any was 'special' all
agreed that the yearly Red Sox game stood out.
Holiday celebrations. There is some form of celebration for each
typical holiday in the Chase family. Each child gets an Easter basket
in his/her room on Easter. This is a much less elaborate celebration
than James remembers from his family, in which his mother used to hide
eggs all over the house and yard. They have a traditional Thanksgiving
dinner, but 1t 1s not Hgid or acccpanled any particular cere.on.
Last year, for example, they went to Oases' brother's hen. for Thanks-
giving. Halloween is a special holiday for the Chases especially at
th,s tine in their fa.ily life „hen all of the children are fairly
young, yet old enough to participate. For the last year or two. Allison
has gone with her own friends to trick or treat r„m, i•- i K . Both James and Debbie
usually go with the younger kids.
By far the most formal and elaborate celebration in this family is
their celebration of Christmas. This was described by James as the
"most formal family time" of the year in the family, and each year the
ritual is the same. James gets a Christmas tree a week or two before
Christmas, but it is not trimmed until a day or two before the holiday.
On Christmas Eve each year, he reads "The Night before Christmas" in
front of the fire and then they take a picture of the kids under the
tree. Stockings are hung and the kids are put to bed. In the morning,
only stockings may be opened before a special pancake breakfast. After
breakfast all the rest of the presents are opened.
Problem-solving ritual^, m the wintertime the after-dinner custom
in the Chase family is reading before the fire. Sometimes the parents
read, but just as often Allison or Lynn will read a story. The kids
make special trips to the library to pick out books for reading in front
of the fire. As 8 o'clock approaches, the children are put to bed,
starting with Bruce at 8, who puts up a little fight, then Lynn (8:30),
who is especially careful to be sure she gets to stay up later than
Bruce. Allison puts herself to bed without any particular attention
from her parents, although her official bedtime is 9:00. The actual
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tucMng in 1s .athe. bHef wit,, just a tuck in and a Uss goodnight
9Sr. Of the«„.. I noticed a goodnight Mss ntual between Allison and
Oa.es in which they both would kiss their hands and slap each other's
hands as she went by on the way upstairs to bed. James called this a
'slap kiss .
'
Sometinies, when life gets very busy, the ritual of reading before
the fire will get skipped for awhile. Before very long, as Ja.es and
Debbie mentioned in their interview, the parents will be forcefully re-
minded by their children that this is an Important event not to skip.
In the sum^rtime things are a lot less structured, with no school. Al-
lison in camp (for four weeks), and the sun out longer. As a result
there is less of a consistent pattern of reading before bedtime in the
summertime.
A rather unique ritual solution to a problem in the Chase family is
called
-the penalty box.' It is the only example in the data of a ritu-
al that could be included under Wallace's (1966) classification of ritu-
als of salvation, in this case expiation through pennance.
The penalty box is actually a can which has been decorated by Alli-
son with a chart to match. It was 'dreamed up' by James as a solution
to the problem of people not doing their chores consistently enough and
not being careful about things like the electric bill. When an offense
is committed, such as leaving the garage door open so the pipes begin to
freeze, leaving lights on or putting a spoon down the disposal, etc. one
must pay a fine to the penalty box. The offender's name, the offense
paid. All family members can be fined, although until Bruce began to
get an allowance at age 7. he did not have to pay. When the box is
it was mentioned that the money might be used to finance a trip
to see the Red Sox.
Had it not been for Bruce's mentioning it in the family interview
this institution in the Chase family would have been missed, as inter-
esting family institutions in other families probably have been, simply
because such things are quite difficult to notice when they are part of
one's daily life and hard also to elicit by interview questions.
Life cycle behavior
Developmental change of routine
In this family, as in the other families in the study, changes in
family bedtime rituals reflect the developmental progress of the chil-
dren. In the Chase family, this is especially evident since the chil-
dren are spaced soevenly by age. Everyone participates in the reading
before the fire, but doing the reading is a sign of growing up. Along
with changes in bedtime itself, bedtime rituals change, as reflected in
the gradual decrease in 'tucking in' mentioned earlier. No particular
ceremony seems to accompany these changes in bedtime practices.
Another important aspect of going to bed was mentioned by Allison
in her interview as something which seemed to reflect maturation. This
was whether one had a glass of water by one's bed or not. Apparently,
since it was scary to get up to get a drink during the night in the dark,
each child in this family would get a glass of water (first provided by
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a parent, then by her/h1mself) and keep it by her/his bed. At a certain
age (different for each but around the start of latency), when the child
was no longer so scared of the dark, the glass of water by the bed would
gradually disappear. Only Bruce still keeps water by his bed, and he
said it would not be for long since he never uses it. but just likes to
have it there.
According to Debbie, crossing the street in this family happens at
about age four and for sure "before kindergarten." Sleep-overs, whether
at home or a friend's house, begin sometime around third grade. Again,
no particular ritual marking accompanies these changes.
A whole series of important developmental changes of routine happen
during first grade. Some of these will be mentioned later as 'firsts'
under ceremonial rites, but, in fact, these events are by and large not
so much ritualistic as part of a set schedule in the family. There are
a number of things a child is allowed to do or expected to do sometime
during the first-grade year. Although Bruce has been slower to begin
making his bed than his sisters were, he will probably be making his own
bed before he begins second grade. He will also shortly begin to wash
his own hair. Currently his father usually washes his hair in the
shower, although Bruce washes everywhere else himself. He will learn to
ride a two-wheeler this summer as his sisters did the year of their
first grade. Allowance also begins at age 7 and increases each year
thereafter. Also, at the point of starting first grade, the call of
"mummy come wipe me" is no longer heard in the Chase household. This
was explained by the parents as largely a result of being in school
full time with teachers who would not be as cooperative about such mat-
ters as nursery school and kindergarten teachers
Co1ngtoca.p(A,Hson.rstwentata,elC)isalsoadeve,op.ent.
Change Of routine,
.ut again, this event 1s not celebrated or„
-
an. ritualistic way. As
.a.es consented, having a particular right
or responsl.mt, tied to a certain age has less to do „1th ntua, ^rk-
^ng than as a fa.lly structure and a way to explain the 11.1 ts:
If Lynn says, "Why can't I go to camn?" uoii
enough Is the answer. When yoj're n1nVn! l ' ""^ "'-^
can. Because you're too vouna un„" ? k
^^a*"' "''^ J'O"
kind of stuff."^ That's how n?s exola neH TVf. ""f '"^'^
rite Involved. Passage but no rite '
"°
Life cycle rituals
Cere^onlai rite
.
Several firsts deserve mention here because they
are accompanied by more than routine excitement and are tied to a parti-
cular age of growing up. Two of these happen during the first-grade
year: bedmaking and first allowance. Both girls learned to make their
beds when each was starting first grade. This was accomplished by their
mother making the bed with the young girl every day for a week or so
until she had learned how to do it herself. This was mentioned by Lynn
as one important series of events that made her feel she was becoming
more grown up. As mentioned earlier. Bruce has been a bit slower on bed
making than his sisters, but before second grade he will also have
learned how.
The event of getting one's first allowance at age seven might be
appropriate as a symbolic gift as well as a ceremonial rite. Allowances
start at 25.^ at 7. Lynn, at 8, gets 35<t, and Allison, at 11, 50^, which
will go up to 75i when she is 12. Changes in allowance seem less emo-
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sym-
tiona,ly charged than the event of first receiving allowance. The
bol1c ^ssage of permission to, as It were, 'do business In the outs^l
world. Which the first allowance represents 1s a powerful communication
to the child, once again, however, there Is no elaborate rItualUatlon
of this even In the developmental schedule of the Chase family.
The birthday ritual, however, does stand out as a family ritual
It was described by James as very formal, like Christmas. Until age 7
there Is a party for the child's friends complete with balloons, cake
'
and presents. After age 7, Debbie explained that It was no longer ap-
propriate to have such a big party for peers, but a few friends are
sometimes invited over. Slunter parties were mentioned as a future pos-
sibility.
As well as the celebration with friends, though, there is always a
special family birthday celebration. The child (or parent)
.ay choose
his/her favorite meal and cake, to be served on the birthday if possi-
ble, but sometimes on another day just before or after the actual birth-
day if schedules are tight. Before dinner presents are opened while the
parents have their cocktails. Then, after dinner, the cake is carried
in, with the appropriate number of candles lit, by a brother or sister.
A picture is taken (usually by James) of the child blowing out the can-
dles. Even the dog enjoys a birthday celebration of^his special day,
and there are several pictures of him devouring his cupcake, candle and
all.
It was mentioned several times that James will frequently, if not
always, say at bedtime to a kid who has a birthday the next day: "Enjoy
it--it'3 the last night you'll be 7 (or 8, 9, etc.)."
3MC gm^. Aside f.o. the f,>st allowance mentioned above
the.e we.e not
.epo.ted any s.*o,1c gifts which had a st.ongl, n't.,-
gold rings „1th their na^s engraved that they received fro. their
there was any special meaning attached to the.. This Chrlst.as Bruce
received a work-bench which his father had built secretly 1„ the base-
»nt. This was a very special gift for Bruce, which ™ight carry so^
symbollcneaning vis. his ability to use tools anH h.. .•i i d be a more grown up
boy.
Cultural rituau. On the day of the fa.lly Interview, I arrived
just before the kids came ho« from school. When Bruce came in the
first thing he did was announce with glee that he had lost a tooth that
day In school. He came in, showed his mother the hole where the tooth
had been and carefully took a paper napkin out of his lunch box and un-
veiled the tooth with some pride. Debbie responded with a lot of ex-
citement and Interest and said the tooth fairy would have to be noti-
fied. This was, for me, a direct example of the amount of emotional ex-
citement that a mother and child can share around a developmental change,
symbolized In participation in a cultural ritual. In discussing the
tooth fairy with the family I found that with bigger teeth one received
more money, that it continues in this family for a number of years (Al-
lison having collected on some tooth extractions just two years ago),
and that under special circumstances (e.g., the tooth being eaten by the
dog or falling down the bathroom sink) this could be explained to the
tooth fairy by writing a letter and leaving it under one's pillow.
Response to Developmental Transition-First Grade Entry
In this family it is particularly important to view the entry of
the Children into first grade in the context of considerable pre-school
experience. In fact, when I first approached the topic of changes in
the family concurrent with Bruce's entry into first grade, James said,
"I hate to ruin your theory, Ed, but it Just wasn't much of a big deal "
He went on to say that Allison's first day of nursery school was more
traumatic, partially because it was he and not Debbie who took Allison,
since Debbie was in the hospital giving birth to Lynn at the time.
Still, Bruce going to first grade was an event of some importance.
It was a frequent topic of dinner conversation at the time and was
'looked fomard to for six months." There was no special ritual on the
first day, and was none for either of the other children in the family.
To their recollection, neither parent had any kind of first day of
school rite in his/her family of origin.
Each year, with the notable exception of the first year for Alli-
son, Debbie has driven all the kids to school the first day. Debbie did
not have any especially strong feelings to report about Bruce starting
first grade this year and said she felt more about his starting kinder-
garten. When asked what kind of things she thought and felt, she spoke
of it being 'hard to believe that my little one has grown up so fast.'
She also noted how, with pre-school and kindergarten before first grade
'the pangs are spread out.' She thought that it might be much harder
for the mother of a child who had no pre-school.
In response to my query about any adjustment she had to make to the
half day in kindergarten and full day in first grade she said:
Oh, wel], yeah there 1s h.it n ^
anyway. As far as finding voujj,? f^'i ti^e
with nobody.
. that thJ '^^'^ '''e house
I'm running aro nd i S"i e " 5day Whether the kids are ZIILVT. °f t^ew ? ^?e" ll. Z
Ed: Do you miss them at all?
Debbie:
t'hl'fiJs^°.;e^fbJt1?;eV*E^^^ fS^d* "^^'>^
'
that 1t was quiet aro nd eh us " But lu'I thought to myself "i<:n't th?c * ^9ain
drink ray coffee I d'wr e e ers"fnr-th'
'"^
of the day"-which never h.nn»^2 l°1 ^'"'^^ *'alf
is an adj^straenttr «T 1 n'?ln'.'H'* 1'°"'because I found it very eniovahlp ^"/''J"st™nt
??e^:ftj^t" y"^'^ H"^?^?,?chi °^e" ,fj\e
s a e t* • Yo "do'n'fwLr"*
" tL
'
-|ng^devoted^to^you;.i|5^eI\S?^;rh:r^
While She acknowledges some feelings of sadness and separation, it
'S interesting to note that the way this is dealt with is by quickly
nioving to the positive aspects of the change and not dwelling very long
on separation issues. She describes how she felt about the youngest go-
ing to school as disbelief. I point this out not to suggest that Deb-
bie's adjustment to her kids all being in school full ti^ is in any way
faulty, but it is interesting to note how the 'pangs', as she calls
them, are dealt with. In this connection it is also interesting that
Bruce, in his intervieiv, spoke about how he doesn't miss his mother when
he is in school because he forgets about her: "I forget about her most-
ly. I'm thinking about my work, recess and lots of other things and I
can't keep her in my mind. I like her but I forget about her in school."
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's
way Of handling the separation see.s to parallel his
.other
In discussing this topic with the parents, Debbie ^ntioned how
-stead of increasing her activities in response to the new free tini
She would have each day. she actually cut bac. so that she would have
so^ tin. to
..other herself and do a lot of the things by h.
...,f that
She had not had a chance to do before (especially sewing and baking)
Also. She was in the process of recovering fro. a ruptured disk in the
fall, and did not want to take on anything new.
In general, as Ja.es said, the transition represented by Bruce's
first-grade entry cannot be seen as especially pivotal in this fa.ily
largely since there is a gradual entry into school fro. age three on.
Mo particular ritual
.arking acccpanies school entry, although it re-
ceives a bit of attention both in anticipation and when it is taking
place. Debbie acconpanies the younger children to school on the first
day, but does not stay very long or become especially emotional. Fro.
all indications. Bruce's attitude toward school is very enthusiastic.
His only complaint was other kids in his class that get the teacher nad
and that scares hin. He reported being a bit scared the first day:
"You know how it is when you go to a new place and you get sort of
scared." He said he got used to it very quickly.
Case Study III--The' Levy Farai 1 y
Bernard (Father) 34 Educator
Dina (Mother) 33 Artist/Craftsperson
Moses (Son) 8 Second Grade
Lucretia "Looey" (Daughter) 6 First Grade
Family History and Structure
The Levys live in a .odest ho.e 1„ a
.esidentia, street in town
9rew up in a town on the coast of Halne. „he.e his parents and extended
fan„y still
.eside. D1na, the ™>the., g.ew up 1n a s„,all co^unity in
the rural south, where her
.other still lives. Her father died nine
years ago.
Bernie and Dina net in Peace Corps training in the su™„.r of their
Which had two summers of training before placement overseas. They got
to know each other better during the second su«er of training and were
both assigned to teach in the san,e town in an African country. They
were ™rried within about a month of their arrival (9/29/66) in Africa.
Bernie and Dina described their decision to get ^rried as so.^„hat
unusual in that they did not go through ™ch of a typical courtship.
They attributed the decision to carry largely to the stress of being
placed in such foreign circumstances. They announced their marriage to
their respective families by mail. Both received congratulations, al-
though Bernie reported that he learned later than his mother had been
rather surprised and upset, since she had not ,mt Dina or been informed
before the marriage.
Both spouses have developed an amicable, but, from my inference,
not particularly close relationship with the other's family of origin.
They spoke of having developed for themselves a lifestyle quite differ-
ent from their families and seemed to be quite invested in having each
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arate, independent life.
Dina was the youngest of nine siblings in her fa.ily of ongin
"er parents were divorced when she was ,s. She described her fathe^ as
a very eccentric, creative
.an who had
.any different Jobs during his
life, but was never
'successful' at anything financially, while her
fanny was Baptist, her father, wno had gone to Vale Divinity School
spoke with great respect of the Oews. He was Miberal. and 'freethi;.-
and. according to Dina, 'an early hippie.' Anong the unusual
things he did was building and living under an outdoor theater for which
he wrote plays. Dina spoke of his exploits with a combination of anuse-
nent and respect. She told me she considered herself to be .ore like
hin than any of her brothers and sisters are, all of who. still live in
the south and who have led upper
.iddle-class professional lives. Dina
works as an artist, doing soft sculpture, lives in ilew England and has
converted to Judaism.
Bernie has one brother who is two years older than he. According
to Bernie, his brother was the one who was expected to leave the family,
while Bernie was to join the family heating business. This was because
Bernie was 'not a good student.' liith some delight, he told me how just
the opposite has happened. His brother has joined the family business,
while Bernie is completing his doctorate in education and has been work-
ing for about 10 years doing teaching and administration in an educa-
tional institution.
Although they visit Bernie's family in Maine about three times a
year and these visits are important and ritualized, Bernie and Dina
s r^ssed pe.ceived
.1.,e.e„ces between t.e,> 3e.1e.s
0 on-g1„, espedan. with
.e.a.d to his f..urs opulence and
.^teH-
al.stic values, ve.sus the1.
.0.
.odest
.iddle-class lifestyle m
fact, one of the events they
.epo.ted as a Htual was a discussion the.
they reaffim their own values and life style.
Shortly after they were carried, while they were stil, in Africa
Dina converted to Judais.. «hen as.ed about this, she talked ahout how
She had wanted to convert for so^ ti.e before meeting Bernle. She said
the origins of this wish were her father's respect for the Jews as well
as the fact that when she took sociology and psychology courses in col-
lege She noticed that the Jews seeded to be the lowest percentage In any
category of pathology. She spoke of admiring the unity and strength of
the Jewish famly and community. After her conversion, she and Bernie
had a Jewish wedding (still i„ Africa). Bernie ^ntioned that his par-
ents were pleased and comforted that Dina converted, but they were quite
clear that as far as they were concerned. Dina's conversion was accom-
plished for only her own wishes.
Being Jewish Is an important part of the life of this family and a
determinant of many of their rituals and celebrations. They send their
children to Hebrew Sunday School and are active In the Jewish community
organization in town. They are not, however, religious In the sense of
keeping a kosher hone or attending services each sabbath, etc.
The division of labor for this couple is not along traditional sex
role lines. Bernie always wakes up early in the morning before anyone
else and does some kind of work. He told r,ie that sometimes he writes or
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^eads duHn, that pa.t c. the da., hut usual,, he ,
folding laundry, doing dishes and p.epaHng food. He also did
.onning
exercises in preparation for running several ™i,es before hrea.fast He
appeared bright, energetic and enthusiastic 1n the
.ornlng. Dina was
quite cordial but reported
.uch less enthusiasm In the morning of a
typical day.
Dina does a good part of the cooking and cleaning around the house
but is also the one who likes to repair bicycles, change light bulbs and
do other handiwork,
.hen the children were infants she was the ori.ary
child caretaker. As they grow older and able to do things that Bernie
enjoys, he has been spending more tine with them.
Hoses (8) is in second grade this year. He was cooperative with me
during the observation and interviews. He showed me, with appropriate
pride, parts of his collection of match box cars. This collection was
first on the list of hobbies he mentioned when I asked about his ac-
tivities in our interview. He also told me that he likes to draw, ride
his bike and play baseball. He was able to talk about specific, con-
crete things, like the go-cart he and a few friends from the neighbor-
hood are building, but he was not particularly willing or interested in
talking about his feelings about school or discussing celebrations in
the family.
Looey, who began first grade this year, was reserved in relation to
me, and quite decisive about when she wanted or didn't want to talk,
participate, etc. This was certainly consonant with her parents' de-
scription of her as strong-willed. She especially likes drawing and
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painting, enjoyed reading a story to me on the <;„„h
,
J'
" Sunday evening I was withthe., and has recently been working very hard at 1«
wheeler. *° '
There was a good deal of scrapping between Hoses and Looey and
Bernie and Oina explained that Looey gets very angry if Moses gets any-
birthday. There is no age-deter.ined hierarchy of privileges (e gbedtime, in this family, and in general, except as they may differi'n
Physical ability to do southing, the rules are the same for both chil-
dren. This was attributed both to the fact that they are only a year
and a half apart in age and that Looey really would not tolerate it any
other way.
During the time I spent with this fa.ily. there were several times
when there was yelling between Hoses and Looey over who could pick the
show to watch on tne television. There was also a good deal of conflict
over limits between both of the children and their parents. This took
the form, for example, of Hoses refusing to wash his face or have his
face washed. Looey trying to grab and drink the wine the adults were
having for dinner, both children running screaming down the halls of
Bernie's office. Although it seemed to ne that Bernie and Dina were
near the point of exasperation at several points, they maintained a pa-
tient, but firm attitude toward this behavior and explained to me that
this was quite typical for a day in the life of their family. They told
me that they had reports that their children were actually rather shy
and quite well behaved in school. As Bernie put it: "They do much bet-
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ter as fa. as behavior and getting on well outside the house than the.
do in the house.
. .u..
.
,,,,, ^ ^
^^^^^^^^^^^^
they
.ishehave here, soneti.es ifs hard to live with. But I'd rathe,
have it that way than the other way around." Moses and Looey see. ,uite
free to express rebellion and negative feelings in relation to their
parents. Both Bernie and Oina described themselves to .e as having been
n^lschievious children. They seeded to expect the sa.e fro. Hoses and
Looey.
Binding and Life Cycle Behavior
Binding behavior
Family routine
There is considerable regularity to the daily life of this familu.
Although there are differences in which activities are engaged in on
'
school days as opposed to weekend days, the overall impression I got
from being with them was that ^ny activities are planned in advance,
and a lot of what goes on is expected, regular, and repetitive.
As I mentioned earlier, the day for this family begins with Bernie
getting up, usually between five and six.
.\s the rest of the family is
waking up, he is busy with cleaning, preparing food or with his own
academic work.
The kitchen in the Levys' home is set up with a counter that has
the stove and sink on one side, and two bar stools on the other. There
is an adjacent dining room, but it is very unusual for everyone to sit
down to a meal together. Instead, the kids are usually served first.
IJhen they are done eating, which was quite quickly at the times I ob-
an im-
Host Of the ti.e parents and ch1,d.en „in eat the sa.e »nu, although
When the Mds were younger,
, „as told, two separate ^als would he pre-
pared.
The primary force for this way of organizing neals seemed to co.e
fro. Bernie. He explained that in his fa.Hy of origin food was
portant focus of activity. He prefers to be able to eat with no dis.
tractions, interruptions or noise. He explained that, if they were to
all eat together, the kids would be asking for things, fighting, etc.,
and he would not be able to appreciate his meal in relative peace and'
quiet. Dina sometimes will eat at the same time as the kids and some-
times will wait and eat with Bernie. In either case, there is no formal
sitting down to eat. Table manners also are quite relaxed. This does
not mean, however, that there is a deemphasis on eating. Much of the
life of the family is centered around the kitchen and eating. Dina and
Bernie share in the responsibility for preparing meals and frequently
would say to Moses or Looey: "Do you want some of this or some more of
that?, etc.," giving me the clear impression that everyone is encouraged
to eat qui te wel 1
.
Bernie has made a habit for some time of doing morning exercises
and running early in the morning, and recently this has turned into a
family activity. Some or all family members will join Bernie and will
ride on their bicycles as he runs. The first time this took place was
more of a special occasion and will be mentioned under ceremonial rites
below.
After the children have gone to get their bus to school, Bernie will
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-rk 1„ her studio, which 1s In the upstairs pan of their house
When the .Ids return fro. school at about three In the afternoon
there Is always a quick snack and then they go out to play with the
other kids in the neighborhood. Fro. Just after they get ho^e fro.
school til, after they are in bed the television is usually on. so.e-
t,mes being watched and so^etl^s not. Supper is usually around five
O'clock. Which is also about the t1.e Bernie gets ho.e (although his
schedule is flexible). Hoses and Looey are fed. then the parents eat
Bedt1« is at 7 on school nights. The bedtine ritual will be described
below.
After Moses and Looey are in bed, Dina and Bernie will usually
watch television and talk. Sometimes Bernie will have waited until this
time to have his meal and will eat while he watches television. Dina
and Bernie go to bed at about ten o'clock.
In the summer time the whole family will go down to the town swim-
ming pool for a swim in the evening, as they said: "Every evening with-
out fail unless there is really terrible weather." Often, also, they
will enjoy a brief drive before dinner to the nearby vegetable stand to
get corn or other vegetables for the evening meal.
There are no set chores for the children in this family. Bernie
and Dina did mention that, from time to time, there is a spurt of in-
dustriousness when both Moses and Looey will ask for jobs to do for pay,
but this comes and goes. When they are a bit older they will begin to
be expected to do some things regularly around the house. Allowance is
also not a regular thing. iMoney is more tied to jobs or given out as
needed.
Family binding rituals
C^nt^. one ve..
.e,W. Ht.,ue. event 13 PH..,
" " ""^ ^-^^^ ---^ -to.
.t
.0.
t e,..e,„W„a.o.e„.„,t.e„ee.. UU. the w1ne t.e. taU
^"^"'^
°^
-
---^^ P-s t.
.e.e., Lt ; efrequently interrupted by the kid. -^.m.- •
' g^^bbing their glasses
putting their fingers in the wine etc .
,
.
S°"^etinies this gets Dina andBern, angry
-i.
.eVe trying to talk about something important.. So.-
alone.
Bernie and Dina celebrate their anniversary on the day of the civil
ceremony of their narrlage each year. This celebration ta.es place
without involving the children. There Is an exchange of gifts and .s-
ually going out to d1nner-so.«t1mes with another couple.
Another couple's ritual for Bernle and Oina is connected to a
larger family ritual trip to Bernie's family in naine, which win be de-
scribed in some detail later. Here, however, it is appropriate to men-
tion a ritual conversation that they always have on the way home from
each visit to Bernie's family. This conversation, mentioned earlier. Is
about the difference in material values between them as a family and
Bernie's family of origin, especially his brother. A few lines from the
couple Interview will illustrate:
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Bernie: We always talk about how thev livp .c
we live and, you know I S U's aLn'T'''^ I'
conversation. It's almn<;t fha c ^ verbatim
we have it beca se we enjoy U Tn T''
sense cathartic. ^ "'t's in a
Dina: It also makes us feel aond th;,f ^ ,
living the way we pre fir * ^""^ ^^^^ we're
Just a matter'orcfrcuLiances! ' '''''' '''''' ''''
So it's a re-affirmation.Ed:
Dina: Yes.
Bernie
share our lives more than my b^otner or'my paredo. Because their lives are very separate hlT.lr,and^wife roles. Going to ;iaine he?ps''ufL'clar??y
a
on was
Here a ritual seems to serve the function of reestablishing
boundary after a visit to Bernie's family of origin. My impressi
that during the visits, Bernie settles into living in his family of ori
gin and Dina can become somewhat uncomfortable, feeling a bit out of
place. This ritual serves to reunite them at the end of the visit.
Often, when they are alone together, especially when travelling,
Dina and Bernie will have an elaborate fantasy conversation about their
cat, Lucretia Jane. T!iey will plan her future, sending her to 'Rat-
cliffe', and discuss her as 'an object of worship.' They told me they
admire her qualities of independence and her unwillingness to be held.
As Dina said: "She doesn't put up with any crap." They will also be
forceably affectionate to her, making her 'pay a toll' of being petted
before letting her go out the door. Lucretia Jane is now almost ten
years old, and was 'our first child substitute.' They even used to wrap
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as
zes
t e ba.. to visitor as a Me. "M,e t.ese a. not ntuals, pe. se
-.see. to
.ep.ese„t a ,o.„, tHe.
.0. tMs cou.e.
...at.
some feelings about dependency as well as . no. ^•
^
y a more directly stated love
o^ al,M„.so.a„1.als.
-e. expU.e. t.e
.act t.at t.e. „a.. t.e1
d1nan-V not Include this
.couple Institution, except t.at it captu.es
a certain sense of hu.o. in this couple and, besides, they were ,u1te
insistent that I include Lucretia Jane in their case study.
Sfiecial fasnl^acyvit^
, regular visit to Boston, which takes
Place twice a year, involves doing exactly the same things each time
specific stores (Haymarket, Fllene.s Basement, certain shops In Cam-
bridge, and a particular Chinese restaurant) are visited each time in
the same order. This has been a couple ritual and is in the process of
becoming a family ritual. How that the kids are old enough to come
along, trips to museums, the aquarium and a Red Sox ga„« are gradually
being substituted.
A frequent activity on the weekend Is a ritualized shopping outing
in which the whole family usually participates. Usually on Saturday, at
least once a month, most of the afternoon is spent driving around to
different stores buying food for the family, but especially concentrat-
ing on the
.specials, in each store. Newspaper coupons are collected in
advance for this excursion. On the Saturday I spent with this family we
went to four different stores and supermarkets in different towns. This
ritual always begins with a stop at a certain candy store where both
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to eat on the trip.
Midaj, celebration^. Two or three ti^s each ,ear the fa.il,
travels to Maine to visit Bernie's fa.ily. This takes place at Thanks-
giving ti^ each year and nay be repeated over the Fourth of July week-
end or Labor Day. Again, the pattern of this trip is the sane, or near-
ly the sane, each tine. ,t begins with a stop at the nearby candystore
(the sane one which is part of the Saturday shopping ritual). Moses and
Looey nay each buy a nagazine for the ride. During the trip they eat a
lunch packed in advance. At the Portsnouth. new Hanpshire, Howard John-
sons they stop to go to the bathroon. Then they always nake stops at
five or six outlet stores to shop for good bargains. If it is near La-
bor Day. school clothes and shoes are emphasized, if the Fourth of July,
sunner things. Several outlets are slated for the trip up and several
'
are visited on the way hone, but this is an integral part of the trip.
At Thanksgiving tine there is more of a sense of formality sur-
rounding the actual family visit. Everything centers around the dinner
itself, which is held in Bernie's brother's house. As many as 25 people
may be in attendance. The traditional American Thanksgiving meal is
served each year, but there is no other formal ceremony of any kind.
At the other times they visit, there is always a dinner or bar-b-
que. but this is a less elaborate affair.
A yearly trip to visit Oina's mother and siblings takes place in
February or March. They try to coordinate it with education conferences
Bernie attends in the South. There are visits to the hones of various
brothers and sisters of Dina's and sometimes all or part of the family
will get together, in aenpral
, , ,
' ''''•*'^^"""^'"^i-t^°"th seems less struc-tured and ritualized than the visit to Maine.
^^^^--^-P-™^er Of traditional oewish holidays, including
Passover. Chanu.ah. Puri..
.osh Hashanah. and .0. Kippur. They
.eep
their Children out of school for Rosh Hashanah and Vo. ,<ipp„.. on Rosh
Hashanah (the Jewish New Year, they have a special family ,i„„er On
Vo. Kippur. Bernie and Oina fast, hut the children are
.too young to
'
have it be meaningful. Chanu.ah is celebrated with considerable enthu-
siasm. There is a candle-lighting ritual each night and gifts each
mght for eight days and the traditional potato pancakes. At Passover
the Levys always attend at least one Seder (ritual meal), but it has
been several years since they had one in their ho.e. The tradition of
hiding and the children finding a special matzoh called the Afi.oman
(which is turned in for a rpwarH^ ic =n -a.-T e d; is an exciting part of the seder ritu-
al for the kids
.
Christmas and other Christian holidays are not celebrated in this
family, but there is a lot of enthusiasm around Halloween. Since Dina's
work is soft sculpture, she has an entire studio full of different types
of material, furs, etc. Shortly before Halloween, she asks Moses and
Looey what they want to be and puts together a costume for each. On
Halloween, which is also a big event on their street, one parent will
'man the house' and the other will go out trick or treating with the
kids fairly early in the evening. Then, after 'taking the candy away,
labeling the bags and listening to the screaming and yelling,' the kids
are permitted to stay up and help give out goodies.
Plioblem solving Bedtime on week nights is 7 o'clock. On
no
weekends and when something speda, 1s on television. It „a.
.e as late
- 8 0. 8:30. Htual 0. .ea.n, at
.edtl. is
.suan.,
..t not al-
ways, done oina. It ta.es Place in Hoses.
.00.
...a.oo.„Mc. IS
almost always chosen Looe.. D1„a told .e that son.t1.s Uoey w1,l
let Moses choose the hoo.. oina
.ene.all,
.ads fo. ahout mteen
.1n-
kiss and then gets up again. Looey
.ay play a bit In he.
.oo™ If she
wants to. but either falls right to sleep or will read In bed for a
whne before faning asleep.
Before she will go to sleep. Looey has a series of ritual questions
she asks Dina. If she does not get to ask and have answered to her sa-
tisfaction each Of these questions, "she beco^s furious and will not go
to sleep." They are: Are you and Oaddy going anywhere?; Is anyone com-
ing?; and. Will I have bad dreams tonight? Dina told me that these
questions are beginning to drop away. They began when Looey was about
three, when she began having nightmares. Neither Dina nor Bernie knew
what the dreams were about. Dina tried to explain that she could not
predict whether Looey would have a bad dream or not. But Looey would
get mad and refuse to go to sleep until her mother would say she would
not have any bad dreams.
Life cycle behavior
Developmental change of routine
As was mentioned earlier, differences in development between Moses
and Looey are deemphaslzed in the family. As Dina said:
easier to let them both do so^eihira ft IL
"'''^- '''^ ™<:h
than to separate it and say Moses ,s older
AS far as changes
,-n rules and privileges are concerned, hoth children
are treated, in a sense, as a unit. Recent changes, li.e spending an
-a,., and bathing (except for ha1r washing which requires help, have
and, although there is quite a bit of encouragement of autonomous behav-
ior and attention paid to 'firsts', this does not take the form of
ritualized practices:
ler^:^^ ??.v;:i'i;i[rbr^^^otdiof Jh^'i^.r^ "
^^^^
streets iin ,n;^ ' example, about crossinq
just eased off because I could see that they weVe-.thev d?dn '
t
s^ens^•b1^w^;VoLT
"^^"-^^^^
-^^^ appi:oac7it^?^^re^
There are differences in what Moses and Looey can do on the basis
of physical ability. Moses learned first how to ride a two wheeler, and
is permitted to ride within larger limits in the neighborhood. Looey
has dressed herself for several years while Moses still gets some help
(which he asks for but does not actually need on the basis of physical
ability).
Life cycle rituals
Ceremonial rjte. Dina and Bernie noted that they are quite atten-
tive to and make a point of commenting on 'firsts' for their kids:
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We
We do that a lot whpn f-how
usually cogent on n fairly st™no'? ''^'^ time. ...
n-de a bike or wrurthe r naL tl^^y swim or
^0 for t.e first time
wrdV?:^t:?n!;"?at"^„ote-:?1J7L\1^
While the practice o.
.co^entm,. on firsts may not be structured such
that it can be placed in a category of ceren^nial rite, it reflects the
kind Of confirming attention and developmental awareness that is re-
fleeted in more elaborate life cycle rituals.
TWO events in the life of this family seemed to stand out as more
ntualized recognitions of developmental progress. One was Moses'
learning to ice skate, which took place in school this winter but re-
ceived attention in detail each Monday when he would talk about his pro-
gress and receive praise and support for his persistence. Toward the
end Of the winter, Bernie took him out to skate and this seemed an im-
portant opportunity for Moses to show off his progress to his father.
An accomplishment which was received with even more fanfare was
Looie's success at learning to ride her two-wheeler. This was marked
with a first whole-family bike ride down to the nearby gas station to
get air in the tires, with announcements to neighbors on the way. Dina
reported that she said to Looey: "Looey, this is the first time we've
been able to do this because you learned to ride your bike." She men-
tioned that Looey seemed quite pleased to receive all this attention.
This is an example, also, of how a first event, in this case the family
ride, can then go on to become part of the family routine.
Birthday celebrations in this family do not have an especially for-
mal ritualistic quality to them. Until recently there has been a party
for friends, which ranged from written invitations to neighborhood kids
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to "We have a cake so go out and round up so.e friends." m their in
-sy. so starting this year they have changed the birthday celebration
to a trip out to the movies with a few friends.
One interesting part of birthday custom in this family mentioned
before is the practice of giving a gift to the non-birthday child This
practice seems to be a compromise to Looey, who tends to get angry when
anybody, especially Hoses, gets something and she doesn't,
SMollc alfts. up to now there have been no examples of gifts that
were symbolic communications or affirmations of developmental progress
in the family. Dina and Bernie mentioned, however, that there is a
watch from Israel for Moses and a star of David necklace for Looey which
will be given to them on their respective thirteenth birthdays. Moses
and Looey have seen these special gifts and know they are waiting for
them.
MMlil muaU. As in all of the families in the study, the
Levys follow the practice of putting the lost tooth under one's pillow
and finding money there in the morning. Notes to the tooth fairy are
also a part of the ritual. According to Dina, notes from Looey usually
are explanations of how the tooth got lost and how she should get her
reward anyway, and notes from Moses are usually attempts to convince the
tooth fairy that the tooth in question is really worth SOt rather than
the usual 25(t.
In discussing the tooth fairy, Bernie and Dina emphasized that they
do not promote fantasy beliefs in their children. Although they do
practice the ritual, everyone "knows damn well that there is no tooth
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fairy." The sa.e goes for Santa Caus. although they assured
.e that
no atte.pt Is .ade to .a.e fun of other people's beliefs. They pointed
or threats
.
The Levys anticipate participating In traditional Jewish rituals
that are tied to development, although they were clear 1n stating that
they felt their responsibility was to expose their children to Jewish
customs and traditions so that they can decide for themselves how much
they want to have to do with Judaism when they get older. Two develop-
mental ntuals that are part of the Jewish tradition are the Passover
ritual of the youngest able member In the family reading the 'four ques-
tions' during the Seder, and the Bar Kitzvah at age thirteen, which is
a full initiation rite.
Response to Developmental Transi tion-The Youngest Enters First Grade
For this family, starting first grade did not appear to be experi-
enced as an especially significant developmental event. Both children
attended nursery school from about age three and had gone to a full-time
kindergarten, so the first day of first grade, and the transition into
first grade for Looey was, as Dina put it, "an adventure, but it wasn't
a huge adventure." She recalled that Looey had been quite excited about
the start of kindergarten, which she said she could tell because Looey
had a series of nosebleeds. Looey had not talked much about being ex-
cited about the start of kindergarten, but the nosebleeds were a sign
to Dina that she was excited.
TO stay with beginning
,l„de.ga.ten 5Hen,, n 1s he.e that the
-St special event surrounding school entry see.s to have co.e This
wasaHdemacan behind Bernle's bicycle down to the bus on the
^i^stday. Dina described this as a special 'treaf which was not re-
peated.
,„ .y interview with Looey, she told ™e she had been
.ad at her
th.s. Dina said that Looey "probably told .e not to co.e and then got
mad when she saw everyone else's mother there."
In genera,, first days of school seem to receive a good deal of at-
buying of school clothes and shoes at the outlets on the ritua, fall
tn-p to Maine, and a lot of preparatory talk and concentration on what
bus win pick them up and where. Bernle and Dina emphasize the details
or mechanics of getting to school that first day "so the small things
won't make them anxious." A helpful thing that is done in their parti-
cular school is the practice of having the kindergarten class spend a
day in the first grade class with the teacher they will have the follow-
ing year. This way they know the teacher they will have and the room
they will be in. Another useful practice in this school is a home visit
paid by the kindergarten teacher to each family before the start of kin-
dergarten.
Bernie and Dina told me they had looked fonvard to their children
being in school
-especially Dina, who has taken the primary responsibil-
ity for them. When asked if she felt any sense of sadness at the sep-
aration, Dina replied: "Maybe a little twinge of 'there they go', but
just a little one. I had been looking forward to it. Just to have a
ufew hours Of peace and quiet." At another point she said:
in the summer, but not as Zch I ""--k
see school coming-ura-which I don^t ' "•''"'J'^ 91^" t°don't think the kids mind Sat negative. Ithe house. I think they do nd rsta' If k' °^the suraner they're tirpd nf And by the end of
are ready for a change ««"H1es. They
So the transition in this family from family „ith pre-schoolers to
family with school children has been gradual and not marked by any for-
mal or dramatic ri tual 1 zation. Both children seemed to be doing well
enough in school. Looey made a point of telling me that she hated
school, that it did not make her feel grown up to be in first grade,
etc., but my sense, or inference (especially from her reading ability),
was that in fact she Is quite positive and motivated In the school set-
ting, and that this, along with
.Moses referring to his father as a piece
Of old rag and his mother as 'old perfume smeir, „as a reflection of
the level of open negative expressiveness in the family.
Case Study IJ/—The Hastings Family
Caleb (Father) 37 Varied Employment
Julia (Mother) 35 varied Employment
Rachel (Daughter) 10 Fifth Grade
Benjamin (Son) 8 Third Grade
Jessica (Daughter) 6 First Grade
Family History and Structure
The Hastings live in a classical old New England farmhouse a few
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of an old su™,er ca.p fro. the 1940's which is still owned by Julia's
family. The Hastings share this property with two other fanilies, who
l^ve in separate dwellings on the land and participate with the Hastings
' This is a relatively new venture for the.
having begun in the last two years, although they have lived on the land
for four,
Julia spent her early years in New England. In third grade, her
family
.oved to Atlanta, where her father was a college professor. Both
of her parents are living, and have moved back to New England. Her par-
ents usually come to visit the Hastings about six times a year.
Caleb grew up in a town in suburban Connecticut after age five.
Before that his family had moved around in the western part of the
country while his father, a minerologist, was working with the Geolog-
ical Survey. Both of Caleb's parents are also living, but visits to see
them in their home in Connecticut are less frequent. This was attri-
buted in part to the fact that his paternal grandfather and maternal
grandmother live with his parents and are ailing.
Caleb and Julia first met during auditions for the University Choir
at the Ivy League school they both attended. They both made the Choir
and, with the help of an introduction from a mutual acquaintance, they
became friends. It was six years before they were married. In the in-
terim, they had grown together and apart. Julia had left college and
gone to a prestigious art school. Caleb had graduated and was a promis-
ing graduate student in physics in California. As they described it,
at a point when she went out to the coast to visit Caleb, his mother
on
a
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sent Caleb an engage^nt ring that had been in the family for a long
t..e. This the. referred to sarcastically as a 'subtle' co^unicati
then carried on June 10, 1964, at Julia's grandfather's ho.e.
Both Julia and Caleb described their families of origin as tradi-
tional, highly structured Episcopalian families who were quite approving
Of and pleased with the marriage.
in the years that have passed since their marriage. Caleb and Julia
have had three children and have accomplished a major shift in lifestyle
After graduate school. Caleb received a research fellowship in Europe,
where they spent three years. This was described as the hardest time
for the family, with one point at which f,ey had three children under
four. Childcare was almost totally Julia's responsibility, since Ca-
leb's work required a heavy time commitnent. They decided that this way
of life (including the realities of the politics of research physics)
could not continue.
The next year or so the family spent 'on the road' traveling around
the USA in a Volkswagen van, until they settled where they live now four
years ago. Until last year, Caleb drove the school bus for the village
school. He is no longer directly involved in research physics. Instead
he is employed in a variety of ways within their small community. He
listed farming, house maintenance, wood cutting, parenting, being a hus-
band and 'solitary unpaid intel lectual izi ng ' as his occupations. Julia,
along with mother, wife, community member and farmer, does some profes-
sional pottery. These activities do not entirely provide for the finan-
cial needs of the famiiw tu
- 0. . . .
^^^^^
-
7— T.e. ...... on .Old parlor wood stove in their kitchen. They ,rind the.in g ir own grains forflour and grew their own homemade beer.
My
-Pression was that both JuHa and Caleb take about e.ual re-
sponsibility for child care in the family r^ t'le'-- relationships with
t^e Children, Caleb is practical, logical and a good teacher of facts
fro. my observation,
.ulia seems to express more sensitivity to thei^
e^tional needs and seems more physically affectionate with them m
general, my Impression was that they expect considerable autonomy and
-dependence from their children. In the family interview, Caleb ex-
pressed this by way of comparison to his and Julia's families of origin-
"Vou kids get to make up your own minds about things a lot more than we
d.d and probably the parents don't worry about you as much." From my
Observation, the children are largely responsible for their own develop-
-nt. They pester their parents to respond to their development (by
permission to cross the bridge on a bicycle, to have one's own room, to
own a jacknife). More will be said about this later.
Rachel (10) is the oldest daughter. She. like her brother and sis-
ter, struck me as quite bright, verbal, and self contained. She likes
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with
in
to read and sew and play ™sic. Although so^e of this ™ay have been
exaggerated for benefit.
, was ^pressed with the amount of responsl-
b1l1ty Rache, took In relation to her brother and sister. She also
functioned as the one who reminded the family of the topic several t1.es
during the fa.lly Interview. She complained a bit In her Interview
-
about the drawbacks of being the oldest:
..When youVe the oldest
the family, you get stuck with doing a lot of things. She said the
biggest proble. for her In the family was that the kids fight with each
other too much. She mused about what It .Ight be like to be an only
child. She expressed particular pleasure In certain aspects of the
family lifestyle, especially that they do things together as a family
(Dad is home a lot), they don't eat
-junk food' and only seldom go out
for dinner so that it stays a special treat. Her complaints about her
parents were that sometimes her mother yells too much and that her fa-
ther can't stand messes and
.makes the kids clean up a lot. even though
his own study is a big mess.'
Ben (8) also seemed to me to be remarkably self contained and ver-
bally able. Along with typical interests in skiing, animals (they have
goats and chickens), hiking, fishing, etc. he has been taking recorder
lessons. He played a book full of tunes for me quite skillfully. He
said his worst problem was that the boys at school sometimes gang up on
him. Although in general he seemed more interested in talking about
maple sugaring or jacknives or the price of a new set of skis, he im-
pressed me with his emotional sensitivity. When I asked him, for exam-
ple, how he thought his mother felt when he went off to school for the
first time, he showed sensitivity and empathy:
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Ed:
„ow^dc^,ou tl,1n. ,ou. ™the. feU about you. going off to
smart and if i did s\e^d IrolVy TdV.
^a. the
.ost energetic Of the t..ee Children
----a .ost Of the ti.e to
. racing ahout. f.guent,. getting her-
-
with
.ache, or Ben that wouid send her howiing across
--ouse ,n a tearfui rage. ^"Ha described her as especial i. strong
wmed. and she expressed a touch of regret that Oessie had been in such
have learned to slow down and he nurtured me a baby, uhile I „as
there, Jessie was at points busy painting water colors,
.aking a boo.
out Of cardboard, construction paper, thread and cloth, playing out in
the snow, etc. She was re.ar.ably conversant for her age and guite co-
operative.
A reflection of the children's strength and ability to cooperate as
wen as fight was the way they greeted
.e each morning when I ca^ to
observe. They had conspired beforehand to hide behind the door and take
ne by surprise when I arrived. This they did, entirely as a ga.e and
(I inferred) a way of welcoming me. I should note, also, that at first
real contract for the study was with the children. When it ca™ ti^
for the family to decide whether or not to participate in the study a
vote was taken. The children all voted in favor and 'won' against their
parents, three-to-two. This, of course, did receive some support from
the parents, at least in the form of their suspending their veto power.
As Caleb said in the family interview:
Sometimes when we havp thy^^^ ^ .
"tough, we win anyway .' Thi^ ?^^^^^ I say
cided it wouldn't be^nice ?o thIT-r ^^out it and deharm in it-it wasn't iL Lt? '^^ couldn't see anv
thing like that ^ Beside ""^^ supper or sL-
annals of American Ps;cho^??;f
^3 rdr^Sj^ftf? fj^,
Binding and Life Cycle Behavior
Binding behavior
Family routine
0"^
-
.e sn.„ co^unn.
,„ .e. pa..c1pate. T.e. s.a.
-^^y^acimies,ca.o.c.,-c.ens
an. ,oats,
.ap,e s.,a.n, ana a
ar.e co™™„n.
,a.aen
.th two ot.e.
.a.1,1e.. T.ese two fa.1.es eac.
nave younger children Alsn thv^n^ .
^'°'*"^''="P''^'-^als each week are community
-
.e.a in eac.
.o.e on a rotatinoasls. I s.a.a a co„.
-al on the weekaa, I spent with the Hastings. There are also regular
weekly co™un1ty meetings, which either one or both .uHa ana Caleb at-
tend.
The ™st structurea part of the ,1fe of this family is their chll-
dren's school attendance, although they are Involved In ™ny work ana
cultural activities. Incluaing seasonal far. chores. Caleb's singing In
a local church choir, Julia's Involvement with psychosynthesis workshops,
etc. Julia has also serveJ as class
.other In Rachel's class, and Caleb
goes in to the elementary school to talk to classes about science a few
times each year.
There Is consiaerable structure surrounaing ^als, Incluaing each
person having an asslgnea napkin ring ana seat. Heals are generally
taken together as a famly, although breakfast on school aays is .ore a
matter of getting the kids fed on time .nw th'"^ ^«i"g for Caleb and
^-^^--------3.001
activities
the ^-s, the
„ostnote.on.. being ™sic iessons fo. Pacbei and Ben
was a topic of conversation at severa, points during ti»
.n. the.
was a,so „.ntioned initially as a rather important co.pro™ise of
values for the parents, who felt that the ™usic education in the school
syste.was inadequate, but were uncomfortable about
.private' lessons.
Family binding rituals
£2u£le rituaU. In talking about any rituals they night have as a
couple, Julia ^ntioned that there
.ight have been some rituals that she
would have liked to have between them that Caleb did not want to insti-
tute. The example she gave of this was her wish to have afternoon tea
each day with Caleb. She said that he had regarded such a practice as a
waste of ti.e (to which he did not disagree) and so she has tea alone.
One ritualistic practice which started out as a couple ritual and
has since become a family ritual is reading to the person who is doing
the dishes. This practice came from Caleb's family, in which his father
used to read to him and his sister while they did the dishes. He be-
lieved it likely that this had been done in an earlier generation as
well, although there was some question about whether they had had ser-
vants who did the dishes. In the early years of their marriage, Caleb
used to read to Julia when she did the dishes. Mow either of them may
read to Rachel while she does them. One evening that I spent with them,
Julia read a part of the Diarj^ of Frank to Rachel as she washed.
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in Oulia.s fa.1„ of o.lgin fa.Hy
„e.be.s used to s1ng ^dHgals while
washing the dishes. Singing,
.uhough not
.d.lgaU. f.e,uent,y accc-
pames dishwashing after community meals.
S^ecM family activities. Another ritual which originated in
Caleb's family is the practice of having pancakes or waffles and maple
syrup on Sunday morning. For the adults, hot mil. and coffee accompany
the pancakes. There are several variations on the type of pancake, in-
cluding buckwheat, whole wheat, and corn in various combinations-all
hand ground. There seemed also to be something special about having
their own homemade maple syrup. Other variations have been brioche at
times when they were living in Europe, and a fairly recent switch from
waffles to pancakes when the waffle iron recently developed a short. No
special ceremony accompanies this breakfast.
A ritual that is not always practiced is that of grace before
meals. When grace is said, however, as it was the Sunday evening I was
with them for supper, it is a special grace, created by a family member.
That night's grace was Jessica's, which involved her turning to Rachel
and saying "my love to Rachel" who turned to Julia and said "my love to
Julia", etc., around the table. For community meals, grace seems to
have become a more consistent practice. This grace often takes the form
of everyone singing 'om', sometimes in harmony.
In the couple interview, Caleb pointed out the relative looseness
of these rituals as compared to those practiced in his family of origin.
For a time during his childhood they would have grace before meals, and
evening prayers and hymns after dinner. This started, according to
Caleb, when his mother read a Reader's Digest article which spoke of the
in the home
holiday
,„ the Hastings fa.„.
,,,,
^^^^^
-ds a
.stave, of Dlc.ens. A Chnst^s Ca™i each n1g,t „h1,e the chil-
dren
.ate popcorn strings and other tree decorations. Typically on
Chr1st.as Eve for the last fe. years there has
.een an expedition with
the whole family to town on which everyone buys presents for everyone
eUe. on Chrlst^s day, the whole day Is spent 1n preparing a feast 1n
which each «ber Is responsible for at least one dish. This whole-
fa.11y actlvltly Is a very special and looked-for„ard-to day of cooper-
ation.
This year there was also, for the whole co^unlty, a Chrlst^s
feast. Which took place before the holiday because one family was going
to visit relatives. For this event, the children were allowed to decide
what the meal should consist of. After dinner everyone went out Into
the central
.common, area (which is a large garden in the summertime)
and lit candles on a big Christmas tree they had put up. Then they all
stood around and sang Christmas Carols. This way of co-unity celebra-
tion was enjoyed very much by the Hastings, and Julia indicated that
she believed it would be repeated next year.
Easter and Good Friday are also Important holidays for this family.
Hot cross buns and a Bible reading by Caleb are the Good Friday ritual.
Ilore hot cross buns and an Easter egg hunt comprise the Easter Sunday
practice. The Easter egg hunt has become a community event. This year
they also attended Unitarian services on Easter.
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s ecal aspect 0. t..s .ea.s ce,e...on was
.a. Sen
.a.
.1sL
u..ey. Each „...e. ,s
.sponsible
.0. so. pa.tlcuU. d1sH 0. dishesbut not necessarily the same food each year.
in descnhln, these rituals, one th1n, that „as often repeated wasthe fact that they are not rigid, standardized fo™s for this fa.lly
but ™ay Change In for. fro. year to year ,u1te flexibly.
,„ this way
the holiday Is always celebrated, hut the for™ of celebration »y vary» solving rituals. Bedt1» 1„ this fa.lly is hierarchical by
is fairly strictly enforced, but the differences between the kids not
the t1™ they actually go to bed. When the children were younger, be-
ginning when they lived in Europe and Caleb would come hone at just
about bedtime. Caleb would sing to them until they fell asleep. As he
described it. they began to get into argu.nts about what he should
sing, and would use choice of songs as a way to get back at him if they
were mad at him. so he gradually switched to improvisational stories.
This practice was dropped this fall when Rachel moved into a separate
room from Ben and Jessica. Previously the children all shared a room.
Fagenschmidt is a family institution-a mythical person-monster for
whose creation the credit when to Rachel. When something would be lost
or broken, it was Fagenschmidt who was responsible. This was a more
prevalent explanation when the children were younger.
^=llt cycle behavior
Developmental change of routine
0„e c..n,
.at too. pUce tMs see., pan..,
..te. to
^-s,e stan,„,
.>st ,..e and paniaU,
.,ate. to t.e
.act t.at a, .stopped driving the school bus This .
h C leb
"senior,, made by Caleband communicated to Rachel by him that it .
* ''^ the kids' responsi-bility to get themselves up and out in th» •
Caleb and/n
P ^"'i , e morning. It was agreed thator Jul,a would get up and make their breakfast in time for
3chool, but that they would have to take responsibility for waking up on
Tr"'
^^"^-^ ^^----^
—-tc. together, and getting outin time to walk the mile or so down the road to the bus
tution Of chores for each of the kids. Ben is responsible for keeping
the wood box full. Rachel is responsible for doing the dishes, and Oes-
chores without having to be reminded. Oessie often must be reminded
but the parents are tolerant of this, since she is younger. Rachel
however, protested during the family interview that Oessica gets away
with too much.
Rachel and Ben began having friends stay over and staying over at
friends' homes during the year of second grade.
Although 3en still sucks his thumb at ti^s, both Jessica and
Rachel have been weaned of thumb sucking with the encouragement of their
parents. Rachel was promised her own room if she quit, which she
promptly did. Caleb and Julia were less prompt about the room they pro-
mised, an attic room that had to be cleaned out and set up for her. It
Added to that was the reward that Jessie chn.p k^ ose, a bag of M&M's. She
stopped sucking her thumb, as I believe im-i. u
like Rachel
''^^"'^ '"^^^ ^"^^ biting her nails, but, She had to pester her parents for a while before the. ca.e
across with the M&M's.
Life cycle rituals
fan. but the fo™ Of the ce,e5.at1on 1s neve. ,.Ue the sa.e. Everyone
see.ed to a,.ee that this Incased the spec1a,ness of the ce,e..at1on
since 1t could
.ange fro. a s™a,l party with a few friends (especially'
when the kids were quite vouna) tn i,,n= ^ • •H y g o Julia taKing Rachel and a friend out
to a
.pastry, tea and jewelry restaurant. It is co™ for gifts and
special events surrounding birthdays to be spread out over a period of
time, but promised gifts and parties are seldom forgotten.
At age six each child received his/her first allowance, which is
and remains ten cents a week. This is not accompanied by any special
ceremony. Allowance started when Rachel asked first when she discovered
her friends in first grade got allowances. It is not unusual for allow-
ance to be forgotten about and left unpaid and uncollected for several
months at a time, and then to be taken in a lump sum when there is a
particular need for money (e.g., Christmas).
Symbolic alfts. At age eight, Rachel received a jacknife for her
birthday. This seemed to have some significance to her as a sign of
growing up. The significance was more important to Ben, who also re-
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' "
'
- - .p.ess,on
.at
as important in the interviews.
B. contest to the
.ean.n, 0. .eceiWn, a ,ac.„1.e at a,e e,-,.t. a
n.an1„, n «as t.e f1.t tMn, Pac.e,
.ntlone.
..ponse to
the question. "How can you te„ ,ou a.e ,.ow1„,
.p ,,,3
told
.e that this 5.ace,at, which Is ,old and has a diamond 1n 1t. was
given to her mother when she was ten ^nd fh ^ u, a that she was planning to like-
hand It down to he. daughter. She was especially ™.ed by the Idea
that her mother thought her grown up enough to take care of such a pre
c.ous piece of jewelry. When she was younger, she said, she was not re-
sponsible enough. When I talked with Julia about this bracelet. It
turned out that she had been twelve when she received It. She was
Pleased that it had meant so .uch to Rachel, but ^ntioned that It had
not been such an Important event in her life to receive it.
Cultural rituau. In this family, as In all five families who took
part in the study, the tooth fairy is a mythical character shared with
the culture. In this family it seemed to be tacitly understood that the
tooth fairy really is one's parents, but that this Is not to be openly
acknowledged. The particular details of how the cultural ritual is
practiced in this family are that 'baby teeth are worth a dime, molars
25*. and a lost tooth can still be claimed by way of writing a note. It
was remarked that long and detailed notes describing the tooth, how it
came out, how It got lost, etc. are quite common among the Hastings.
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on the
.o„.a. spent t.e., Oess.ca ca.
.o.e
... excUe.
-th a tooth that had co^ out during the da. at school s
to Caleh. Who was deep,, engrossed 1n coo.m
.0.
u„ , , ^
oKing for the community mealHe looked at it and said "r.n
, .
•
^^^9""^"3-" A Short time later shelost the tooth and ca„« running in to tell her ,
th=^ . '*o assured herthat she could write a note to the tn.th f
Later that e •
'
vening, just after grace at th=the community meal, Julia an-
nounced to the community the loss of the tooth and , •
.
Jessica showed every-
one the place in her mouth it had come from.
response to Developmental Transition-The Voungest Enters Pirst Grade
in
^ interview with Oen, I asked if Jessica, starting first grade
was an important event for the family. He responded hy saying that non had not been particularly special,
"until you came." The actual
starting of first grade for the youngest, from my observation, was not
accorded great significance in the family. As Julia said: "Uhat I
.ainly remember is everybody being very excited about going to first
g-de and that having a lot of significance for them, but as a family we
didn't mark it in any particular way."
In fact, they forgot about it. On the first day of school this
year, the kids were out most of the day with Julia getting a belated
birthday gift for Caleb. It was a Wednesday, and they had forgotten
that it was the first day of school. Someone from the school called and
said: "We noticed that none of your children are in today," and Caleb,
who was home, realized the error. He described the turn of events with
amusement as "a moment of triumph."
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Julia and Caleb are not, to use Julia's word,
"wholehearted.' about
sending their children to school. The. are uncomfortable about aspects
Of the socialization children receive in school, especial,, ways they
feel school may stunt creativity and encourage competitiveness.
^5on^J^^no°:X'?heir::^p"^„*:rJ?;2- cMldren-aUhough
ourselves have had such a snrJ^f
be eventual ly-but we
about sending our c ndren ?o s^hno!''" '"""^ "f>ool,
the school, that we make a 5erJ si 1 hL,"'k"^''^^ '1''^"*^ of
wonderful thing (Julia) ^^"^y
deal about it being a
indeed, Julia mentioned how. at one point early in Rachel's first grade
she was Chastised by Rachel for being negative about the kind of work
Rachel had to do in school. Julia related this attitude to some unplea-
sant early schooling experiences she had had.
On the first day they went this year, Caleb walked with- all three
children to the bus. This was not necessary years before, since he
drove the school bus. Only on the first day did he walk with them.
There was also quite a bit of preparatory talk about the school and the
teacher each child would have. Rachel helped Jessica get her clothing
organized and her drawers cleaned out and also helped Jessica prepare
through play;
Uell, I remember just before school started Jessica always
wanted to play school and so. you know, I would have to be theteacner and then, um, we'd, well, you know, make work sheets
tor her and I would erase my old work books so then when she
got into first grade she'd be pretty good off (Rachel).
Except for a complaint about being 'almost the youngest in my
class' and a bit smaller than many of the children in first grade. Jes-
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Class whom she considered friends.
Several important chanqes in tho -p, •-,
,
^ ' ^^'^^1^ seemed to coincide with
^^^^^
-
- ™^ s^..,
.e.
.3tn.e.. an. t.e.e «as a Can, 1n
....
-se.es out on t1.e. T.ese o.e.
.an.es
.a. . seen as
.ejections
0^ a Change 1n
.eve,op„.nta, phase of the
.a.1„ as a whole. Hone o.these chan.es we.e accompanied 5, an, especially
.1t„alUed
.a.Mn.
It was 1„p.ess1on that, m ™any ways, the Impetus for develop-
-tal Change 1n the children 1n th1sfa.11yco.es largely fro. the
Children themselves. That Is. when they are ready for greater autonomy,
rather than having new status conferred on them hy their parents spon-
taneously, they push their parents to recognize the change and confirm
^t. Their parents seem gulte responsive once they have been pushed for
quamy I noticed In the three children In this family of being self-
contained or sel f-mot1 vated-remar.ably able to Interact with and
communicate effectively with little anx1ety-may be related to the way
they are expected to take responsibility for their own development.
Case Study V--The Clark Family
Henry (Father) m p„„,, „ .
' JH Book Printing Factory Worker
Carol (Mother)
-jo d, j- t- ^ ,
' 33 Part Tims Cook-Elementarv
School
Cynthia (Daughter) ig nig^ School Junior
Lisa (Daughter)
. ,
^^'9^ School Freshman
Henry Jr.
"Hank" (Son) lo
^ ^ ^3 Eighth Grade
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Billy (Son)
Karen (Daughter)
11 Sixth Grade
6 First Grade
Family History and Structure
y.na,eouts,.eo.to«„.
-e. a. two ot.e.
.weU,.. on the coun
The e,e.„ta. an. J... ^Coo, tHe town (3..s 3-3) is
the picture window in their dining room.
The Claris have ,i.ed at this address
.or the iast sixteen
.ears.
"
have
.een ,i.in, in the house on,,
.or the last seven
.ears or so
-ore that the. ,ived in a trailer. The. gradual,, hui it the house
'
themselves.
mcuded a
.ounger brother and two
.ounger sisters,
.oved to Massachu-
setts Just outside Of Boston, when she was eleven. A few
.ears ,ater
her
.oungest sister was born. Both of her parents are living, hut the.
divorced Short,, after Henr. and Carol got
...rried. Both have remarried
Her father stil, lives in Massachusetts. The Claris visit hi. about
four ti,.s a .ear. Her
.other has returned to Canada. It has been two
years since the. have visited her.
Henr. has ,ived in the town they ,ive in for most of his ,ife.
Both of his parents are iiving. in their ear,, seventies. Although the.
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live right next door, thev vicit .. y ,sU surprisingly little „lth the familv
— that his parents
.on. act
'
-~-o.eo.er.rachi..shirth.ay;i
-al.aysheen reluctant to
.a.ysit.r the..
; :
- ^ere... he co«nted.
..e have
.eenover there for dinner ™ybe once or twice."
Henry's aunt owned a store rinht » ^
,
"^''t to where Carol and her
a..ly were living in Massachusetts. Carol was mteen when they
.etHenry was al.st twenty one. They saw each other as often as they co^ld
When I asked them about their deri<;inn .i:nei c sio to get married, Carol turned
to Henry and said- "rm i«+, . , 11 let y,, „
'^e figured we'd see .ore of each other if we
.oved up here." Her par
ents were opposed to the idea, since Carol was only sixteen, but "we
figured we could do as well as anybody." Carol spo.e of the cold war
that was going on between her parents. One worked nights, the other
days. They didn't fight, but they did not get along. Kenry and Carol
were ,«rried in October,
,961. Their oldest daughter, Cynthia, was sev-
enteen in the spring of 1978. This suggests the hypothesis (unconfirm-
ed) that pregnancy
.ay have also been a factor in Henry and Carol's de-
cision to get married.
Henry described how he quit a two-dollar-an-hour job in a local
woolen nill and took a job for a dollar an hour at the book factory
where he is still employed. Although he had only gone to school through
the ninth grade, he has been able to secure an apprenticeship and work
his way up the pay scale over the last seventeen years. He works full
time on weekdays and five hours on ^n Saturday morning, cleaninn fh
chine he operates Hp tni^ .
C g the ma-P . e told me his work is boring but th.t h •
Pen-enced enough that it requires less att K
^'^^ -
P^e thought he was crazy to 1
"
''''
' two-dollar-an-hour job for a ioh
-
-e
. CO.. e.L 1
:
enough money to support a family.
rr - --1a. .a.n«as..eat the time and Carol used fn t;,L-o ^
.
'° stopped
school in tenth grade.
Both Henry and Carol exorP-^Qow w-;.p essed disappointment, even bitterness
about their families of origin. Both felt fh.t •^^^^ ^'^^^ the main differences be-
":.""^""'^^"'^^^--""--.1n1s
.at
..„eca.ea.out
o-^ids... Henry gave denta, care as an example:
..The fol.s. they
neve, had the,>
.las' teeth fixed o.
..ought the. to doctors... He said
t^e .Vst t1» he«ent to the dentist, he went himself and paid his own
b^ll. That was in his late teens. Carol described painful abcessed
toothaches. She believes her mother, an LP„. ,new enough but didn.t
care enough to ta.e her to the dentist.
....e couldn.t stand to see any
one of our kids with that pain...
Memories of their grandparents, however, had a „a™er quality
Henry described going to his maternal grandmother.s for Sunday dinner
every week. Carol described trimming the Christmas tree each year when
she was little at her maternal grandmother.s.
They told me that they believed one reason for their success as a
family is that they fight. Henry pointed out that his sister and her
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™n,cat,on Is Important...
., of couples they
.now don't talk to
each othe.. an. that, t.ey expumea. leaas to p.o.,e„s. Ca.ol aUo ex-P-sed appreciation that Hen...
.me ™ost .en she knows about,
.ea,,.
en.-o.s his Children,
"e H^es to do th1„, with the™ and shares respon-
since. "He could never stand just seeing them on weekends
The division of labor for this couple is largely along traditional
sex-role lines. Carol does all the cooking and cleaning, with help fro.
the g,rls. She also made a point of mentioning that each of the boys
(Hank and Billy) was learning to cook, even though the two older girls
(Cynthia and Lisa) were more serious about cooking and could competently
handle cooking for the whole family. Henry does any repairs that need
doing around the house and yard, with help from the boys. He also had
a garden on a farm nearby which he cultivated until a year ago when he
decided it was not worth the energy he was putting into it.
The Children in this family seemed quite shy in relation to ne for
the first day of observation. They did not engage me in conversation or
play with „K very much. They referred to me as "that man." During the
second day of observation, they seemed to be getting mre comfortable.
In the Interviews they were all cooperative and talkative. In the fami-
ly interview, this warming-up process happened again In microcosm. At
first Carol took control and "called on" each child, in age-descending
order, to answer my questions. Soon there was a general loosening of
tension and everyone began to talk more freely.
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with a
to be
3CJ 1? ^^"^^^^^^
the fa.i,y intellectual
. She ,ot a 1 t .
'
^"^^
'° '
stuck ,n a book. She engaged me in conversation
.
and history.
"" about aovels
Lisa (15) is not as studious as her older sister rt .
the family interview that she h.. kas been grounded in the recent past forpoor grades on her report r,rd
school- act-
'•'^
^
^"-^'-der in the town high, ive in outdoor activities.
^—^"ed) spent a year in the
.primary. Class be.
-n first and second grade. He also has so. trouble keeping up his
• ; ^" ^"--^ ^Mng and told meHe wanted to be a professional baseball player when he grew up
Billy (")mes to work With his hands and told me he would like
to be a carpenter when he grows up. He seemed a bit more flexible in
-tivities and emotions than his brother, baking a cake as well as ski-
-9 on the Sunday I spent with the fa.ily. „ said he expected he might
feel a little sad when his older sister went off to college, whereas
Hank said he expected to feel no such thing. He was also the one to
break the ice in the family interview in response to the question-
"'*at has it been like to have me in your family?.. After his father
He said.
..J think it was fun... which brought laughter and a little re-
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Taxation of tension.
Karen (6) was very shy in r&l^finn ^^^ ^<i relationship to me exrpnt in ^-u •
view situation. Here she t.i^ . •talked quite openly about how she liked "t..aways" better than
"plusses" .nH h uM' and how she dislikpH
"'ake on the school bus sh.
''''
. S e assured
.e that she was not the kind of
ZeTr ~ - --e! :
,
•
^^^'"^
-
----
- - .te..e„ sni
J
-,d descn-he the children
. this fa... as
.enerall, e.od.m,
r^^
"
"
--^
--. did as the. were to,d. r
.ot the stron. sense
.0. he.,
.th
and kept the.. This held for deciding what television show to watch
"Hat tin. to go to hed. whether one could go out and with who.. As Usa
we Shouldn't do seething."
,isa thinks her
.other should have to ex-
plain 'why* when she says 'no.
'
As Will become evident in the description of fa.ily routine and rit-
uals to follow, there is guite a bit of confirmation of developmental
progress for the children in this family Still I ant th. •o ii, i go the impression
that there was less comfort with adolescence and independence than there
is wuh the growth and development of younger children. Carol said
quite directly that she believed it would be harder for her and the
family to go through Cynthia's leaving for college than it was to send
Karen off to first grade. She confided in me that she has fantasies of
Cynthia becoming a teacher in the school .Lfie n across the strppt =nw
added that she knew she should nnfS ot expect that kind of thing to happen.
{ wSilS ??k1 To Zl Zt^lr'tr. ove.p.otect1ve.
t?d1^to
^::^,e"^ -
'
""'^
-"e;i?^s1le.?.Ttj?n,
; :;;7 ------- to .ut he would
-" -1^- What to do.. Uwasha.dfo..etote,MfhewasJok-
let her leave "until she was thirty "uh.nmrty. Uhen you ask for the car I'll
say no, you're on your own " r ^u-
' ^y"^^'^
--spiled,
"I'll know When
-n.yown. I can tel 1 and held her ground. This seeded to ™e to
face ,n a few years. In another incident in which Henry
.ade fun of
L-a's new 'painter's pants.' Lisa took hi. very seriously but went on
ahead and wore the. when she went out later. Here it also seeded that
a ^ind Of Playful sha.-conflict was the vehicle of handling development-
al tension.
in the way Henry wrestles with the boys, also, it seeded to me that
the line was thin between fun and serious expression of conflict. Henry
"^ntioned to me that he thought it would not be long before he couldn't,
get away with rough housing with his sons the way he does. In a few
years they will be as strong as he is.
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Bindinci behavior
Family routine
A typical day in the lifp nf fh-to * •-,e o th,s family begins just after six AM
except on Sunday, when they rise later. Breakfast on weekdays is in
'
Shins, as different
.embers have to be at work or school at different
t-es. carol coordinates this morning routine, often keeping after the
^^ds so they won't miss the bus. At about 8:15 she is standing in the
Picture Window watching the last kids walk toward the school. Then she
finishes her coffee, cleans up and gets ready for work herself.
Carol told ^ she is almost always home before the first child re-
turns in the afternoon. Various activities, such as feeding the chic
^ens and ducks, doing puzzles together, ^king dinner, and doing home-
work take up the late afternoon, until Henry gets home at about five
Carol and Henry then have coffee together, followed shortly by supper.
A typical evening during the week will find this family watching
television together from dinnertime to bedti^. other activities, such
as swimming, homework, working on a jigsaw puzzle, are also possible in
the evening.
Weekends are different, especially Sunday which is quite ritual-
ized, with a pancake breakfast, a late afternoon Sunday meal and popcorn
in front of the television in the evening. These rituals will be de-
scribed in more detail later.
The Clark family especially enjoys activities in which they all
participate together. This was mentioned by several of the children as
something they especially like about their family in comparison to the
families of friends in school. Hiking, doing puzzles together (and
ties, and very much looked fonvard to.
^
^;-e 1s a lot Of toucn,
,„ tM.
.a.1„. Between t.e 5o.s and
--™o..o..o.,-n.. Hen.„n,a,o 1
—
—nt.n. together
.the 1ing in front of the television i.i.t .k .c'tivis , jus about everyone is tnurhinn cpUp oi+k^ u o c g someoneeise-either holding hands or sittinn .ig close or on someone's lap, etc
Family binding rituals
couple n^.
,,,,
,,,,
^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^
^^^^^
^^-CoC, he and Ca.o, win sU down a,one 1n the d1n1n,
.0. and
ave a cup of coffee together. The, „1„ taU ahout the events of the
day. Plans for the evening, whatever 1s happening with the Mds, fl„.
ances, etc. The children are not pe^ltted 1n the dining roo. during
this ritual, in the past, "when gas was less expensive." they used to
90 for a 5r1ef drive at this tl™ Of day. This dally ntual Is very
seldom skipped.
on their anniversary. Carol and Henry go out for dinner without the
kids. Henry will give Carol a gift of flowers or candy each Valentine's
Day.
SfiecM farnlli activities. Sunday is a particularly fa.11y-or1-
ented day in this fa.ily. They will typically sleep a good deal later
(8:30 the day I spent with the.), and. if her energy is not gone fro.
the week, Carol will .ake a pancake breakfast that
.ornlng. When asked
about what got this ritual started, they gave two reasons: Carol said
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a
-9.onal practice, a New England custo..
In the ra1d-afternoon, they sit do™ to their ™ost f„ 1
,
^^'^ "los ormal meal of
a-1s.et.candJ,t:
:.:7 - - te,e..on, Which ha.likely been on durinq most of fh.
'
'
°'
- turned off during the
meal, no matter what is on.
I" the evening, a,.ost ever. Sunday, there is no late „ea,. Justpopcorn in front o. the television. Here again, this seeded to he a
very consistent, special practice that could he seen as a fa.ily ritual
^^as were little, "enry will have a few heers with the popcorn, and
they Will all sit together and watch the Sunday evening television
shows
.
There are, of course, Sundays when other activities, visiting, etc
™y preclude the Sunday pattern, hut .ost Sundays are guite si.ilar
Maple sugaring is one activity that the Claris do as a fa.ily every
year. They do their sugaring with another fa.ily. Each afternoon, when
the sap is running. Henry and the kids (especially the hoys) will go
over to the land where they tap and collect sap. Then, after dinner,
Henry and Carol will go over and. with another couple, boil through the
evening. This was originally begun "so that the kids could have the ex-
perience." As the kids have grown older, they mentioned that the activ-
ity may soon be abandoned.
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''''
'°
^
.
...... ,,,,,tnp late spnng «as on the top of the 11st of special f. M
Hies for Hank and Billy Sn^f .
'
""^"'^ f^'-ly
"ill participate''''
— the
.o.sw1,l also
,0 out huntin, for deer in the fan
7 ^ " '° ^ - - «ere also .ntioned, hutthese did not seem to be quite a. tp.n i.
H^^aMr^. carol
.entioned In the co.le interview that
est rel,„ous thin, „e do', is to have the
.Ids participate 1„ the
t^e actual Christmas celebration is not especially elaborate, several
events surrounding the holiday as the. observe it are important rituals
-
the family. There is a rule, firstly, that each child is permitted
drawn to determine who will give his/her one present to who.. This
practice was explained as being based on purely economic necessity.
Another family ritual around Christmastin^ is a yearly trip for all
the kids with Henry to buy Christmas presents for Carol. This practice
seemed to give Carol a lot of pleasure. She brought it up in the inter-
view and expressed considerable appreciation of it. Henry mentioned
that he would bring each youngester along as soon as s/he could walk.
He gets a lot of help from Cynthia in keeping tnem all under control.
On the way home he takes them all out for dinner.
The Clarks have a traditional Thanksgiving neal, but with no cere-
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i;:;;:
^^^^ ^-^"^ ^^^"^-^--^
An Easter ham, shared with Henry's parent.
F.<:t«. T.
s, is a yearly event for
the™, eac. en. „nwi„. can., at Ms/.e. p,ace on t.e am-ing room table:
We do make quite a qo of thst o
year alone each kid had a chocM.tf kk"{ '-ike this
solid egg in a box and a wh5?e offe nf i'!! ' ^"'^ '"^ ' "^9five little marshmellow ch??ks ?tere (Henry)
°'
to be especially ritualized in that cookouts by the pool are fairly typ-
ical su^r evening events in this family. They used to go to see fire-
works in a nearby town each year but these days "there are too many peo-
ple drinking and riding around on motorcycles^' to continue the practice.
The parents stay home on New Year's Eve. and the kids are allowed
to stay up until midnight.
On Halloween, Henry used to take the kids out. Now the older kids
take the younger ones trick or treating.
PloblM soljnna rituals
.
Bedtime in this family is rigidly en-
forced. The developmental aspects of bedti^ will be discussed shortly.
There is no elaborate bedtime ritual, Karen, the youngest, for example,
kisses each of her parents goodnight and goes upstairs herself. The
kiss goodnight is a ritual, in that it is not skipped, except if she is
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-9^. Wit. .e. paints,
.a even t.en s.e „n, us.H, co.
.own a..„
also, as a p,o. to ,et to sta. up J.st a ,nt,e Ute. Insist on .issin,
eve..o„e seve.a, ti.es. This aoes not fo. ,on, acco.in, to he.
brother and Sisters.
^ „,
.
t.ou,.
.
she „1 „ .ecide to go to .ed
and will put herself to bed by herself.
Li' fe cycle behavior
Developmental change of routine
In general, it see.s fro™ n,y observation that developmental change
progresses gradually and without nuch marking or ceremony in this fami-
ly. Develop^ntal change of routine takes the form of loosening of re-
strictions, increasing the activities in which a child has permission to
participate, and increase of responsibilities.
Over the last few years, for example. Cynthia has taken on a sec-
ondary parent role in the family, she. followed by Lisa, has been given
more home chores, particularly those around „eals. She also does much
of the care of the younger children. She is. as I mentioned before,
considered the next best thing to a parent when one of the younger chil-
dren needs advice on a problem.
In a similar, gradual way the two boys have been given greater re-
sponsibility. They care for the chickens and ducks, mow the lawn, and
help their father on projects. Hank was the one who walked Karen to the
bus on the first day of school. Among the things the boys mentioned as
reflecting their growing up was the unsupervised use of power tools,
which Hank has permission for, but Billy is not old enough for yet. An-
other important step, from their viewpoint, was learning to use a gun
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and accompanying the,> father hunting. This seemed to ta.e place at
-ound age ten, and was very Important.
..t not accompanied h. an. rite
0. cermonlal .ar.lng. As Caro, said of the fa.l,,. attitude towards
developmental change:
II be°"^he\lm'e""{ don •f^h.^'t^het^^s^"^ -fonow^for It. There.s^St^
^^arma^dlV
^t^r^lnXng""
Other noteworthy changes 1n routine Include the gradual move from
four 1n the bathtub, through same-sex pairs, to Individual baths. Henry
will still shampoo Karen's hair If Cynthia or Lisa do not. Age four Is
the approximate age for bathing without parental help; so^where between
S1X or eight for bathing alone. These seem to be self-mitlated changes
-they happened without parent's prompting, according to Henry and Carol.
Sleepover guests and permission to sleep over at a friend's house
begins sometime during fourth grade.
Uhen the kids were very young. Henry won $50 In a shop contest and
used the money to open up bank accounts for the three older children.
When Cynthia was in seventh grade (about twelve) and began to make money
babysitting, Henry went to the bank with deposits and opened accounts
for Billy and Karen. Over the years, with the help of occasional gifts
of money from members of the extended family, these accounts grew. Each
child has more than six hundred dollars by senior year In high school.
;io withdrawals were permitted on these accounts until the time came
when Cynthia got her driver's license. To drive the family car she had
to pay for her name to be added to the family insurance policy, and she
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talk in the family interview of how quicklv tho u ,
,«ni ... ^ ' '^"^"ts would bedepleted, since insurance ratP<. fn.
for girls.
^^^"^^^ so niuch higher than
Life cycle rituals
c™.,,.
oust tMs
.ea.
.e.t1. ,0. c,„,,,
as .een canoe.
..0. 9:00 to H:00. In
.act. aU.ou,. U see^s tHat
there is an implicit ll-oo n.lo /th=.t(t'^^t the time reported by Cynthia
and L,sa). their parents told » they had no official bedtime The
'ate night snack with their parents was re^mbered as a very special
treat and a confirmation of their getting older. They were in seventh
and eighth grades (12 and ,3) at the time. They ^ntioned that they
Often saw the remains of inviting late night snacks in the morning
They felt like they wer. being allowed to join a special and exclusive
Club when they were permitted to stay up watching television with their
parents till eleven one night and were given a big frozen pizza to share.
Birthdays are the most elaborate ritual of the life cycle in the
Clark family. All of the children's birthdays take place over about a
month in the late spring, so there is much focussed excitement around
bi rthdays
.
There are several distinctive rules about gifts. First, the chil-
dren are not permitted to exchange gifts. The gifts come from the par-
ents and are often picked out by the recipient right at the store. Sec-
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^1-a.p.ct1cal. A3 C.n.1a sal.
—o.w.e..t.een a. 3o.tMn.,„.„ee... one
9^«winbeapa1.ofshoeso.othe.c,oth1„,
^
This involves a cake with candles and ice-cream aft». h-" '^'^^^ "ter dinner.-usually
right on the day. "Happy birthday" is sung a wish i. .J => i , IS made and the
candles are blown out.
An interesting variant of singing happy hirthday, which see.s to he
a Playful acknowledgement of aging, takes place on parents' birthdays
are yo. now.. This ga™ is a consistent part of Carol's birthday party
The first tin. the kids sing. "How old are you now?", she will say
"Twenty", or some other obviously understated age. Then, over several
choruses, the kids win sing louder and louder as Carol's answer ap-
proaches the truth.
Another birthday practice in this fanily. perhaps the most often
mentioned family institution during my work with the., is the ritual of
birthday spankings. With the recently instituted exception of Carol,
who hid in a closet last year and then declared herself exempt, each
member receives his/her age in spankings from every other member. I was
told in the family interview that Henry will sometimes take his turn a
few times-for example once each day for two days in advance of Karen's
recent seventh birthday. There is also a legend in the family about how
he put a towel in his pants to soften the blows on his birthday a few
years ago. The children make deals with each other about how hard they
Kill spank each other, the one with a birthday later in spring is at the
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mercy or vengence of the Pflriio^ n •earl,er. Dunng the family interview, Cynthia
announced that she thought there should be a rule that at" "^^'^ ^"3 age sixteen(^e. current age, one no longer gets spanned. Her suggestion got no
spankings would probably stop for someone when they went off to college
S^SBbolIc Sim. Two special birthday gifts were mentioned by Cvn-
th,a and Lisa: some fingernail polish and other make-up at age ten and
a nng from their maternal grandmother at age twelve. Hank got a gun
for his tenth birthday, which he considered a special gift. Billy did
not receive such a gift, but has been learning to shoot with the gun
Hank received.
Cultural rituaU. Each child will get two graduation parties in
this family: eighth grade and high school. This is a family party,
so^times with a few friends as well. The pool is the center of the
event. Of course, there have been no high school graduations, but some
celebration similar to eighth grade graduation is expected. The parents
give the graduate of eighth grade a symbolic gift appropriate to going
to high school-either clothes or school supplies (e.g., a dictionary).
During the family interview. Billy suggested that Cynthia ought to get
a car for high school graduation. All were assured by Carol that that
would not be likely. Some appropriate symbolic gift will be given at
the time, however. This is an example of the family commemoration of a
rite of passage in the larger society.
Concerning the tooth fairy, Carol said that with the first four
children they were more consistent about putting money under the pillow
^-e.„, to put .one.
.,e.
.e. p„,„. On,, once was a note „Htte„
to t.e toot.
.a,>.-t.at was one t1.e when Lisa lost a toot, and Ca.ol
wrote a note for her rvn+h-;.. Cynthia remembered trying an experi™„t to test
to see whether the mythical character really existed. She had been led
to doubt the existence of the tooth fairy In discussions with friends
-ey appeared. She told this story In part to explain why she tries to
-ke sure Karen Is not disillusioned too soon about the r,,th.
Response to Developmental Trans1t1on-The Youngest Enters First Grade
Although there is no ceremonial rite to com^morate school entry
starting school and the first day of school through seventh or eighth
grade are Important events. Each child gets some new clothes and gets
'spruced up" for the first day each year. Kindergarten entry and first
grade entry seen to be equally important, but for different reasons.
Kindergarten is important because it is the first time going to school
(none of the Clark children went to pre-school). First grade is import-
ant because it is full-time and because it is there that the child
learns to read.
According to Carol, Karen was very shy and scared when she went to
the spring pre-kindergarten screening. She was also shy starting kin-
dergarten, not really talking the first day. By the third or fourth day
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.nna
........ an. e™„,.„
....s a.J
;;;r;
^"^^^
-
-
^>
-
-P-»s that, aU.o.,. s.e .a. not „et
.ace. s.e an
0 the Mds. She had stayed 1„ the
.cnlng
.1nde.,a.te„ Cass «hen the
Classes switched at
.1d-.ea., since he. «he. wc.ed
.ornlngs In the
school cafeteria.
on the first day (and for the next two days) Han. waUed his sister
tervlew:
..Everybody was Joking to her how hard It was going to he and
all th,s. Everybody said she wouldn.t ,Ue It. but when she ca» ho^
the first day, ".Je had fun 1n school,, she says.'.
As 1s her custom, Carol watched through the picture window as Hank
walked Karen to the bus. She said she felt
.ore when she saw Karen walk
alone for the first time, but that It was not that hard to accept:
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
thtTT',ll"lKl
^°^th,ng that ^ that envious of-^nocna i want it to be happening. And so It really I dnn'tthink It was that hard for .e to accept her goi'ng'to firsT
*
Carol explained that she had faced the prospect of the last one go-
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m off to school When Bill, got near school age (he is «
than Karen). She resolved it bv h, •^^ iw a I y aving another babv "t h.-w .
.nn.h . .
^
aicin t and I knew I wanted to have
^-^---^-en, was horn,, still CO.. not ac-cept not ha.„g another haby... She told . ,ater that, except for fi
other people had as.ed.
..ow can she cope with all those children^.
But when the. went to school, it bothered
.e.
. li.e to .now what is
90ing to happen... She shared with .e her concerns about the school
snow days set aside on the calendar. One dav shp tMHu a y, ne told me, she simply
kept them home when she thought the weather was too bad.
!n response to r^, question about whether she and Henry will get
closer as the children gr» nore independent, Carol said that she did
not thin, they had ever been less Cose because of the
.ids. Her own
mixture of feelings;
Neither Carol nor Henry seemed to think there was any real change
in the family as a whole that resulted from Karen's first grade entry.
The biggest change, they said, was in Karen, who had become more 'or-
nery.' Carol maintained that by the time it happened, she had adjusted
to the idea, and, since she had been working part-time already for three
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r 3,.pv sa.:
the fa.i„ as a whole to
.anage the o,de. Md. •
— ..ea .essa. aho. h. 0. he. J
^^^^
o^e. o::
-e has to .Vo. ha. at not he,„, ove.p.otect1ve., the Jo.,., Hen,
grade; Hen.y Jo.ing that he won't let C.nthia ,eave
.nt1, she ,s thi.ty
a- exa.ples of ho. this „1.ed
.essa.e 1s delivered, u leaves the de-
veloping one in a position whe.e s/he is ve.y ™ch on her/his o«n emo-
tionally to run a sort of fa.1„ gauntlef as part of a developmental
transition. LI.e the hl.thda. spanning, hut less elaborately structured,
th,s has something of the quality of an Initiation rite. Change Is not
prevented, but It 1s a struggle. I suggest that much of the ambivalence
that underlies this way of handling developmental change lies in the
amount of satisfaction Care, and Henry get from being parents of young
children, especially In the light of their description of their family
of origin experiences.
CHAPTER IX
RITUAL. STRUCTURE. AND FUNCTION IN THE EAmLV SYSTEH
-n t,,3 Chapter, and the concluding two chapter to follow, thedata which have been presented In fh»P , t e case studies will be analyzed andconclus,ons drawn about the function of ritual in the h" x i modern family aswel
1 as the effects of school entrv of th„
The i^nv
"^"""^"^
°" the family.H implications for further research and therapeutic intervention wil
™- the case studies Will be
^^7^^- ^"^-—e.amples Will be used as illustrations It
's oped that the depth of„ P~ed in the case studies will
be helpful to the reader by providing a context within which to evaluate
the analysis which follows.
fyn£tions_ of Tribal
An analysis of the function of ritual in the modern family must be-
9- with a consideration of the ideas presented by those who have stud-
ritual in tribal culture. Wallace (1966) ma.es a distinction be-
tween the goal of a ritual practice and its social function. For exam-
ple, many of the tribal rituals described within Wallace's five cate-
gories of ritual (industry, therapy, ideology, salvation and revitaliza-
t1on) have magical goals. Rain-making ceremonies, offerings, voo doo
curses and the like are generally agreed unlikely to be effective in
manipulating the material world. The function of such rites must dif-
fer, then, from their conscious goals.
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'
"u„«.ous «Hte.s have speculated on the functions of Htuals 1ntHbal ,1fe (cf. Malinowski,
,948- Radcliff. «
n .
e-Browne, 1952; Freud, 1948-;~--^ '^'-an.,9S3;.l,ace,19..etc.).
..e d, J i
"
T"^^
^""^^^-""^
- -Mse control, an.e
,
— - -e .alntenance or integration of social structure
Mall„o.sM (1948) writes of the
.ournln^ rites of primitive
'peoples
-
Havin, the function of controlling Impulses to abandon the corpse
destroy the dead person's belongings, and run awa. fro™ the tribe In'
fear and horror. He writes of these Impulses as disintegrating forces
and sees ritual as a reflertinn 4:r c o of the forces of reintegration:
The ceremonial of death whirh tioc -m^
and rivets them to t e pL e „ deat Z'l'J''.'^ '''' '"'^istence of the spirit in L k I- ' ^ ''eliefs in the ex-
valent Intentions'
"n*'th leTo ^'serjeTofr °'or sacrificial ceremonies in ,11 It- commemorative
the centrifugal forces of fear L ' "^''3'°" """teracts
provl des the mos power?ul mlans of
°"
'
.™up.s^sha.en_solfdarlt;'a:rSf ?hVS?^^Ll ff^•ts
Homans {1941). Radcllffe-Brown (1952), and Hallnowski (1948) have
discussed anxiety reduction as a principal function of ritual, especial-
ly magical ritual which is aimed at influencing matters that are not
within technological control. Freud (1948) in his classic paper relat-
ing religious ritual and obsessive-compulsive symptoms, brings together
the notions of Impulse control and anxiety, showing how the performance
of a ritual can be seen as a defensive process which involves the re-
pression of a dangerous impulse and thus the reduction of anxiety.
Kluckhohn (1942) amplifies this conception in his paper on "Myth and
Ritual", In which he also suggests that both myth and ritual are reflec-
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ration'
:
"
----- to.. o..an1.t1o„ 0.
.con.,...-
A„th.opo,o,1sts see. to a,.ee t.at ntua, U the s.™.ol1c
.eflec-t-n 1n behavlo. of soda, st.uctu.e. Radc„-..e.B.o„„ sees n'tua, aspredo.,„a„t„
.egulato.. 1„ Us function 1„ soda, system. I„ st.c
tureand Function IriPnal^
tior„hin",'a^T;oih
^%:?er ivrv --^i ^-c.
to regulate, maintain and ?LsnU ft" """^ ^^^'<- ^^^^ct
other sentiments on which the c^n.tft7?
°"' f"^^^t^on to an-
(p. 157). ^ "^"^ constitution of sodety depends
A,l three of the functions suggested for ritual (and i^th) in pn-
.Uive society are fundamentally related. Anxiety reduction, impulse
control and the naintenance of social structure can all he seen as ho^-
ostatic functions (Turney-High, 1968) ai^d at regulation and mainten-
ance of 'steady state' in the group.
If the function of ritua, in tribal life is to be seen as essen-
tially homeostatic, it is important to note how this applies to the
rites of passage which regulate developmental change of status in the
tribal group.
In the tribe, when the members of one age group reach a new devel-
opmental phase there is a restructuring of the social system, fadlita-
ted by ritual. The change that takes place involves disintegration,
symbolized by the phase of 'transition' in the rite of passage, and re-
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integration, sy.bolued by n'tes of Incorporation A.
^"^^
----0
™ter1a^
~
^ply, weather 9fr ) . '"P"y . etc.). or maintenance of relationships already established(taboos and courtesies In relation to the
.Ing. celebration
and rites of -r-
s,
ceremonies,
J
ne O
,„tens,f,cat1on. which reinforce tribal
.coheslveness
c ntuals
.h1ch reflate de.elop.ntal change processes In the ilfe
r ; " '° ™- --concept, ho^eorhe-y concept, presented earlier, describes the regulated change
''-y^-----^
'-refore suggest that
.lie an ntlls
can 5e seen as functional In the maintenance of the structure of the so-c-1 syste.. a distinction should be
.ade between those «h1ch maintain
e-t,ng structure and those whose function 1s to facilitate controlled
Change in structure. It Is precisely this distinction which forms the
basis to the classification of family rituals Into binding and life
cycle types.
£HnctLons_ of Ritu£L in_ Fa^^
In this section I w1l, propose and de^nstrate with examples some
hypotheses about the functions of ritual In family life. i„ general
,
hope to provide a conceptual basis for further, systematic research Into
the function of ritual In the family.
RUual In the family serves four major functions: the enrichment
of family life, maintenance of family structure, socialization, and fa-
cilitation of developmental change 1n family relationships. The first
of the four functions of ritual I propose is the most broad and encom-
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passing. Rituals of both binding and life-cvcl. .
-
.
. r*h;.o^« f^ituais seem to en-
''
"'^ origin often are met with <-k„raet witn the response of re-
counting fami ly binding rituals • "7.= .
'
^v^'-y Sunday „e used to
"
-
..ouse" (Henry Car.,,
.tuals a. tbe practices
-t™.e up fa.ily traditions
.icb
.ay be passed down to tJne.
generation. They are cbaracteri.ed. as Bossard and Bol, (igso) ba.e
-ted, by a feeling of rigbtness. As Unda Roberts said in tbe inter-
view I did with her family, 'They are fun."
While I would hold that all (non-pathological) family rituals serve
the function of enrich^nt.
, will »„tion a few particular examples
fro. these fa.i,ies. The bedti. ritual in the Roberts family, ,
the potentially unpleasant business of getting the
.ids to go up to bed
was made into the fun game of climbing the Vooden hiir exemplifies
this quality Of a ritual as enrichment of life. The 'penalty box' as a
family institution in the Chase family also is an example of a ritual
game which makes it fun to enforce the rules. The Levy family's 'com-
nenf on Looey's accomplishment of learning to ride a bike with a cere-
monial family ride is an example of a life-cycle ritual that enhances
the feeling of family. When the Hastings read to the person who washes
the dishes, their family life is enriched. Going Christmas shopping
with dad in the Clark family is a time of fun and a time to learn about
giving as well as frugality. All of the celebrations, the ritual of the
tooth fairy, and the other special family events which have been defined
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as rituals contribute to the enrichment of life.
While the maintenance of family rules ,nH ^ ,
™le might, theoretically h.
-developmental changes of
,
^e accomplished without ritualization as pan0.-1. routine an.
.evelop^ntal change of routine, the gualit. o
- e r,, ,
^^^^^^^^^
^^^^.^^
^^^^^^^^^
^,
negative effects Will 5e discussed in a later section.
Family Structure, Homeostasis and Homeorhesis
The conceptual correspondence between binding ritual and homeosta-
sis, and life-cycle ritual and homeorhesis has already been suggested
in order to demonstrate these relationships using the data of this study
as a basis, it is first necessary to translate these abstract concepts
from system theory into ™re concrete terms that can be applied to ex-
amples of rituals in real families.
Both homeostasis and ho^orhesis are concepts that deal with the
regulation of change in systems. In human systems (in this case family
systems) the kind of regulation we are concerned with is the regulation
Of human relationships. Minuchin (1974) has provided a model, which he
calls the structural model, of analysis of family relationships. Al-
though originally developed from work with troubled families, it seems
to lend itself well to the analysis of relationships in healthy families
and how they change.
Minuchin conceptualizes family structure as the relations between
subsystems, which may be individual members, or may be formed by sex,
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generation, interest or function. Thus there are the s„
the >;ihH„„ K
^"^^ ^"^^ ''•e pouse subsystem,
s,h„ , suhsyste..
.a,e an. fe.ale suhs.ste.. etc. Bcunaaries he-tween subsystem
.e«ne
..ho participates an. ho... Boundaries heClear
.1.fuseorr1,1...pen.1„,onthefa.1Vsp,aceon
the en.es h
-
ent
.,sen,,.ent contlnuu.. Cear boundaries are necessary for properf-ct,on,n, Of the syste™. Diffuse boundaries su,,est en.esh.ent and
n.1d boundaries su,,est d1se„,a,e.„t. The symbols for these boundary
types to be use In diagram that follow are: Clear,
; diffuse,
'
^"^ (from Minuchin, 1974).
Transactional patterns „1th1n this model, according to Minuchin
regulate family members' behavior. It follows that a family ritual viuh-
-
this mode, IS a highly structured, repetitive, transactional pattern
that defines or reaffl^s 1n analogic, symbolic fo™, the rules of rela-
tionship. Which are reflected In the boundaries between subsystems.
Function of Binding Rituals
Before proceeding with examples, it is important to first differen-
tiate between two related but distinct functions binding rituals may
serve in the structure of the family. These two functions are homeo-
static functions and maintenance functions. Honieostatic functions may
be defined as the reinstating of boundaries which have become too diffuse
or rigid, while maintenance functions are ritual reaffirmations of boun-
daries which have not changed. This is an important distinction, since
the concept of homeostasis involves a return to a particular state or
setting of the system after it has deviated from the norm. To refer to
maintenance functions as homeostatic would be a misuse of the term.
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7':' ——0. .e ,et .0. .™
Her. »e .ay perhaps speculate that when Hen.y 1s at „c.. in the after-
noon the boundary between Carol (Mother, and the suh-syste. of children
may sometimes become diffuse:
Mother (executive subsystem)
children (sibling subsystem)
The ritual practice of Carol and Henry having coffee together when he
gets home in the evening each day nay function to reinstate a clear
boundary between Carol and the kids:
mother
children
It may be, in fact, that in order to effectively reinstate the clear
boundary between Carol and the children, there must first be a rigid
boundary around Carol and Henry as a subsystem with a diffuse boundary
between them:
Mother Father
children
during the time they are having coffee together. This would account for
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the stated wish that the. not he Interrupted hy the children during the
coffee ntua,. Once the couple boundary Is reestablished, a clear houn-
dary Is possible between parents and between parents and children-
mother
chi Idren
^^^^^^ Parents
Chi Idren
The practice of having a cocktail before dinner in the Chase family
can be seen as an example of the maintenance function of a couple ritu-
al- Here, the children are permitted to be present and may Interact
freely with the parents, but may not share In the beverage rite. This
reaffirms the clear boundary between parents and children:
mother and father (drinkers)
children
Here the beverage symbolizes the difference (boundary) between adult and
child.
A similar couple ritual of wine on Friday night in the Levy family
is often interrupted when Moses and Looey sneak up, grab a parent's
glass and take a sip of the wine. This creates a diffuse boundary be-
tween parent and children sub-systems:
parents
chi Idren
This is an example of a couple ritual in a family which is unsuccessful
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Anothe. e.a™p,e of t.e
.o^ecstatic operation of a coup,e
.n.a, can
7" " °- Be™.
.a. on J.
a....o...Usto3e.,e.fa.,,.,.,,3.
0..n, .e.
.3
fortable, feeling like an outsider:
Dina Bernie
: BernTe's Family
Thei. conversation, whic. rea^rms their own values and lifestyle as
a clear boundary between Dina and Bernie:
Dina Bernie
Bernie 's Family
other binding rituals reaffirm boundaries between subsystems in a
way Which maintains fa.i,y structure. The trip to a special trout fish-
1ng pond each spring in the Clark family is an example of the differen-
tiation of subsystems by sex:
male subsystem
(fishermen)
female subsystem
The Christmas shopping trip for presents for Carol in the same family
Illustrates how such a ritual can reaffirm the status of a parental
child (Cynthia) who functions as a parent in helping ;ienry control the
younger children:
7'""-
-------
.e .^^^^
Sunday breakfast or Sunday dinner esDecl.li,, kr , p cially when attendance 1s com-P-so. 0. s.on... enco.a.e.,
. seen as
..ecstatic .
.esta.
dunng a week of busy involvements and activities th .
...
^ ,
. The degree to which
this boundary is made rigid or clear hv thn .y C by the ritual varies with the
rules about attendance.
Hierarchical bedtime rules may he seen as maintaining the sibling
structure In the family:
Parents
Child (Oldest)
Child (2)
Child (3), etc.
The ntual practices which accompany bedtime may serve to reaffirm par-
ent/children boundaries or to reaffirm a boundary between parents when
one parent takes more responsibility for the task of putting the chil-
dren to bed. The bedtime ritual in the Levy family illustrates several
of these points. There is no difference between the children's bed-
times, suggesting a diffuse boundary. Dina is almost always the one who
puts the kids to bed:
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Father
Mother
Moses
: Looey
The ™i„te„ance and hcecstatic reesta5,1s,™ent of
.oundaHes and
thus the maintenance of fa.i,, structure 1s one function of fa.1„.
^indln, n-tua1. The ™i„tenance of the fa.ll, as a separate unit within
the larger extended fa.11, and In relation to the fa.nys soda, net-
work is part of the maintenance of structure.
Not an fa.1,y.b1nd1ng rituals function In the ™i„tenance of fami-
ly structure, at least as Mlnuchln's model defines 1t. So^ binding
ntuals serve the function of passing on or reaffirming a set of rules
values. Philosophy or family tradition. The celebration of religious
holidays, especially, accomplishes this in some families. For example
in the Hastings family, the practice of Caleb reading A ChrisMl Carol
each Christmas is akin to the tribal recitation of myth, and the content
of the story itself certainly teaches values, emphasizing the evil of
greed and the virtue of generosity and good will. Jewish holidays, as
practiced in the Levy family. Involve a certain amount of education in
cultural tradition. Families differ in the degree to which values and
philosophy are stressed in their binding rituals, but this kind of so-
cialization is one potential function, analogous to the class of rituals
of Ideology which Wallace (1966) calls social rites of intensification.
Another way that ritual functions as socialization Is in the maintenance
of rules (e.g.. the 'penalty box' in the Chase family). This can also
be considered a socialization function.
One final thought on the function. n-F k-
°^ ^'""^'"9 ritual in the familv
related to the maintenanrp nf oi«ce of clear generational boundaries, is the
maintenance of the imnrocci^^
'n,press,on, or. as Gould (1977) has termed it, the
-
i3 a safe place, that the parents are in con-
that the Children
„,ill he protected. This parallels theWion 0. rituals and
..ths in reducing or preventing anxiet. in pri-
-t,ve culture.
"
.a. also he
.uch of what in fa.il, ritual contri-
bates to
.enrichment Of the fa.il, ,i,e.. The
.agical ritual of 'high
in these data of a ritual with this itc ^ ^•in m as its function. Binding rituals
in general, and perhaps life-cycle ritual. w.nu ui s as well, seem to contribute
to the maintenance of this 'illusion.'
so. in sunnary, fanily-binding rituals function to maintain (reaf-
firm) and homeostatically reinstate the boundaries between subsystems
-thin the family. Binding ritual also functions to maintain and rein-
state boundaries between the family and the extended family as well as
between the family and its social network. Other functions of family-
binding ritual are the reaffirmation and inculcation of family values
and philosophy, and the maintenance and enforcement of family rules (so-
cialization). All of these functions are related to the broader func-
tion of ritual in the family: to enhance and enrich the 'sense of
fami ly .
'
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Functions of Family Life-Cycle Ritual
L1fe-cycle Htuals are symbolic statements of the homeorhetic pro-
cess Of developmental change 1n the family. They function to ma., ana-
logically the Changes 1n family structure which accompany development
(transformation) as we,, as provide sy^ollc confirmation of development
through the modes of permission, affirmation and education. Life-cycle
ntuals provide a focus for expression of affect aroused by the process
of developmental change In the family, and they contribute to the 'en-
richment of family life.
'
It would seem from the data from the five families in this project
that healthy family development does not depend on life-cycle rituals
for its accomplishment. Developmental changes of routine which reflect
changes in roles and structure are, plentiful in the data. These changes
were accomplished without ritualization. This would suggest that the
presence of Hfe-cycle rituals In a family reflects more upon the mode
the family chooses to work through the issues of its development than on
the level of family mental health.
Change in Family Structure
A major function of life-cycle rituals is to mark or punctuate
changes in family relationships through the life cycle. These changes
in relationship among family members can analyzed in terms of the
structural model used to analyze the functions of family binding rituals
above. Changes in family structure are reflected in changes in bounda-
ries between subsystems.
An example of a life-cycle ritual which helps accomplish a 'change
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----ion
.e.o. and a.te. tM.ntua, event w1„ serve to Ulustme this. Short,, afte. . .
.
^n iy r he started
^ .in. rn., innovate, m the
...
---a parent (either)
«.1„,„ith.o.. to the
.s. This neL .r
ZT'T'
a parent can he tho.ht 0. In this conte. as settln.
„p
4 diffuse boundary between Doug and one of his parents .hli •, w ile insuring
that they are separated from each other at the time:
Parent]
Doug
Parent2
The llfe-cyce ritua, involved Doug walking with a bit of proud
ceremony to the bus by himself, leaving his parents together:
mother and father
Doug
Thus a clear boundary between the child and parental subsystems is es-
tablished, and the change is ^rked by a ritual. There 1s also a change
in the structure of the sibling subsystem that accompanies the first day
of school ritual. The picture-taking ceremony and placing of Doug's
first grade picture with those of his sisters and brothers in the family
album symbolizes a change 1n membership status. The subsystem structure,
at least in relation to the issue of full-time, Independent school at-
tendance, can be diagrammed as changing from:
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parents
older siblings to:
Parents
Doug children
This is. Of course, not to suggest that this ritual accomplished these
Changes. It si.ply served as a fcca, point in time for changes which
were gradual. It also provided Doug and his parents with a focus for
the expression of the feelings they were having about the life-cycle
change, which Sue describes in the case study of the Roberts family.
The rite of the first late night television snack in the Clark fami-
ly 1s a second example of how a life-cycle ritual can be functional in
the change of family structure. In this case the ritual was a first
enactment of a change in bedtime rules. Through this ritual. Cynthia
and Lisa were, in a sense, graduated to a later bedtime and the snack
that goes with it. This formed a boundary around them as a separate
subsystem within the sibling subsystem:
Cynthia and Lisa
other children
It also served to initiate them into adult society, both by making their
bedtime the same as their parents' and by permitting them to watch some
of the more 'adulf material on late evening television shows:
Parents and older children
younger children
The ceremonial rite of first allowance in several of the families
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and the Levys' first family bike ride n.h
.
^"^^ examples of life-cvrlp
-
1 ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^
Thus
.a.1l.
„-,e-c.c1e HtuaU
.action as a
.ecus for t.ns-
the symbolic confirmation of developmental progress.
Confirmation and Disconfirnation
UatzlawicR, Beavin and
.ac.son (,967, have described confirmation,
that ,s, the acceptance of the other's definition of self which occurs
'n communication, as "probabl, the greatest single factor ensuring
tal development and stability that has so far e»rged from our study
Of communication... Confirmation is the stuff of which social reality is
nade, and ritual functions to analogically confi™ the definitions of
social relationships.
The pathological counterpart of confirmation, disconfirmation, is
a characteristic of schizophrenic families, as described by Laing (1961):
I?MHv''nrf'^''^?''' I™"^ P^"^'-" that has emerged from the
a chilS who ] 'f schizophrenics does not so ™ch invo ve
?rauml b ? I rhnf\' *° "^^^"t or even to obv oust a, ut a child whose authenticity has been subierted tosubtle, but persistent mutilation, often quite unSgly
In this connection it is interesting to mention that the original idea
for this study of ritual in the family came during the observation of a
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was
..... p.... ,,,,,,
; ; ; "
^"^-^'^ ^^---^
- --nace
,3cuss,on of
.ow tMs «as a
.f,ect1on of t.e t.e fa.„
77 - not .spon., to.epa.e..s a. ...op.ntTonowed this disclosurp it • ^u-^C e. It ,s ,n this sense that family life-cycle
rnuals
.ay be seen as one important index of family
.ental health
Ritual confirmation of development takes three related forms- per-
-sion, affirmation and education. These three aspects of confirmation
do not define types of rituals,
.ut rather modes of ritual function
since the same ritual can function in more than one „„de.
When parents bestow allowance on a child, have a ceremony on the
first day of school or give an adolescent who is planning a cross-coun-
try trip maps for Christmas, they symbolically grant eemiision to the
child to have commerce with the world outside of the family. This is an
active permission which supports individuation. Each of these examples
is also simultaneously an affirmation of develop^nt. By affirmation.
I refer to a communication to the developing member that her/his growth
is noticed and validated. The developmental change and its waning thus
becomes a shared reality. Other examples of affirming life-cycle ritu-
als include the symbolic gift to Rachel of a bracelet that had been
handed down from mother to daughter in the Hastings family, the Clarks'
graduation party, and the Levys' first family bike ride.
A final mode of developmental confirmation is education
. Learning
bedmaking in the Chase family is an example of a life-cycle ritual which
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operates in this mode. The teachinn of , •g of cooking, hunting and care of
animals which is done in a less rituali7PW f •zed form in the other families
also seems to exemplify this fnnrfion u- u
^^^^^ "ot unlike the sex-re-lated tutelage which is highly ritu^M..^n ni alized in primitive society.
The Special Case of Birthdays
Although I have classified the birthday celebration under life-
cycle rituals Since it is clearly confirming of growth, the data would
suggest that birthday celebrations function as binding rituals as well
Aspects Of the birthday celebration which are the sa.e each year (span.-
-9 a^ong the Claris, for example) function to reaffirm fa.ily struc-
ture. While
.special, birthdays, those on which age-related privileges
(bedtines, allowance, dating) are changed, have
.ore to do with confir-
mation Of development and change of structure. The ritual of Andy tak-
-9 Laura and Linda fishing on their birthday in the Roberts family
strikes ne as a binding ritual which, in fact, tends to maintain a dif-
fuse boundary between the twins rather than help then, differentiate In
some ways it is the change in the birthday ritual (e.g.. from small
children's parties with friends to family dinner parties in the Chase
family) and eventually the stopping of birthday parties that has .ore
life-cycle meaning. In this way birthday celebrations themselves, apart
from those changes in status that come with age. seem to operate more
like binding rituals than life-cycle rituals.
The Tooth Fairy
Along with Santa Claus and the Easter Bunny, the tooth fairy is one
of the few remnant mythical figures that exist for children in our cul-
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The ritual itself is onp nf th^ -.
°' ^^^^"'"9 develcpHBntal ritualsthat are based on biological rather than h ,
--a. tbis rit.ai see. to be
.ni.ersa,:;;::;::;;;:;;;i7
--.^nth,s cuUure. an. see. to ha. both li,e.cKle an. binding
components. ^
U-^e receiving an allowance, to be given ™oney at the age of five
or seven can be seen as representing a for. of permission to have
'
co^erce With the „orld outside the fa.il,. To get a prize for losing
a tooth can also be seen as an affirmation and acknowledgement of de-
has an educational function, especially for first graders. The prize
can also be seen, however, as a for. of proble.-solving ritual in wbich
the ch,ld is compensated with money and a fun game for the pain and per-
haps fear involved in losing the tooth. Also, it involves the
.ainten-
ance of the mythical illusion that it is not the parents, but the fairy
(who is notified by the parents), that awards the prize money. This il-
lusion. Which Older Siblings are by and large quite cooperative in main-
taining, seems to function to reaffirm child/parent boundaries as well
as the structure of the sibling hierarchy. In these ways the ritual has
a binding function.
These two cases bring up an important point about the concept of
homeorhesis in family development. Unlike the more simplistic concepts
of fusion and differentiation (Bowen, 1972) and centripetal versus cen-
trifugal forces (Steirlin, 1974) the concept of homeorhesis is not an
opposite function to its companion, homeostasis.
.Rather, it represents
a way of conceptualizing regulated change, that is, growth within struc-
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ture. Thus the presencp nf hin^,-
,
" change-confi™ing aspectsin these two family rituals should be viewed ,^ ^"«<> as complementary rather
than contradictory or at cross-purposes.
Summary
Ritual in the family can, therefore bP ..iw . .n r , e said to have four major
functions: enrichment of the family life, maintenance of family struc-
ture, socialization, and the facilitation of develop^ntal change in thef-il.. Both the binding and the life-cycle types of family ritual ha.
enrichment and Socialization as their functions. Binding rituals serve
to reinstate or to reaffirm the structural boundaries between subsystems
they serve homeostatic and maintenance functions, respectively Life-
cycle rituals may be symbolic enactments of change in family structure
or confirmations of development operating in the modes of permission
affirmation, and education. They function to validate developmental
change within the family and make it shared reality. Thus, life-cycle
rituals may be seen as homeorhetic in their function, facilitating a new
equilibrium at a greater level of differentiation in the family system.
This analysis must, of course, be considered in the light of the
data on which 1t is based. In this sense what has been presented is
speculation about the function of ritual in 'healthy or nonpathological
families. The question of ritual in troubled families will be discussed
more fully in the final chapter on implications. The chapter which fol-
lows is a consideration of the family dynamics of school entry of the
youngest child.
CHAPTER X
SCHOOL ENTRY AND THE FAMILY
A.JO. focus o.t.1s stud. Has
.een on the effects, e.c. o. t.e
.e.ou.est.^
r
""^^
case
a d Uoey Lev, attended nu.se.. school f.on, app.o.i.te,, the age of
three. The process of school ent.. 1s a g.dua, one and attention was
.^^a to .oth Its cu..„t and historical aspects In the data collection.
Ih£ First_ Day Of School
Data was gathered in the Interviews about how each fa.lly handled
the first day of first grade for their youngest child. If we see the
handling of this event as symbolic of the Interface between the family
and society, representing the Issues of separation and Individuation
within the family as well as thp f^.miiu'. k ^J' vveii ne family s boundary with its social mi-
lieu, ™ch can be learned, at least In an Impressionistic, Inferential
sense, about the family fro. an exploration of what happens on this day.
Each of the families In the study did sone special things In rela-
tion to the first day of school for their youngest. This varied among
families from the ceremonial rite in the Roberts family to Caleb Has-
tings walking his children to the bus on the second day after having
forgotten about the first day. In four families, the child, or children
were accompanied in some way, either by being driven (Chase), or walked
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"
- - -n-.a.e„
-eyea..e.o.e. Hac.
.a.,. ™a.e preparations fo. the
..t aa.
..s-
ay. etc T.e Lev.s an. t.e C,a..3
.ade special mention of new clot.es.
baths and general
.sprucing up'
.or the occasion of the first day
The behavior of these families on the first day suggests at least
one hypothesis about structural changes which
.y ,e concomitant with
school entry. Contrary to what one
.1g,t stereotypical ly expect, with
one exception (Chase) It was not the
.other who was principally 1n-
the families (Levy. Clar. and Hastings) the father or an older
.ale sib-
ling walked the child to the bus. Although admittedly speculative, this
mght be seen as an act on the part of the father or father substitute
encouraging independence from the ™ther. In structural te™s, the fa-
ther taking the child to school can be seen as helping to make clear a
diffuse boundary between n«ther and child. This parallels the change In
structure previously described as facilitated by the first day of school
ritual in the Roberts family (although in the case of the Roberts the
parents' roles were seen as interchangable)
.
Using subsystem boundary diagrams the process looks something like
tin's
Initial situation: Mother
child
Father
;ri;::r^
s.....
.....
^^^^^^^^
entry.
Father takes the child to school
Father
Child
Mother
Diffuse
.o.„.a.. between
.at.e. an. cM,. sl^m^.^ protective suppo.
Again three separate subsystems.
After school entry: d, . ,Parents (Father and Mother)
Child
A Clear boundary 1s established between parent and child s.bsyste^s
It ,s interesting to note In this connection that this Is precisely
the intervention that structural fa.lly therapists suggest In the fanlly
treatment of phobias (Including school phobias) In early school-age
children. In a case entitled "The Modern Little Hans" (Philadelphia
Child Guidance Clinic F11™ Presentation, 1976), the clinical proble. was
conceptualized as fusion between
.other and son (diffuse boundary), with
an alienated father. Through a series of tasks In which the father was
instructed to spend t1» with his son In the absence of the .other and
then with the
.other In the absence of the son, the child's phobia dis-
appeared. Thus the father's help was enlisted In establishing a clear
boundary between child and parent subsystems. There seems to be a par-
allel between this therapeutic process and the structural change which
took place, without Intervention, In these healthy families.
The only family In which the father was not directly Involved In
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-fleets
.a^s.
.ut1ve disengagement,
„Mch
.a. 5e a
.act
m«+u ^oth he and hi<;
----e.nses
,not t.,nM. 0 a.
I ,s not intention to suggest that U 1s the
.an.,1ng of t.e
'
—
a.
o.s.oo,t.at accounts
.0. these
....ences.
.o. a. , p.-
r:
""^^^
-1. su.,ea.„,;.
r:;;;^^^^^^^^^--'- , ..e specatl.
'°
™^ 1-olve a Change 1n .a™i„
structu.. Punhe.
, „ish to
..onst.ate the usefulness.
a
sea.ch point o. .lew, of ana,..1„g a pa.tlcuW deve,opne„ta,
™o.ent In
the life of the family. Further rp<;p;,..hy r-urth research is, of course, necessary to
validate these speculations.
The Hastings, forgetting about the first day of school is another
interesting bit of data that co^es out of a consideration of the first
day Of school as symbolic of the fa.iiys response to school entry Al
though dulia's explanation of their ambivalence about the school and its
™des of socialization is certainly a valid value co-entary. several
factors point to the possibility that this family may have a ™re rigid
boundary with the outside world than other families in the study. First,
they Showed the most reluctance (among families which ultimately agreed
to participate) to my entry into their family. Also, they live in a
community of three families, which changes the level in the system at
hich the interface between their nuclear family and the broader conmu-
ty takes place. Thus, while there are few limits, for example, on the
w
ni
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-e fa.l.s p.ov,.es so.
..p.sslon.Uc
.ata a.o„t t.e c.an.s 1naj V 3t™ct.e acco^an, s.oo, ent. as „en as .o«
.an.
.ay 5e accon,p„shed wU^.n the U.Uy. si^llaHy. the Interface o.
™v be reflected in the events Of the f,>st day. AH of the fa.1,1es
P-v1ded a ce.ta1n amount of protection and support for the,> youngest
to school.
f^ctoriwMdL
Factors in the School
There are several ways 1n which the school itself can be helpful in
reducing the anxiety of children (and families) «ho are preparing to
enter first grade and kindergarten. As I mentioned before, the kinder-
garten teacher fro. the school to which the Levys send their children
niade a hon,e visit shortly before the start of the year. This seems help-
ful both in terms of the child's and the parents' anxiety. Also, in
that school the kindergarten class spends a full day in the first grade
classroom with the first grade teacher shortly before the end of the
kindergarten year. This provides a sense of orientation and familiarity
with the first grade setting and thus likely makes the transition less
anxiety provoking.
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The schoo, to„h,ch the Chase chi,..en go Invites parents tothe,r Children 1„ for a meeting with the teacher a fe .
school starts. This ,ike the s„ •
''"'^'^
^
"^^^
'° classroo™ and the
-"«v.,t. provides
-PPo^tunit,
.or the child and the parent to he-co.e acc.to.d to schoo, entr.. The Chases, school leaves it ™re
the hands of parents tn in = . ,
ino the t H
" ' °^ -^t.g teacher.
At the school to Which the other three families send their children
there did not see. to he any special atte.pt
.ade to facilitate the
school entry process. This was the smallest school involved in the
study, ,n a s»ll rural village, and it was
.y impression that, in gen-
eral, the families and the school were well known to each other In
fact, the families who participated included a coo. in the school cafe-
tena (Clark), a former school bus driver (Hastings) and an old friend
Of the first-grade teacher (Roberts). Thus, perhaps there is less need
for formalized introductions between the teacher and the families in
this particular school.
Factors in the Family
It should be noted at the outset that none of the first graders in
the study had any serious proble™ with school or school entry of which
I became aware. Indeed, one of the criteria for fanily selection was
that the child had, in the assessment of the school, made a healthy ad-
justment to first grade. Thus, although comparison beftveen healthy and
troubled families is not possible in this context, it may be possible to
get some ideas from the data about what families can do to facilitate
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healthy school entry.
2 --o...„, , ^^^^^^e c,
^^^^^^^^^
^^^^ ^^^^^^^
^^^^ ^^^^^^
schoo,, although Within a few days she was co.fonab,e
Karen's
.other also experienced so™ distress surrounding her
youngest, school entry. She told . she had Karen 1n anticipation of
B.lly (her next youngest) starting school, and that she would have had
another child except for financial reasons. She expressed
,u1te openly
her wish to keep the children near her, that having the. go off to
school "bothered
.e." She tries to control her wish to be 'overp™-
tectlve.. All of this Is symbolized In her personal ritual of standing
the picture window each day watching as the children all walk to the
school bus. Seen In this context, Karen's ambivalence, expressed 1n
fear and shyness, appears to be related to her
.other's
.Ixed feelings
By no n^ans pathological, this Is an Illustration of the kind of Inter-
actional dynamics which may so^tlmes underlie school entry problems
(see Waldfogel et ai., 1957; Hesser, 1964; Hinuchin, 1972), The family
gauntlet', described In the case study of this family, might be seen as
being an expression of the ambivalence about separation that character-
izes Carol Clark's relationship with her children.
One of the things a family may do that facilitates a smooth first
grade entry is to send their children to nursery school. Although the
change to full-time school attendance is of some significance, the two
children (Bruce Chase and Looey Levy) who had gone to nursery school in-
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dicated that startinn fi.-c+ ^ j
'
f^rst grade was easy since they had already beengoing to school for two or three years Th»,-
thatth»
. Their mothers both also stressedat the process of separation between the. and the youngest chUd had
It certainly ™.es Intuitive sense that a child who has been in
Pre-school will be less anxious beginning ful,-t1„. school. There is
nothing In the data that points to any strUIng differences in adjust-
selected for good adjustment.
Another facilitating factor within the fa.ily is the support given
siblings in preparation for the start of school. With the exception
of the Levy fa.lly. i„ ^^'ch the two children were only a year apart
and in which no such sibling
.showing of the ropes' was ^ntioned, each
of the first graders were helped along by older siblings. One interest-
ing aspect of this is that in each of the three families with both older
brothers and sisters, it was the sisters who helped. In the Roberts.
Clark and Hastings fanilies, there were older brothers of various ages,
but they did not seem to get involved in helping the youngest get ready
for first grade. Of course, it Is inpossible to make much of this ob-
servation, given the size of the sample. It might be seen as a reflec-
tion of sex-role Identifications. Another factor, however, is the fact
that, except In the Roberts family, the sisters were the oldest siblings
in the family.
In any case, this sibling tutelage was an important form of support
for the youngest, as well as a valuable developmental experience for the
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older sibling.
^ ^-^^^Sl^ 1^ Elm Srsdt §ntrx_7
'^HhougH.-.tg.de
.presents a Change
...Mf to
..,l..„e
" ^-"^^ ^" - ----
-r
...to.^^^^^^
-any significant Change 1n their relationship
they were
a-^e
-others in the stua..
^^^^ye ree t1.e
.or their own Interests an. activities. B. an. large.
loo.e.
.o^ar. to an. en,o.e. this change, h.t
.1. „ot ta.e on new
entr. 1„to the world outside the fa.ll, heing coincident with the chlld^
school entry Is not particular,, supported by the data fro™ these fanl-
lies.
in the two families with three equally spaced children (Hastings
and Chase) the first grade year for the youngest see^s to have been a
ti«« for considerable develop^ntal change of routine. Chores were In-
stituted in both fannies at this tl™. Allowance was also started. In
the Hastings fa.lly there was a shift In responsibility fro™ the parents
to the children for a good part of the corning routine. In the two fami-
lies with high school age children (Clark and Roberts) these changes had
occurred earlier, and in the family with a first and a second grader
(Levy) the shift in responsibility had not yet been Instituted. Thus It
seems that the meaning and implications of the youngest entering first
grade Is partly determined by the age distribution of the children In
the family.
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In general, school entry of the youngest child 1.j'w Mjtjbi: m I IS an important de-
Z " " - St..
-....es..„,
...e ent. ™. not . .e .ost
critical phase of the school entry transition u •, which is a gradual one
spread out over several years.
There are several factors which see. to help facilitate the entry
-to school.
"0. visits the teacher, visits to the new classroo.
by the Child, and a preliminary meeting with the new teacher at the
school before the start of the school year are school-Initiated prac-
whlch see. to be facllltatlve of school entry are the relative engage-
™nt Of the father In the life of the fa.ly. the supportive 'showing of
the ropes, by older siblings, and .ore or less ritualized supportive at-
tention to the Child's needs at the beginning of the school year
les
cri -
CHAPTER XI
IMPLICATIONS FOR FAMILY MENTAL HEALTH
Which have been defined as
.healthy on the basis off^^si several broad en-tena, including that they be intact ffiVcty (first marriage, two parents) and
r - - expiation of t.e t.pes
"
functions of Ht.aU In t.e l.ves of five heaUh. fa.n,es. This ex-
ploration has generated a seHes of hypotheses about the possible func-
tions Of n-tua, 1n the health, fa.1„. The essentia, functions that
have been suggested fo. Htual practices In the fa^n, are ho^statlc
(^mtenance) for fa.l V-b1„d1„, Htuals. and ho.eo.het1c (development-
al) fo. family llfe-cyc,e Htuals. The ™des through which these func-
tions are accomplished are maintenance of structural boundaries In and
around the family system for binding rituals, and facilitation of struc-
tural change of boundaries and confirmation of development (through per-
mssion, affirmation and education) for life-cycle rituals.
Much of the work of numerous writers whose research and theoretical
works have guided clinical practice in the mental health professions is
based on the application of knowledge gained from the study of patho-
logical conditions and their treatment. Even the most recent work In
the treatment of families (cf. Hinuchin, 1974) Is based on a theoretical
model derived from the study of illness. Our understanding of »ntal
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go
tempt to learn about what goes riahf „» k .
fruitful 1n the H
'^"^"^^^
^'^0 be
J2 - - -~n. an. the t.at.nt 0. psKho,o,cal ....
in an approach which employs the study of pathological phenomena to
-e generalisations about the nature of psychological Hfe. th:!Te
ons. There is the aanger. for one thing. Of evolving
theory and Weltanschauung which Is pathology-oriented and pathology-
™"
' ^-'th instead of the traditional
categories of 'abnormal psychology' reflects . nhnuay ri a philosophical advance In
our field (Mennlnger. 1963; Angyal. 1965; Haslow. 1968)
The approach employed here, of studying health to learn about how
to be healthy Instead of studying illness to learn how not to be sld-
also has Its built-in limitations. There 1s the danger of developlng'a
pollyannish view of in thiQ ^=.0 ^ ••,O , , s case, family ritual, which ignores, because
,n IS not present in the data, the pathological potentialities of a
phenomenon.
Therefore, before proceeding to consider the uses of family ritual
m mental health practice, so™ thoughts on the ways In which fanily
ritual might be dysfunctional in family development are appropriate.
Pathological Fani 1y Ritual
There are ways In which ritual my function to Impede nor.al de-
velopment. Binding rituals, by becoming more rigid in response to the
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threat Of developmental change (anx1et„ can .e pote„t1a,l.
...esslve
-he. function. Thus one
are prevented f.™ na.m, autonomous reUtlons.-ps pee. outside
7 -n-,d, compuua.. ..„n. .tu-
als (e.,.. HtualUed
„.a,s, holidays, vacations, etc., „.lc. ,eco.e
b,nd,ng in an oveH. restrictive, pathological sense. P,.1„
ntuals Which become much
.ore Important as soon as a grown child Is
carried, for example, ma. reflect a homeostatic response to changing
subsystem boundaries aimed at reinstating the old structure. Such r1
g^duy Of binding ritual may undermine the successful accomplishment of
the formation of new boundaries around the ^rrled couple, ending In
™rnal distress or failure. Thus rituals which function to bind may
hinder the accomplishment of developmental change. 1f the family's ho-
meostatic flexibility or range Is too narrow.
Life-cycle rituals may also be pathological by being the analogic
representation of a destructive change In structure. An example of this
is the life-cycle ritual in one family in which the child's dinner plate
was ceremonially broken at the point in late adolescence at which the
child was expelled from the family and expected to fend for her/himself.
Here there is certainly the symbolic expression of change in structure,
but the supportive quality of the life-cycle rituals reported by the
families in this study is conspicuously absent. Rather than a change of
subsystem boundaries in which the adolescent takes on a more autonomous
role within the system (horaeorhetic equilibrium), in this case the mem-
ber is defined only as a child in or an adult outside of the family,
with no negotiable mi ddleground. This ritual obviously symbolizes a
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.0™ posmve
,.e-cK,e
.U.U
.pen. .
..^e st.
t.e absence 0. a .1„. of 1„te.,e„e.t1ona, cooperation 1„ the
acco.p,1s..„t Of aevelop^ntal chan.e. Anot.e. exa.ple of t.s Is t.ef-.a, and
.ou.nin, en,a,ed In so.e o.t.odo.
.ewls. fa.„les w.en aChild marries out of the faith.
These examples of potential!, pathological fo™s of fa™il,
.Uua,
underline the need for f„«he. research Into the types and functions of
"tuals in the lives and development of families, both
.healthy and
troubled. Perhaps the definition, typology, and functional analysis of
ntuals based on data fron, these healthy families will help to prepare
the way for further, systematic. Investigation of family ritual.
family RituiL in Oin^
Two potential uses for the concept of family ritual 1n ^ntal
health practice suggest themselves from the foregoing analysis of family
ntual and Its functions In the healthy family. These two uses are
diagnostic assessment and therapeutic prescription.
Diagnostic Assessment
Along with family sculpture, and kinetic family drawings, gathering
data about the ritual practices in the family referred for treat^nt can
provide valuable information about the boundaries between subsystems in
the family and how they are maintained. An exploration of binding ritu-
als could provide data for a thoroughgoing structural analysis of the
family as a system. This, like family sculpture and family drawings,
provides qualitative, inferential, symbolic data that could prove quite
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useful to the family clinician.
"o^e
..ntuatlve assessment
, ^^^^^^^^
ad-^s.t,ono.a..,.nt.,,-.e„to...
S.c. am.ento..
r
^-e to .e co.pned fro. data collected
..o. a ...
aticn of the fa.iiys place on the continuum of en.esh.ent-d1sengage-
-t as well as a
.elated assessment of the fa.lly.s hemostatic flexl-
b.luy. based on the „™be. of binding Htuals and thei. Hgidity Such
an inventory would be especially valuable 1n testing hypotheses about
the relationship between en.esh.ent. dlsengage^nt and family ™„ta,
health using populations of distressed and non-distressed families
The presence of non-pathological life-cycle rituals in a family
could be seen by the clinician as an indication of homeostatic flexi-
bility and a good prognostic sign. To ask a family if they have a birth-
day custom, whether the tooth fairy visited their hone, what they did on
the first day of school. If they commemorate graduations, etc., can
yield important Information about the degree to which there is confirma-
tion of developmental progress In the family and what form such confir-
mation takes. This would certainly guide the family therapist in her/
his assessment of how the family copes with developmental change and
what modes it is accustomed to use in coping. In this way an Investiga-
tion of family life-cycle rituals may point the way to a successful
resolution of a developmental crisis in family therapy by showing the
therapist a spontaneous. Innovative solution to a previous developmental
crisis
.
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tion Of a senous physical sy.ptor,. I„ this case th« fun , e family was depniv
enn^shed within a large extended family This en..,H ,oiiin . i meshraent was maintainedby a myth which rade taboo all criticisr, » •
„.
,
jealousy and overt con-
nect wnh,n the extended family. This myth was stated thus: "The sur-
separates himself from the family is lost" (p. 447). This myth ™ain.
tamed a pathological homeostasis (Ferreira, 1963) which eventually
could not continue. Without going into the details of the therapy or
-11 et ai. (1977) call it. this case shows the therapeutic power of
ritual
When it became clear that a frontal attack on the myth by the thera-
Pists was ineffective, a ritual was prescribed which served "to change
the rules of the game, and therefore the family epistemology, without
resorting to explanations, criticism, or any other verbal intervention."
This ritual prescription was as follows:
In the next two weeks that were to precede the next
oTth??;n"j^5o'or^'1h^e';""^'-' -"to^'l^^f n°
'
sit r un^d^tT^r^g rot f^b"[e!^: ic^h^ l^S^I^^l^^rrro^'a^l 1
«n?.'r' TT '1^™ ^1<":^ that would be p aced a? 1?
would h,v. J
^'^^ starting with thl elde t
mZ r L'woL*': "'"l fam?i;]"'?C:erha' No-thing to say w uld have to remain silent for the assigned fif-
teen minutes, while the rest nf r ••,
s lent. If, Instead, he we^e to Delrl^listen, refraining from mak^nc .n!"^^^ ' ^!^'"^0"e would have to
ruption of any kind It was ^h.M f™!!*' S^sture or inter-
these discussions o ts de of the f e
*°
limited to these evening ra^etina/ wh? h ^^^--i-tfing wastured. As for relations ^th Sers of i"'"'"^Of courtesy and helpfulness
wero^'prescHbeTcpl'sif
/""''^'"^
Clearly this prescription includes paradoxical injunction, in which the
therapists align themselves with the family „yth (doubling of courtesy
and helpfulness; suggesting only that impressions be discussed, not
criticisms of the clan), while prescribing a situation in which the
negative feelings built up over generations would have to be expressed
For present purposes, however, we are concerned not so .uch with the
paradoxical injunction, but with the prescription of a family ritual.
The ritual accomplishes several tasks. It sets up a rigid boundary
between the nuclear family and the rest of the clan, symbolized most
directly by locking the fr^nt door but also by the prohibition on discus-
sion outside the ritual time. Within the family, it reinforces the age
hierarchy among members and prevents division into subsystems (through
alliances and interruptions). Through this ritual, a change in family
rules was accomplished, substituting for the prohibition the obligation
to speak clearly on taboo topics (the clan), which corresponds to the
establishment of the boundary between the nuclear family and its extend-
ed family. In the next session the identified patient had greatly im-
proved, and "changes followed in leaps and bounds. Once the field was
cleared of the myth, it became possible to work on the family's internal
problems" (p. 452).
As the authors note, the analogic nature of such a ritual prescrip-
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the digital. This preponderant »n,^^ """^ 'h^" to
nature, more apt than wo?ds ?S unui ? f ^""'^""^"t is. by its
,
powerful collective experienr^ ?I f
the participants in a
to be Shared by evlryonl lp 452) ''^^^c idea
It 1s Clear fro. this example that the prescription of a family
ntual can be an effective tactic in family therapy, if the cooperation
Of the family can be enlisted, prescribed ritual could function for the
troubled family to maintain current structure, change structure, or
maintain new structure once it has been achieved. Prescribed ritual of
both binding and life-cyCe types would function by the same principles
by which spontaneous rituals function-the symbolic representation of
boundaries between subsystems or the develop^ntal change of subsystem
boundaries. Palazzoli et ai. (1977) caution the clinician, however, that
1t is not simply a matter of plugging the family into a stock ritual:
Se;a7ron°;hrth\rt'?^L^'"?f^s[^^reif?r?7fobs?^™
and then a creative effort, sine ^^' s unth n able tha??"
U :u t'be'sSecmc';rr be soln'an e .
certMn luiTT I .1°'^ 2"® 3'''^" the same way astai rules (and therefore a certain play) are specific foreach family in a given here-and-now that includes of coSrsethe therapeutic experience (p. 453). u .
In a sense, the therapeutic process itself can be seen as a ritual
process. By setting up a family therapy arrangement that is regular in
schedule and. possibly dividing the family on the basis of an analysis
of family relationships (boundaries and subsystems), structural change
nay be facilitated, and then perhaps a ritual prescribed for its
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maintenance.
A nu..e. 0. .1,,e.e„t possiM,U1es exist the use o. Htua, to
--ne st.ct.e an.
.Ut,onsM,ps a. to ..e s...
.earn.
Of develop^ntal Change 1„ the fa.n.. Co.ple Htuals could help to
pa.ent/ch1,. hounda.ies Cea. P.escH5in, the ,1v1ng of allow-
ance. certain a,e-.lated cho.es. etc. ™. he help.ul in
.aMng develop-
-nta, change a validated, confined reality In the troubled family
Prescription of rituals to .define parent-child relationships, whel
for example, a child has become
.parentlfled' and Is assuming Inappro-
priate responsibility for an abdicating parent,
.ay also be effective
aids in treatment.
An Important aspect of the power of prescribing ritual Is that the
ritual. If performed according to the prescription, is an intervention
in the for. of analogic action. It is concrete, typically nonverbal,
and does not require Insight although It may lead to insight. This
makes its power as a change-inducing agent much greater than interpre-
tation. At the same time, it is important to consider that the success
of a spontaneous. Innovative family ritual In the resolution of a family
problem probably has greater value than a prescription, in terms of the
integrity and long-te™ autonomy of the family. Thus, in concluding
this section on the clinical use of family ritual, I would stress the
Importance of its assessment uses and the therapeutic value of support-
ing and encouraging the natural healing modes that the rituals already
present in the family may represent.
CHAPTER XII
A CRITIQUE OF THE METHOD AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
An atte.pt has been ™de In this stud, to explore the pheno.non offa.„ n-tual: to provide basic definitions, to .se qualitative data to
tie the emerging concept Into a theoretical fra„.work; and to prepare
the ground for ™ore syste^tlc testing of hypotheses by presenting data-
based speculations about the function of ritual In the
.odern fa.lly
Two methodological approaches, participant observation and se.l-struc-
tured interviewing, allowed the necessary flexibility to explore the
Phenomenon of family ntual in some depth with a small sample of fami-
nes, llhlle these methods required the researcher to be the scientific
instrument or apparatus, which has certain pitfalls and limitations of
Objectivity, it was also possible for the data, in large part, to form
the basis for the analysis rather than forcing the subject of study to
conform to the parameters of a more limiting, pre-formed methodology.
Thus, the methods of participant observation and semi
-structured inter-
viewing of a small sample of families can be seen to be an effective ap-
proach and one appropriate to the goals and purposes of this study. Now
that the terrain has been mapped. It is possible to employ more syste-
matic hypothesis testing methods. After briefly discussing some of the
ways in which this study might have been more effectively done within
the methodology used, more will be said about possible directions for
further research.
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Ihouaht^ on the Stui^ of
It became clear in the cnijr<;p ^-f +u-
^. .
that the start of
77-^ ..es 0. ,3,3 ..e lie,
lys. ,e„t .o.„.
... ,,,,
^^^^^^^ ^.^
the start of full-time school. In these fivp f -i-
" ^"^^^ ^^ e families, however, very
little actual change in thp H;,u fo w
' Of family ^^bers, except
t e
..St ,.ade.. accompanied the sta.t of f1.t
..de fo. t.e
.ou„,est
selves as potential,,
.ieldin,
.icher data about the family^s response
to school entry. These are (at least i„ the community in which this
study was conducted): the pre-Mndergarten screening in the spring be-
fore the start of Mndergarten, and the actual beginning of kindergar-
ten. Of course, with these events as a research focus, nursery school
experience would continue to be a complicating factor. In any case a
.ore fruitful study of the school entry process might co^ from follow-
families through the several months from the pre-school screening
into the beginning of the kindergarten year.
Post-hoc Critique of the Design
The use of a more systematic preliminary data collection, in which
the details of holiday celebrations and special family activities were
gathered would have helped to make thP ri;^t;, ;,n.iwo.-.ci cu uu iiidKe zne data analysis more convenient in
this study. As it was, this information was collected during the inter-
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7; 7'--" „o.. p.... not .ave ..act. .0.t e .eve,op,„, sense of t.ust an. openness the «„es. T.e ,ua,.
ot the data «ou,d have aUo 5een enhanced n two additions had been
included in the on-glna, agreement with each fa.il,. n.st, that the
-searcher spend a few hours with the fa.i,, viewing and discussing fa.-
Photographs and ho^e movies; and, second, that the researcher would
return after a specified period of ti.e to follow-up the original data
collection with an interview with the couple to clarify any ite. of the
data Which, after study, needed further investigation. As it was the
contract
.ade with each fa.ily left the issue of family pictures open
b.t the ti.e available to vi« the. was not built-in. so the photographs
I did see were shown during the period of observation. A follow-up in-
terview was not requested because this. also, was not built into the
agreement, and I did not want to risk 'overstaying
.y welcome" in rela-
tion to these already very generous families. BoU, of these ideas (pho-
tographs and follow-up) would be useful additions to any in-depth study
of the internal life of the family.
Directions for Further Research
The idea of a school entry study which would involve following a
number of families through the pre-ki ndergarten screening and into kin-
dergarten has already been suggested. After the pre-screeni ng, families
might be divided into groups and predictions made regarding school entry
outcome. Another possibility would be to compare outcome on the basis
of several variables suggested by the data collected in this study. For
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ex«p,e, d1f.e.e„ces 1„ adjust^nt to t.e schoo, sU.ation ™i,,t
...
w^t. factors within the school (teache. ho„,e visits In advance of the
start Of the school year, preparato,. visits to the new Cassroc; pre-
paratory meetings with the teacher). Fa.lly factors, Including the
presence of life-cycle rituals, fa.lly constitution (number and age dis-
tribution Of siblings, single
.o*er or father, both parents present)
fa..ly style (sex-role factors. en»sh.ent-d1sengage™ent. Involvement of
the father in the family life) Ptr minv.^- k""y t ;, e c. might be potential variables in
further study of school entry.
Several studies suggest themselves for the further study of ritual
in the life of the modern family, such as the development of a family
ritual inventory and comparing families with significantly greater or
smaller numbers of ritualistic practices. Using ritual as a way to op-
erationalize the concepts of enmeshment and disengagement would also
open up an entire range of studies based on differences on this dimen-
sion. Finally, single and multiple case studies of the use of family
ritual as an assessment index or as a prescription in family therapy
should be included among the valuable research possibilities that could
be done using the preliminary work of this study as a point of departure.
Aside from these more clinical research ideas, studies of a more
sociological, demographic nature would add to our basic knowledge of the
family. Studies to test the hypothesis that there is more ritual in
higher socio-economic status families, families in which the grandpar-
ents live within a certain distance, and families with larger numbers of
children are needed to provide hard data to confirm the speculations of
this writer and of Bossard and Boll (1950). The possibility that there
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n.ay be types of families which operate with different »des of struc
tural maintenance is also a worthy direction of investigation.
It would seem, then, that the topic of family ritual offers a rich
field of possible investigation in theoretical, clinical and demographic
areas. It is hoped that the preliminary work on the topic presented in
this dissertation can serve its intended purpose of preparing the ground
for further study of the rituals in family life.
CHAPTER XIII
CONCLUSION-THE FUTURE OF FAMILY RITUAL
The decline of rituallzatlon 1„ social relationships has been dls-
feudalism and Industrialization to present-day technoculture. The pri
™ary hu^an social unit has correspondingly declined In size fro. the
tHbal unit, through the extended fa™l,y, to the
.odal nuclear fa.ily of
today. Even a fe« generations ago. the level of for^Hty and rltuall-
zat,on in the family i„ western culture was strikingly greater than the
level of ntuallzation in the contemporary families whose rituals are
presented here. The family rituals reported and analyzed here are but
vestiges of the rites of primitive culture. Yet they perform functions
analogous to the social functions of tribal rituals.
What the future of ritual in the family may be in the context of
ever-growing numbers of families with single parents, dispersed extended
families, and experiments in collective living is impossible to predict.
It may be that we will see the disintegration of ritual tradition, in
which ritual forms are handed down through generations. Vet, the well-
spring from which these symbolic behaviors originate may be seen as fun-
damental to human consciousness and communication and rituallzation, as
Erik Erikson (1977) has recently pointed out. is a fundamental charac-
teristic of civilization. New generations may rely on ritual innovation
rather than ritual tradition to maintain and change social relationships.
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In any case, it would appear that the future of ritua, and the future of
the family (whatever Us transformations) are inextricably Intertwined.
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APPEMDIX I
Description of Doctoral Dissertation Study
This stud. Win involve the participation of 8 to ,0 families whose
learn ™re about how healthy families resolve the developmental transi-
t.on families face when their youngest child enters school. This study
w'll enploy „Bthods of observation in the ho^ and interviews of fa.ily
-mbers as .odes of data collection. The special focus of questions and
Observations will be on ritualistic practices in the fa.ily. Although
this research structure clearly leaves so^what flexible the questions
to be posed, the following are examples of the kinds of questions I will
be asking families involved:
s^^h^Ti-trrt^oinrtS'L^t^ t^^:i;:^^e°r^
--"^
iitii on^t?r:ix"2^ihrch'5^dJ^"^'^^'^ *° -^-^ -^-^
How do the parents share responsibility for each child's education?
'S:co^^e"^^^:orage'r"ff''Lfh^S>?r
^^^'^^-^
Is there any special change taking place in the family now that the
thTr^faciiMSie'sr'
''''''' -other 's'activU?esf Fa-
What are the older siblings' views on the youngest entering school"?Recollections of their own school entry?
^ n oi.
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How does the first grader feel about starting schooP
The plan of the study Is to spend two days-one weekday and one
weekend day-participating In the fa.liys dally life and observing the
family's customs and habits. Besides providing rich data about life in
the family, this will provide an opportunity for .e to get to know the
fam-ly and they me, so that an atmosphere of openness and trust can be
established between us. During the weeks that follow, I will return for
a series of interviews aimed at understanding in more depth the observa-
tion of the two days spent with the family. During these interviews I
will also gather specific data on school entry in the family, focusing
in particular on any family customs surrounding this event.
This plan for the research will be fully explained to each family
before they are asked to agree to participate. They will at no time be
pressed to participate, or during participation to discuss matters which
are felt to be uncomfortably private or sensitive. They will be inform-
ed of their right to choose not to reveal information and their full
right to withdraw from the study for any reason at any time. These are
fundamental ethical rules laid down by the University of Massachusetts
Human Subjects Committee, which has approved this study.
In considering this project for approval there are several import-
ant aspects about it which it would be helpful to keep in mind:
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ceived the approval of the Hum^n • ^'"^Project has also re-
on the ethics'orpsychologicar?esea'rch!' P^""
*Healthy, Normal Families: The research win
tlon of 'special needs' fL lies Vhl f the particlpa-
be labeled'or evaluated in ln'negalJ^e'^a;!
""^
*'"'°fr ttragreet^;irti:i"te^ ^^^^^ Informed about the study be-
any time! They will sian an a;rpI^L"^U ^"^^ '° withdraw at
acknowledges this Infor^d cons'enl
Participating which
*'°"'be'ch'l„^^:5^or ^UnllTU llr^fUr ^^^^^^^^-^ detans wll,
the families w?n bl he?d con^ Se tl.rt'""*- about
sysiem')
f^"<'^"9s, however, will be available to the school
*M1n1mal School Responsibility: No classroom Involvement or access tn
familv" ^VT,"''' *° '"^^ ^""t of = 'oo enTy on the"
s?uiti-onI °"
=°""nity benefits from cooperation between in-
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APPENDIX II
Research Participation Agreement
* agree to participate in this study of family adjustment to the
youngest child starting school. We understand that this project is be
ing done by Edward Yeats for his Doctoral Dissertation in Psychology at
the university of Massachusetts/Amherst. The study will involve allow-
ing him to be a participant-observer in our fa.ily for two days, and our
participating in interviews (to be tape recorded) about our family life.
This will take place over a period of about one month.
The investigator promises not to disclose any information about the
family to the school, to other families involved 1n the study, or to
anyone not directly connected with the Graduate School, and to protect
the identity of the family in any oral or written presentation of the
results of the research. The family will be permitted access to the
final written dissertation (except for specific information about other
families in the study) and to hear tape recordings of the Interviews to-
gether with the investigator.
The family is free to withdraw participation at any time. The in-
vestigator will answer any questions family members have about the study
at any time.
Investigator — Participant
Participant
Participant
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APPENDIX III
BASIC INFORMATION FORM
^^""'^y Name__ Address
Phone #
Other?
Parents: First marriage? jes no
How long have you lived at this address?
in this community?
Who lives in the home?
Name Age Sex
Father
M
Mother
^
Children
(oldest
first)
Relationship
Date of Marriage / /
Occupation Educational Level (1 = 1st grade;
father " ^"^^^^^t^' etc.)
Mother
Grandparents
:
Are any of either Mother or Father's parents living?
If so, please identify whose parent and indicate how many miles from
your home the grandpa rent (s) live.


